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Board of Education of the Metho
dist church last week announced
that two of its annual National
Methodist Stholarship awards
have been granted to Meharry
Medical college students.
One award was given Charles
Reginald Lett, freshman medical
student. • He is the son of Mrs. victor.. W. Lett, 1263 St. Meador,
Mobile, Ala., and is a member of






EDITOR's NOTE: The editor of the Tri-State Defender hap-pens to know the writer of the article below, and is quite confidentthat he is sincere in his most pertinent observations. The articleis of such significance at this time we are giving it prominence.
(From an article in the New York Post by Murray Kempton)
"NEGRO MAGAZINES push for more liquor advertising. Ebony
(circulation 447,000) claims it's already first among monthly publi-cations in number of pages of blended, bourbon and Canadian
whiskey advertising. It bases its drive for more on a market studyWhich it claims shows a Negro family buys over twice as muchliquor at the retail level as does the average white family." — The
Wall St. Journal.
I have not lately heard from Jackie Robinson about the
progress of his campaign for life memberships in the NAACP.
Those memberships cost $500, and are purchaseabie on the instal-
411
 ment plan. But there is a distinct impression around town that
business isn't booming for Jackie Robinson.
•• •
HOLLYWOOD PLANS A MOVIE TO BE CALLED "The
Montgomery Story" with Harry Belafonte as Martin Luther King.
We have never had a movie celebrating la Negro whose pri-
mary talents were of the intellect and the spirit. Montgomery Po-
lice Commissioner Clyde Sellers has already announced a policy
of non-cooperation with Hollywood in this venture, it would, be said,
only "further glorify and praise M. L. King."
I do not know what the budget of the movie will be. The
budget of the Montgomery Improvement Ass'n Is 537.000 a year.
"We haven't," says the Rev. Mose Pleasure, the associa-
tion's executive secretary, "even begun to raise it so far."
Here, according to the mimeographed newsletter of the MIA
sent out from its headquarters at 530 S. Union st., arc some of the
conditions against which it struggles:
•••
(1) TRE TAXPAYERS OF MONTGOMERY WILL pay
$900,000 next year for a new museum library for whites only. On
the separate but equal principle, Montgomery will also build a
$100.000 library branch for Negroes, Montgomery, one of the bet-
eter citied in the deep south, spends nine times as much for abrary for the 54 percent of its citizens who are white as it does for
The rest who are Negroes. 
(2)In the middle of last month, a 17 year old boy named
Mark Gilmore took a shortcut through the city park on his way
to his fob as a porter at the city hoanital. He was stooped be one
of Clyde Sellers' cops, who asked him if he didn't know of the
city ordinance whirls bars Nerroes from the city park unless
they are nurses with white children.
Young Gilmore says that the policeman told him, while wait-
tag for transfer to a patrol wagon to keep his head down as a les-
son in his duty not to look white People in the face, and that, while
he was in that nostore of submission , the policeman hit him over
the hack of the head.
Trespasser Gilmore was bronoht into court and fined for
his Mate crime. When he annealed, the rase was dronned. offi•
fiat Montgomery having long ago learned that it is hest to keel)
Its system of justice from too close scrutiny by the higher fed-
eral resets.
allark Gilmore hag since been fired from his iob as a porter
In the hospital and thus relieved of the inconvenience of taking the
long way around to work.
• a •
(3) ALSO LAST MONTH. M 4RTTN LUTPFR irTVC was the
P,S0 of Martin Aaronsicv on Far-television. Ten minutes before
the broadcast. some unknown Khmer, exercisino those electronic
skills in which we have demonstrated we are otherwise inferine to
ik the enemy. short-eircuited a nower cord and blacked out *Int-
1, gomerY's NBC station. The fnllawing Sunday. Montgomery
ran a kinesenne of the A aronsky-King interview followed by a half-
hour rebuttal by Chicle Sellers.
There is St rerdain irony in WS. Martin Ltither Xing. He
In courted by the vice nresident of the U. S., and ahares with
Richard larevara Russell the honor of below the only deep south.
erner to make the cover of Time in recent history.
He gets more tarsi,* than a man as modest as he could nos-
sibly need from outside ttoeteomerv: he still most get the little
money he can for the work for which his country honors him from
the cooks and maid, who sonnort the Mnntanmery imornvement
Ass'n. And then' are hardly subleeta for noastina aboot the vast
resources of the new Nearn market. A remarkably high propor-
tion of them send their children to college- but, when day is done,
doobt, if they can contilmite much to Ebony's Thome sales total,
if being a tradition In Alabama not to stock the better bourbons on
the colored side of the state ll000r stores.
• •
THE NEGRO HAS ENOUGH PROBLEMS WITHOUT add-
ing to them the endurance of my nreachments. King's work and
The NAACP's are, in any case, not done for Negroes alone hut for
all of us. It occurs to me that I owe him hist as much as anyone
else. So I expert my Private celebration of the Montgomery hay-
eott will be to cheat the clia•illers of my persrmal nart of their trib-
nte for week and send what I save to the Montgomery Improve-
anent Ass'n.
I hope I wont be alone.
A Sift:CRSTTON TO MEMPRTANS: You can help the
cause, join Mr. Kemnton, by (Regina deen in your wickets to
aunnort the Manned allmit registration drive. Let's utilize our




NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The The other awardee is Frei
Charles Fielder, son of Mrs. Qum-
nle Cordella White, 806 Fairley
at., Hattiesburg, Miss., a sopho-
more student in dentistry who is
a member of the St. Paul Metho-
dist church in Hattiesburg,
National Methodist scholarship
awards cover tuition and fees up
to $500 and are granted on the
basis of superior academic stand-
ing, leadership ability, active
churchmanship, character, per-
sonality and need.
LIES"' --WISHES FOR A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR!0
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HUBBY  KILLS WIFE'S EX-LOVER
NAACP Plans For '58  
Another HusbandI Wanted To Die Horne 1
NAACP OFFICIALS — One of
the most worthy projects for
the New Year which the Mem-
phis public will be asked to
give strong support is a fund
raising drive to aid the N. A.
A. C. P. in its struggle for
complete emancipation of mi-
norities. Last week Atty. Rob-
ert L. Carter, (Right) general
counsel for the NAACP, visit-
ed Memphis. While here he
and the organization discussed
plans for the campaign. The
two attorneys are shown talk•
big soon after Atty. Carver
arrived at Municipal airport.
(Withers Photo)
May Delay Hearing On
Bus Bias For 30 Days
U. S. District Judge Marion S. Boyd refused on
Friday to assume responsibility for granting another de-
lay in the scheduled Jan. 6 bus hearing, which was sought
by representatives foraLthe Memphis Street Railway com-
pany and the city of Memphis.
Since it is a matter which in-
volves three judges, Judge Boyd
said, he would have to consult
the two other men, although he
did not see that a short delay
would prejudice the rights of the
plaintiff.
Judge Boyd prefaced his re-
marks by saying that the case has
been pending for a year and a
half, "and it's getting to be an
old case,"
IT'S A MANDATE
"A case of this kind should by
right," he sa;c1, "be given prece-
dent over all ethers which are to
three-judge court at the same
time, he said postponement of the
bus suit would not be such a
serious matter.
ABOUT 30 DAYS
The representatives of the city
and the bus company told Judge
Boyd that they only needed a post-
ponement of about 30 days
Atty. H. T. Lockard, president
of the local branch of the NAACP,
and the attorney for 0. Z. Evers,
a postal employee who breught
the suit was present, to oppose
the request for a delay. He said
be heard. It is a mandate on thisl constant postponement of the case
court." was in violation of the Constitu-
Frank B. Gianotti, assisted by tion of the 'United States, which
Charles M. Crump, with Edward guarantees the rights of persons'
P. Russell, and Walter Chandler, to speedy trials,
former mayor and congressman as WILL CONFER
advisors, were in court on behalf, Since the city and the railway l
of the city of Memphis and the company are being represented
Memphis Street Railway com- by competent lawyers, assisted'
pany. They told the judge that a by expert counsel, he said, he
scheduled hearing arranged with could not see that tryirt the case
the city commissioners regarding as scheduled would be to their
an increase in fares for Jan. 8, inconvenience, and a hard-ship.
would not allow them to give full Judge Boyd agreed to confer
consideration and justice to the with Judge John D. Martin, of the
bus case involving the seating ar- Court of Appeals at Cincinnati and
rangement. Judge William E. Miller of the
Atty. Chandler told Judge Boyd, Middle District Court, and inform
that he thought that the matter both parties of the decision dur-
et a fare rate was more impor- ing Christmas week. He said that
tent than the matter of "where he did not think that Judge Mil-
individuals of a certain race should ier would oppose the delay, but
be seated, since the fare will in- that Judge Martin has indicated
volve everyone. Since there are that he wanted to get on with
other case to be tried by the the case as soon as Possible.
Jaycees Santa Claus
Thrills 336 Children
Santa Claus arrived four days ahead of schedule for
the 336 children who were present for the annual Christ-
mas party given by the Negro Junior Chamber of Com-
merce in LeMoyne college's Bruce hall last Saturday
morning.
Playing the role of Santa Claus,
was Sam Qualls, of the S. W.
Qualls and company mortuary,
who is general chairman of the
organization and its senior mem-
ber in length of service.
Each child was given a pound
of Christmas candy, fruit, and
nuts, and each boy a sweater, a
flannel shirt, socks and trousers.
The girls received a blouse, a
sweater, a skirt, and a pair of
socks.
The children who attended the
party were selected by the local
depirtment of public welfare on
the basis of their needs.
EXPENSES $1,300
The expenses involved in spon-
soring the party for the children
came to more than $1,500, Mr.
Quails said, and $762.12 of that
was raised by the Jay Ceerettes,
an auxiliary of the senior organiza-
tion, composed of high school girls.
The girls, who were from all
high schools in the Memphis area,
volunteered to solicit the funds on
gifts to the less fortunate chil-
dren.
Two 14-foot high Christmas trees
were part of the decorations in
Bruce Hall that gave a holiday
spirit to the occasion.
Slain By Wife
A spurned suitor had the right side of his head blown
away with a .12 gauge shotgun, and an irate rusband was
stabbed to death with an 8-inch butcher knife in two sep-
arate slayings which occurred here Last week.
Held in Shelby County jail on a charge of murder in
the slaying of his wife's former
common-law husband is Willie
Beasley, 41, of 42 Morningside
pk.
Mrs, Nannie Ruth Freeman,
23, is being held on a similar
charge in the death of her 29-year•
old husband, Rudolph Freeman,
who on occasions went by the
name of Rudolph Campbell. The
couple resided at 585 Williams st.
THE BEASI.EY CASE
According to police, Beasley
told them that he and his wife
had been separated for ten of the
past 18 years in which they have
been married. For two of those
years he add she lived as the
common-law wife of Sell Rich-
ardson, 41, who lived at 3115 Lake-
view rd.
In May of this year, Beasley
told police, he and his wife be-
came reconciled, and she left the
home of Richardson to return to
him. But shortly before his wife,
and her former common-law hus-
bapd_decided separate, they
made an agreement regarding the
Payments on newly purchased
furniture.
It was to discuss the furniture,
he said, that Richardson pretend-
ed to have called cn him and his
wife on Saturday. Seeing the man
drunk, he told arresting officers,
he called a cab and ordered
Richardson to leave the house.
Richarson, he said, became
violent, put his hand in his pock-
et, and started towards him,
whereupon he started backing to-
wards the corner of his bedroom
where he kept a loaded shotgun.
Just before Richardson got to
him, he said, he picked up the
gun and fired, tearing away the
right side of the man's head.
When police arrived, William
1V. Wilkinson, chief of the homi-
cide division said, they found






his pocket clutching an unopened
knife.
THE FREEMAN MURDER
Mrs. Freeman told police that
she and her husband had been
having marital difficulties for
sometime, and when she went to
St. Louis a few weeks ago to
visit her mother, her husband call-
ed her and told her not to come
back.
She told them that she return-
ed to Memphis shortlii afterward,
and she and her husband agreed
to a sparation, though they
continued to live at the same resi-
dence.
On Saturday, Mrs. Freeman
told police, her husband, who had
had his hand injured in a job
accident and was receiving insur-
ance checks, asked her to go to
the store and cash a check. When
she returned with groceries, she
claims her husband accused her
of keeping more money than was
needed to pay for the amouut of
groceries she had purchased.
Freeman, she told police, heat
and kicked her until he became
tired, and after resting a while
continued his attack upon her. She
escaped into the kitchen, she said,




A $20,000 suit filed last Septem-
ber by a practical nurse against
Terrell Maanorial hospital and its
officials for damages she said she
received as a result of "wilful
negligence" has been dropped,
Atty. J. F. Estes announced this
week.
Mrs. Nadine Blackman, of 673
St. Paul, agreed through her at-
torney, Anthony S. Aspero, to dis-
continue the proceedings, and a
"non-suit" was filed.
I Mrs. Blackman had originally
'charged that lack of the adminis-
tration of proper drugs at the hos-
pital had caused her "pain and
mental anguish."
Terrell Memorial hospital and
the parties named in the suit were
represented by Attorney Eates,
RUSSELL ROBINSON, realiz-
ing that he had received injur-
ies which would prove fatal
when thrown from a station
wagon in a crackup last Sat-
urday, demanded that he he
taken home to die with his
devoted mother, sisters, and
Other members of his family.
Unconscious when the ambit-
lance arrived at the home, the
32-year-old artisan was pro-
nounced dead on arriving at
John Gaston hospital. Riding
In the station wagon with Mr. ,
Robinson, but uninjured when
the vehicle overturned on
sharp curve, were Joseph W.
Eaulsberry, the driver; Miss
Arietha Hopson, and Miss
Romasca Taylor. Mr. Robin-
son was the lather M twat
children. Funeral arrange- '
ments were incomplete as the •
Tr -State Defender went
press.
Victim Of Brutality
Tells How 2 Policemen
Beat And Kicked Him
Another case of police brutality against Negrfma.9 In
the Memphis community was brought to light this week
when Herman Hastings, 50, of 1684 Orr at., charged that
two white policemen carried him to Overton Park last
Friday night, and beat him unmercifully for disputing
a white clerk in the Sterling Five
and Ten Cent store, corner of
Hollywood and Chelsea, over the
exchange of a $1.98 harmonica.
Mr. Hastings said that before
attacking him the officers, Pa-
trolmen T. A. Parks and Glenn
Moore told him that they were
going to give him a lesson on
"how to talk to white people." Ile
said that they beat him until he
fell, and then proceeded to kick
him in the stomach, chest, and
other parts of the body, eventual-
ly carried him to the Barksdale
police station where he was
booked on charges of using pro-
fanity, resisting arrest and dis-
turbing the peace. On Saturday,
he was fined $102, when the pro-
fanity charge was dismissed.
Still in severe pain on Sunday
morning, Mr. Hastings explained
he had gone to the store with a
friend, Tommy Calloway, w h•
wanted 1,0 exchange a harmonica
whch he 1466,purchased, only Si
find on reaching home that the
instrument that he had purchased
was too small for this 14-year-old
son.
HARMONICA TOO SMALL
"Calloway went to the clerk,"
Mr. Hastings said, "and told him
that the harmonica that he had
purchased was too small for his
son, and that he would like some-
thing a little bit larger. The clerk
told him that since he had carried
it from the store, they could not
exchange it, because it probably
had been used.
"Calloway told the man that the
harmonica had not been used, and
that on opening the box at horns
See POLICEMEN Page 2
Fay Mitchellf
Signs With Canadian Pro
By EARL S. CLANTON, III
This is another success story about a young Mem-
phian.
Tennessee State university's four-letter, All-American
halfback, Fay Mitchell, who hails from the Bluff City,
signed with the Ottawa Roughrider Football club for an
undisclosed sum, according to
James McCaffery, Roughriders'
manager.
"I think Fay is the best pros-
pect we've turned out since
I've been at Tennessee," Head
Coach Howard C. Gentry reveal-
ed. "He has speed, power and
deception that is exceptional in a
big man. For this reason, I be-
lieve Fay's chances in pro ball
are very good," Coach Gentry
praised.
Fleet-footed 210-pound halfback
Mitchell, who set Tennessee's mod-
ern scoring record at 17 TD's with
the 1956 National Champs, led
the Tiger scoring for 1955 with
7 and was this year's number two
scorer with 4, and he is this sea-
son's number two ground gainer.
Memphis-born Mitchell ground
out 294 yards in 64 tries that made
him the workhorse of the Tiger
eleven. Mitchell outdid his three-
year times carried by four carries
and boosted his four-year total to
707 yards in 123 tries or 5.7 yards
per try for his collegiate career.
Fay, who graduated in June,
will report to Ottawa In July be-
cause the Canadian league play
runs from August to December.
As a collegiate gridder, Fay's ex
cellent broken field running an
scoring punch inside the 20-yar
stripe won him a 1956 All-Ameni
can and 1955 and 1956 MWAA con
ference honors will (should) be
great asset in the Canadian bran
of football.
At Ottawa, Mitchell will jot
former teammate, Frank Frazie
who played fullback for two year-
and now stars for the Roughrid
ers.
Twenty-four year-old Mitchell at
tended Memphis' Douglass big
school where he won three letter






means. to me, I realize that it
means more than merely the hang- ers and reporters 
darted about
buying and the like. 
ACCRA, Ghana — Since I arrived in Ghana nearly two generally making a nuisaace of
getting in everybody's way anding of delicate decorations, gift
"As Christmas approaches, my months ago, my life has been a succession of surprises and
mind toes back to the Bethlehem thrills, 
themselves as they do the world
over.
scene •where Christ the Saviour JungleJimt • f theBut not Of the Tarzan and    pe or
appeared, wrapped in swaddling
clothes, and Was placed in a man-, Africans around here are just as amused by monkeys in a
ger, because there was no rooml circus as are Americans. lish. Tachie-Menson, member of
for parents in tbc inn. My biggest surprise and thrill Parliament, and my host, told me
"With this thought in mind, came after I had been here that the crowd was speaking at
least six distinct African languag-
es.
Prime Minister Nkrumah, quite
reserved and quite dignified, 3r-
that arrived in comfort. Nigeria, that I had seen — or rived in a Rolls Royce following
Christmas is the most important thought I had seen, many of the a motor cycle escort. A brass
date on the calendar, for it is same fans trying to shout the Chi. band snapped out a marching
Christ) birthday. And as Decem-' cago White Sox to victory over tune which I did not recognise.
ber 25 arrives, I shall allow my the Yankees, or the fatorite to win t.
mind to dwell more on Him, than 
Norumah accepted the greetings
in the annual Negro All-Star base of the vast throng, greeted theon mere gifts, and the thought of ;mil game.
friends stopping by to chat. 
players amid field as photograph.
The same loud-mouth joking,
"Chilatmas is a time to remem• the put-up or shut-up betting, and
her the announcement of the ang.
eta, vino at the birth of our Lord the 
quick tempered   arguments
were all the same.
sang, 'Glory to God in the highest, There were important diffe.
sometdnes wonder I am not
guilty of enjoying Christmas in
the wrong manner, and forgetting
all about that precious little bundle
Finally the newspapermen were
ordered off the field and the game
began.
I have watched packed African
crowds at the races sponsored by
the swank Accra Turf club. And
in them I have seen the same
hope, thrilling expectation, and
joyful outcry as the chceen horse
came in first,
I have been asked to pick hors-
es for betters who said I might
give them an American's good
luck. I've always refused.
As for traffic jams, the best in
the world are to be found at the
Accra Turf club where both the
fans and the automobiles have
t use the same roadway.
and or/ earth peace, good will to: I have been on "trek" to allrences. Most Africans wore suitsward men.' Luke 2:14." the big industrial areas of theand dresses American type, and
"Whit If Christ Had Not Been more they like it. or Mar
SECOND ESSAY country and many little spots in
the more American style the between.
Born," by Mack Lacey:
"If Christ had not been born,
where would man be today? Would
be be lbst in a sinful world? Christ
being born meant that a Saviour
was born. Christ came to earth
so that man would have the right
to eternal life.
several weeks.
I suddenly discovered while
watching a stadium packed foot-
ball match between Ghana sad
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THE PARTY IS OVER, and
before heading home following
a delightful pre-holiday lunch'
eon served by the teacher, a
group of young children in an•
! other of the special classes at
LeMoyne wait long enough for
' tit Photographer to snap
their picture, although few
of them are not very much im-
pressed with the idea. Seated
left to right are Clarence
Montgomery, Joyce Marie
Seals, Shirley Gatenood, Emi•
lyn Payne, and Sue Carol
Turner. standing, same order.
are Feleous Simpson, Miss
Eunice Carruthers, the teach-
er; Vernita Jordan, Lucille
Leonard, Doris Merritt and
Willie E. Garrett. Seated rear
row are Melvin Burks and
Barbara Walls. (Photo by
Withers.)
High School Students Tell What
Christmas, Birth Of Christ Means
Among the essays which Mrs. us 29 Easter. His living and dy.I "Alto can tell what this world
L. B. Croons, a teacher in the ing for us gives us something to would be like, if Christ had not
English department at the Stigall live and been born here?"
school in Humboldt, Tenn., receiv-
ed before the Christmas holidays
were two which she regarded as
unusual for high school students,
and worthy of publication.
A ninth grade student is the
author of "What Christmas Means
to Me," while "What If Christ
Had Not Been Born?" was done
as part of an English assignment
by a .10th grade student.
"What Christmas Means to Me,"
by Donna Jean Fly:
"As I write of what Christmas
Elvis Is Called By His
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (INS) —
A hardship deferment may delay
rock-and-roll singer Elvis Pres-
ley's induction into the Army for
eight weeks.
In an unusual twist, Presley's
employer, Paramount Pictures,
asked the Memphis Draft Board
today for an eight-week postpone-
ment to salvage more than 8350,-
000 already spent on production
plans for a Presley film.
Frank Freeman, production
chief for Paramount, said he noti-
fied Presley he had written the
Memphis Draft Board for a hard;
ship deferment.
The pulsating guitar strummer
I., due to report for induction in
Memphis Jan. 20. Freeman said
many people connected with the
filming of the movie "King Cre-
ole" will be out of work if Presley
fails to show up before the cam-
eras on a New Orleans location
Jan. 20.
The former truck driver who
parlayed an affected hip gyration
and rhythmic mumble into fame
and fortune said if the deferment
is granted he will make the pic-
ture as planned. He emphasized
however that it is a matter strict-
ly between the praft Board and
Paramount pictuies "because I'm
not asking for any special favors
for myself."
Milton Bowers, chairman of the
Memphis Draft Board said he talk-
ed to Freeman by telephone, but
no action will be taken on the re-
quest until the full board has a
chance to read Freeman's letter.
Bowers said the next scheduled
meeting of the Draft Board is
Jan. 8, but a special session might
be called earlier if t h e letter
seems to justify such action.
By GEORGE F. McCRAY
"If Christ had not been horn, na Familwould there be any respectabley
citizens in our towns and cities
today? If so, where wculd they Finds Yule Plea
be able to go without walking in
fear?
"Without Christ having been bron On Xmas Tree
we would be without the greatest TAMPA, Fla —(INS)—A scrib-
of all holidays. Christmas. It is bled note, written in French, was
a religious holiday, named after found tied in cellophane to the top
the One whose birth is celebrated branches of a Canadian spruce be-
on that day. Gifts were criginally .1 ing set up as a Christmas tree
brought to the Christ child by Wise, Saturday by a family in Tampa,
men, and today we continue the Fla.
custom by exchanging gifts at this
season.
"Children and grownups all over
the world, even in places where
the day has no religious mean-
ing join in the Christmas spirit
of happiness and goodwill.
"Christ came to earth because l
'God so loved the world, that he ,
gave his only begotten Son, thatl
whosoever believeth in him should
not perish, but have everlasting
life., John 3:16.
"Christ lived here on earth with
and living the right way of life.,
After thirty-three years. Christi
died on the cross for us, and!
arose on Sunday, a day known to
•
The almost illegible note was.
translated to read:
"Sir or Madam. I am very poor.!
I have four children. My husband
is sick. I cannot work enough.
You can make me some gifts if
you please. Louis, 7, Conille, 13.
Geannette, ii, Rosanna, 9, a n d
both me and My husband."
The note was signed: "Louis
and Mozerdlle. Laundry-office,
New Brunswick, Canada."
John Carpenter, father of the
Florida family, amazed at the-
distance the message traveled un-
discovered, and in the usoal.
Christmas tradition, mailed five
dollars.
"Our Store is as Close as Your Mailman is to Your Door"
WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE 8. SUPPLY, Inc.
107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, N. Y.
CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Badges, Cops. Gowns, Banner,. Hymnal Rooks, Gospel Song looks
Church Supploes
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY - WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
Only a minority wore flowing
colorful robes that reminded mei
of a Hollywood movie version ofl
the Arabian nights in color. 'Lle Bout
There were no fights and no
When my friends first offered
to take me on trek, I saw my-
self cutting a path through dense
tropical bush with a machete,
with two trusted gun bearers at
my side, and follored by a dozen
profanity — at least not in Eng
Middleweight champion Carmen sweating sorters enrrying my lug-
Basilic, and his chief challenger 
gage on their heads.
Sugar Ray Robinson, have visited
Chicago friends but contrary to
expectations have failed to sign
for a return title bout at the Sta-
dium.
Robinson said his main reason
for visiting the Windy City was
to attend a party staged by one
of his managers, Harold (Killer)
Johnson, at his Chicago south
side lounge (356 E. 61st st.)
SEES YOUNGER BROTHER
. Basilin asserted the purpose of
his trip was to see his younger
brother. Joey, fight in a prelimi-
nary of the Yolande Pompey-Clar-
ence Hinnant card. Joey knocked
out Jimmy Harris of Detroit in
three rounds, after being dropped
for an eight-count himself in the
first round,
Robinson said that he has no
intention of fighting again until
he has come to some kind of ad-
jastment with the federal govern-
ment on his back taxes.
Sugar Ray was vague on how
much he owed the government in
back levies and penalties. He is
reported to have two accountants
at work on his tangled finances
and he is known to owe well over
$100,000.
PURSE TIED UP
"I have Approximately 8400,000
coming from the fight I had with
Basilio when I lost my title last
September in New York. The gov-
ernment has that pore tied up.
"They did release $100.000 but
that was to pay my expenses for
sparring partners, etc.
"I have no intention of fighting
again until something is done a-
bout the rest of that money."
Robinson said he had not had
a boxing glove on since Septem-
ber and added:
"I'll need time to train "
International Boxing Club offi-
cials said no definite plans have
been made for the Basilio-Rohln-
son bout but indications still point
to its being staged at the Stadium
At last, I thought I would get
a taste if the explorer's Africa.
Imagine my urprise and disap-
pointment when I was put into
a high powered automobile with
five Africans who spent their time
discussing Africa affairs, Ghana-
ian politics, see Little Rock and
what it means, as we dashed over
well paved hi. ..ways at -weds
between 7o and 80 miles per hour.
for the strange accents Africans
give the English language.
(Continued from page 1)
pursued by her husband, and both
of them saw the butcher knife on
the table. Both lunged for It, Mrs.
Freeman said, but she managed
to get it first and stabbed her
estranged husband through the
left eyebrow.
She then went to a neighbor's
house, she said, and called police
and an ambulance which carried
Freeman to John Gaston hospital,
where he died a short while later.
Both Beasley and Mrs. Free-
man pleaded not guilty to charges
of murder when arraigned in City
court, and were held for action
of the Shelby County grand jury.
I ATLANTA — (INS) — The bat-
tle ' Atlanta, as fought daily be-
fore the blic in Grant Park in
Atlanta, will observe Christmas,
'the lie of peace, with a one-day
respite.
Christmas is the only day of
the year that the huge cyclorama
picture—one of the largest pic-
tures in the world—is not on dis-
play 'o depict the epic Civil War
In the past, the Draft Board
has been liberal in granting hard-
ship deferments requested by In-
dividuals. In Presley's case, how-
ever, the request is from a third
party.
(I a9ad may panim003)
he had seen that it was a toy,
and that he wanted to give his
son something more advanced.
The clerk said that he was not
going to exchange it," Mr. Hast-
ings said, "so I told Calloway to
get his money back, and go to
another store."
At this Mr. Hastings said, the
clerk ran up to the front of the
store, and brought a man in ci-
vilian clothing, who turned out to
be M. S. Handler, a traffic po-
liceman who was off duty. The
officer, he said, snarled at them
and said, "Yeah, nigger, you
know that you been blowing that
harp, in fact I saw you with it
In your mouth, when you came
in the door. Now both of you get
on out of here."
At this, Mr. Hastings said, the
officer drew his service revolver,
and forced them out of the store.
IRATE CLERK SPEAKS
The Tri-State Defender talked to
the store clerk, Eugene Winters,
on Sunday by phone, in an effort
to obtain his side of the story,
but he refused to say what went
on, and added, "I don't see why
there is so much hogwash over
this thing."
When told that Mr. Hastings
had said that the police arrested
and beat him before carrying him
to the police station, Mr. Winters
said that he did not believe it,
"but I would have beat him my-
self if I could'a got a hold of
Mr. Winters then accused the re-
porter of trying to give him some
bad publicity, would not give him
the name of his store, and said
that he had nothing further to say
over the phone.
AN ORDER??
He was told that he had al-
ready made a statement. He said
"Then I am going to make another
one. Don't you put nothing in that
paper about me without you com-
ing out to the store, and talk-
ing this thing over with me in
person."
After leaving the Store, Mr.
Hastings said, the police officer
and the clerk followed him and his
friends to the car and obtained'
he said, let him out at his truck 
Girl Ends Life,the license number. The friends,which was parked nearby, and
he started home.
While driving North on Orr at., Face Xmas A
AT HALL OF FAME — The
New Year will find a Hall
of Fame, honoring deceased
Memphiaus, who during their
life time made worthy contri-
butions to the city of Memphis.
Shown at the grand opening
recently in Church Park audi-
SIGNING AUTOGRAPHS for
two Southern university stud-
ents is Dr. Benjamin Mays,
president of Morehouse col'
forlorn on Beale ave., left to
right are: Prof. Blair T. Hunt,
H. S. Lewis of the Park Com-
mission, "M ay or" Matthew
Thornton of Beale avenue and
Mayor Edmund Orgill, prin-
cipal speaker at the affair,
lege, Atlanta, Ga. Dr. Mays
was principal speaker at
Southern's annual Honors Day
convocation, where 792 stu-
he said, a police car driving in
the opposite direction met him,
and an officer yelled out the win-
dow, "Stop that truck, nigger!"
THE BRUTAL ATTACK
He said that he stopped, cross-
ed the street to see what the of-
ficers wanted, and discovered
that they had Calloway, Charlie
Smith, and another fellow
whom he believed to be a broth-
er-in-law of one of the men, rid-
ing in the rear of the car. Then,
he said, the officers took the oth-
er men to where their car had
been parked, let them out, and
drove off to teach him "how to
talk to white people."
"They took me to Overton Park,
near the zoo, made me get out,
and said, 'Now nigger, we are
going to show you how to talk l
to white people.' They started to
punching me, and one of them
hit me over the head with some-
thing and I fell."
After Mr. Hastings fell to the
ground, he said, the police began
kicking him about the chest, stom-
ach and other parts of his body,
and he says he lost consciousness.
He said that the beating lasted,
he thought about fifteen minutes.
BRAVE OFFICERS
"I don't know how long they
would have kept thts up, but a car
drove up with its lights shining,
and one of the officers said, 'Here
comes somebody, We had better
get him out of here.' "
The policemen, Mr. Hastings
said, tossed him in the car and
carried him to the Barksdale sta-
tion, where a desk sergeant cheek.
ed his wallet, booked him on
charges of resisting arrest. dis-
orderly conduct, and using pro-
fane language. He said that he
was then transferred to a police
wagon, and carried to the main
jail, where he remained for four
hours, until his wife appeared to
have him released.
On Saturday in court, Mr. Hast-
ings said, the judge dismissed the
profanity charge for lack of evi-
dence, but fined him MI on each
of the other two counts.
MAY FILE SUIT
Mr. Hastings said that he did
not know what method of reason-
ing City Court Judge Beverly
Douai(' used in concluding that'
he was guilty on the charge
C. Macdonald after the hearing .•of
Teresisting arrest. "If hadbeen chief could not be reache
T0 foresisting arrest, I would 
haver comment.
speeded off in my truck, when
I saw them coming in the oppos-
ite direction," Mr. Hastings said.
If X-rays prove that his ribs
have been fractured, Mr. Hastings
said, he is considering bringing BANK HOLIDAY
suit against the police depart-
Seeks, ni•mben of a 'o-ment. He said that he had al- Hen *11 f b fready been given an operation for frensoction of 'wimp's Hut dale.stomach ulcers, and that the
blows that he received last Friday Memphis Clearing
HELP W  - FINALS
Maids for P(Ow Taft W IWO meelkly
9/4411 . TWO tan
By SAM CROW7'11ER
NEW YORK — (INS) — "Her
last words to me were, 'I can't
go through another Christmas a
failure.'
"She was beautiful, warm and
kind. But I guess it's not much of
an item for you people, .just an-
other home town actress hopeful
of a career in the Big City."
Thus was toldaNewYork
tragedy.
It's the story of Joyce Abel, 23.
who was found dead late Sunday
in her Greenwich Village apart-
ment.
WORDS OF FRIEND
The words are those of her best
friend, Jo Ann De Caron, a sec-
retary and some time summer
stock actress, who lives in t Is e
same building and found the body.
Apprehensive over not seeing
Miss Abel since last Friday, Jo I
Ann tried the door and found it
locked. She then entered through
a fire escape and discovered
Joyce on a studio couch. . .still
in death.
"If you write anything," Miss '
De Caron said, "try to make her
come alive.
"I don't know how she died.
But she talked often of suicide.
That's why I Was SO worried.
"Her frustration and lonelines
was a terrible thing. Not long ago
she told me:
"'If anything ever happens t
me. I hope that Someone will prof
it"
" 'This trying to be an actres
..It's like being under a big foe
that is always bearing down an
trying to crush out your life.
" 'Girls should thinit...-twice be-
fore they try what I have tried."
Miss De Caron went on to say
that they met about a year and
half ago shortly after Joyce cam
night only served to make his con
dition worse.
Mr. Hastings wag represented
in court by Mrs. Virginia New
man, who filed a complaint abou





from her home in Knoxville. Tenn.
"We had a lot in common . .
sort of common purpose y o u
might call it," she continued
"We wanted to crack the big
of Memphis. The Hall of Fame
idea here is a brain-child of
"Mayor" Matthew Thornton,
who worked diligently, despite
physical handicap to make the
project a reality. (Withers
Photo)
dents were honored for mak.
log high academic averages.
Southern Is In Baton Rouge,
La.
time.
"Joyce had a beautiful voice. -;
a contralto. She had studied at
one of the best schools But shill
wanted to be a dramatic actress.
MRS. MATTIE TAYLOR, Operator
MRS. EMMA GREENE, Asst. Operator
J. T. TUCKER, Managd
D. A. RUTHERFORD and W. P. Payne, Operators
MRS. M. L. GALLOWAY, Principal
MRS. NOLA IRONS, Teacher
 Single WWWWWWWWW lieWargerteng
STOP HUNTING!
- STOP AT HARRY'S
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by 1. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
s nos suouLDN'T
Through lack of alertness or
downright indifference, most of
Our people here in the field of
business and the truly civic-mind-
ed citizens of the community have
overlooked a worthy project.
It is difficult to feel that their
negative action is based on sheer
indifference, rather we are inclin,
ed to feel that it stems from lack
of information and alertness.
For four consecutive years
Melrose High school won the city-
wide football championship. The
title went to St. Augustine High
the fifth year. And again this
Year the Melrose grid aggrega.
then captured the title again
We were deeply disturbed to
learn last week that Principal
Floyd J. Campbell of Melroe• and
members of his faculty had to
scrounge and hustle around to
raise money to purchase sweaters,fik, letters and gold football
aw i for members of the cham-
pionship team each time the top
honor was achieved by the team.
We have not been able to obtain
any informatlon to the contrary
that the _anie situation existed at
St. Augustine -hen that team won
the victory.
Now, that should not be! We
emphatically reject the theory
that it Is the school principal and
faculty's responsibility to raise
the money needed for awards to
be presented to a championship
team.
—It is a community responsibili-
ty — a responsibility which should
be eagerly shouldered by a busi-
ness or business firms, civic or
fraternal groups.
The Coca-Cola Bottling com-
pany of Memphis has been the
only firm which has evidenced
Zeal interest in the grid champs.
41.. given attractive trophies.ism cannot be construed as
Negro.
Even here there is a limit to
a principal's pride in asking (o-




vide trophies. Prof. Campbell is
In that embarrassing position now
On an overall basis, he is be-
ginning to wonder whether the
community, Negro community ap-
preciates the honor attained the
team. '
He certainly has basis for same.
The achievement attained by a
triumphant team in any one of
our schools brings honor not only
to the school but to the com-
munity as a whole. It is our re-
sponsibility to help mould and in-
spire youth of the community to
strive for the highest and best in
life. If we manifest this inter-
est in a tangible and effective
the psychological affect on our
young people will produce most
heartening results. They'll know
that we are united behind them,
cheering them on to victories not
only on the athletic field but In
later life.
The average cost per player for
sweater, letter and gold football
is only $12.50. A championship
football averages about 28 mem-
bers including coaches. Hence, the
total cost would be at least,S350.
That is a small investment In a
team which has demonstrated it
has the qualities we admire and
appreciate in our society.
Prof. Campbell can deduct $12.50
from his estimated bill of 8350.
Will you in me in this effort?
It's a personal sacrifice for me,
but I am convinced our hope for
the future lies in the quality of
young people we produce today.I
TO GET THIltD DEGREE—
Tennessee A and I State uni-
versity's Eugene L. Runyon
will receive the Ph.D. degree
In industrial psychology from
Western Reserve university In
Cleveland on Jan. 29, making
it the third degree he has re-
ceived from the institution
where he completed work for
his bachelor's and master's
degrees, His dissertation for
the doctorate was entitled, "A
Comparison of the Self Con-
cepts of White and Negro col-
lege Students." Mr. Runyon,
a native of Richmond, Ky.. Is
married to the former I.avinla
Turner. They have three chil-
dren, Eugene, 13, Vera Lynn,
4, and one-yearold Carolyn.
(Photo by Clanton 111)
Words of the Wise
When labor quarrels with
capital, or capital neglects the
Interests of labor, It is like the
hand thinking it does not





By AlIC7 A. IrINNIGAN
WASHINGTON—(ANP)—James
af. Nabrit, secretary of Howard
LAFAYETTE, Ind. — Dr. M.
Lafayette Harris, president of
Philander Smith college, Little
Rock, Ark., since 1936, will be one
of the speakers for a "Christmas
Conference" for young Methodist
ministers and their wives, to be
held here on the Purdue univer-
sity campus by the General Board
of Evangelism of the Methodist
church Dec. 30 - Jan. 2.
Don't 'Worry
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — "Ne-
ver worry and never rush" was
the advice given by Mrs .Laura
Ross to those who wish to meet
the century mark. This advice was
given by the little old lady at her
100th birthday celebration held last
week in the little red brick house
on 12th Street in North West Wash-
ington.
On hand to help her celebrate
were a daughter, four grandchild-




ST. PAUL, Minn. — (INS) — the
first Negro judge in the history
of Minnesota will take office Jan.
He is L. Howard Bennett, 44,1
who was appointed by Gov. Or-
ville Freems to fill the Minnea-
polis municipal court post vaca-
ted by a judge3elevated to a dis-
trict court.
Bennett, a native of Charleston,
S. C., has resided in Minneapolis
since 1950.
university, said Sunday he was
satisfied with the progres which
has been made in the District of
Columbia and in the South to
desegregate public schools.
He explained that while Louis-
iana, Mississippi, Alabama
Georgia, Florida, South Carolina
and Virginia have made no at-
tempt to desegregate, there has
been considerable desegregation
in —exile and the other border
states.
There.has..been almost complete
integration in Oklahoma and Mis-
souri, considerable integration in
Kentucky and West Virginia,
some in Delaware, and Maryland
and slight desegregation in Ark-
ansas, Tennessee and North Caro-
lina.
In many of these areas no law-
suits have been brought. T h a
move to desegregate was a com-
pletely voluntary consideration on
the part of the people. These
communities, he said, afford •
more basic reason for our satis-
faction.
Some have resisted the high
court ruling on school integration,
said Nabrit, because they feel
that the NAACP and the Supreme
Court are enemies to their trait.
quility.
They fail to look at the trend
of the times. They forget that the
Executive Branch of the govern-
ment has aholished segregation in
the armed forces and in employ-
ment. And that the Legislative
Branch has passed its first civil
rights law since the days of the
Civil War. All the branches of the
government are behind this move
toward integration.
Dr. Nabrit's observations were
made on the Georgetown Univer-
sity Forum which was telecast
Chicago Heart Association wish-
es you a HAPPY HOLIDAY SEA-
SON, and urges you: to "Under-
stand heart disease, and not fear
it
IF YOU CAN GIVE A BETTER BOURBON...GIVE IT!
Interest-Packed Omega
Conclave Set Dec. 29
TRI STATE DEFENDER 3
Sat., Dec. 28, 1187
UNCF Will Test High School
Seniors Seeking Scholarships
30th, in the Mound City. i Psi Phi fraternity. NEW YORK — Beginning with
No-
will be the huge, historic Kiel Oscar J. Cooper, Dr. Frank Cole- gro College Fund will administer
Headquarters for the meetine The three living founders, Dr. the 19e8 program the United e
Auditorium. All business sessions man, and Bishop Edgar A Love the group examinations through
will be held in Assembly Room will be honored at the Annual which 28 of its member colleges
N. I. , Fothiders' Banquet in the Ball- test high school seniors seeking
Dr. Albert W Dent, president of, room of the famous Kingsway scholarships, according to Dr. F ,
Dillard university will address thel Hotel, Sunday night, Dec. 29 D. Patterson, college fund presi-'
Conclave from the subject, "PER- dent. 1
FORMANCE, NOT EXPLANA-
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — The Omega at the Sheldon Memorial audito-
Psi Phi fraternity will utilize a Hum. This musical affair will
veriety of facilities of the city present to the St. Louis public,
of St. Louis when it holds its 44th young people in the musical world
Grand Conclave, Dec. 27th through from the 12 districts of the Omega 
7
"More than 3,500 candidates are
TIONS." in the field of education. I expected to take the Cooperative
Representative William M. Rob- Inter-collegiate examination this
inson, General assembly State year," Dr. Patterson said. "The
of Illinois, will speak on the cub- tests will be given in 183 centers!
Jed, "PERFORMANCE NOT EX- throughout the country between,
PLANATION," from the social Feb. 24 and March 8." Scoring'
worker's point of view. and interpretation of test results
William Sherwood Duiquid, Hag- are handled by the Educational
istrate Judge of the 10 District, Testing Service of Princeton.
St. Louis, Mo., will present the More than 3,400 candidates took
political view around the general the examination in 1957. They
theme, "PERFORMANCE, NOT represented 505 high schools, of
EXPLANATIONS." which 377 or about 75 per cent,
The first plunge into the social were located in nine southern
world will be sponsored by the
Pan Hellenic Council with a form-
al dance Friday, Dec. 27, at the
National Guard Armory. The form-
at dance will follow a "Get-ac-
quainted' Party at the swanky, Mrs. Ethel Weston, president of
Hotel DeSolo, sponsored by the. the Omega wives has promised
Omega wives that all female guests of visiting
The host chapter, Upsilon Ome-
ga, will entertain the more than
states were also represented.
DR. ALBERT DENT Candidates were selected for more
than $200,000 in scholarship
awards.
Omegas will have a gala time.
Such activities as cocktail hour,
1,000 brothers and their guests, Monte Carlo whist, fashion shows
plus thousands of residents of St. and luncheons have been planned
Louis at the Annual Mardi Gras for their special entertainment.
Saturday night, Dec. 29, at the
National Guard Armory.
TALENT HUNT—BANQUET
One thousand Omegas are ex-
pected to converge on St. Louis.
Rev. Ulysses S. Donaldson is the
The 5th annual talent hunt dem-, Grand Marshal and Atty. James
onstration will be opened to the Bell is the basileus of Upsilon
public Sunday afternoon, Dec. 29,1 Omega host chapter'
By EDGAR T. STEWART common people were not consider.
To really appreciate your news- ed important enough for such no
paper, you should just think what
life would he like without news-
papers. Your papers bring y o u
current history in type and pic-
tures. It does not concern itself
with kings and warriors only, but
gives information about people in
all walks of life.
Its purpose is to entertain, but
first of all to inform and instruct.
It also serves as a go-between
among those persons who have
something to buy, and those who
have something to sell, It is also
useful to those who want to em-
ploy workers and those persons
who are looking for jobs, and can
do this better than any other med•
is of communication.
Television end radio are won-
derful, but you must be at a cer-
tain place or a certain time to
enjoy or use them. But your
newspaper can be used at your
own convenience.
TABLET FROM
The newspaper Is said to have
first appeared in tablet from dur-
ing the days of Julius Caesar. It
told of the Roman emperor's mil-
itary achievements, the debates
in the Senate, and important mar-
ket transactions. The doings of the:
President Samuel C. Kincheloe,
of Tougaloo Southern Christian
college, Tougaloo, Miss., added his
interpretation recently to the ac-
tion of the Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary schools
in inviting 15 senior colleges and
3 junior colleges into full mem-
bership.
There are now more than 60
colleges on the association's list
of accredited schools, although not
all have complied with all of the
standards set down by the South-
ern Association. Dr. Kincheloe
points out that this was a very
significant move in the direction
of more baSac relationship of all
the educational institutions in the
association.
For 18 schools to be admitted to
full membership has greater sig-
nificance than a mere token of
three or four Dr. Kincheloe said.
teflon.
The first newspaper published
In what is now the United States
appeared during colonial days, and
was called "Public Occurrences
Both Foreign and Domestic," but
it was banned after the first issue
for some statement offensive to
the Government.
FREEDOM'S JOURNAL
The first regularly published
newspaper was the Boston "News-
letter." John Russwurm, however,
was the first Negro in America
to found a paper. His was called
the "Freedom's Journal," and ap-
peared on the American scene in
1827, The battle that he began
with the issuance of his paper it
still being carried on 133 years
later in the Negro press in its
battle for full freedom.
Like all human institutions, the
newspapers have their faults. One
of the biggest problems is keep-
ing them factual, unbiased, and
uncensored. But they do a good
job, in spite of some failures.
Their importance can be recog-
nized by the fact that the first
act of a dictator is either to sup-
press them, or attempt • bring
them under his control.
Though a large proportion of the
63 colleges that applied for mem-
bership was not admitted, a defi-
nite program for their approval
is underway.
REASONABLE PROCEDURE
By 1961, he said, all of these
colleges will either have been ad-
mitted to full membership, which
means complete accreditation, or
else they will not be carried as
a separate list by the Southern
Association. However, a college
which has not been accepted by
1961 may improve its standards
and apply for membership.
This program, Dr. Kincheloe
explained. is one of reasonable
procedure, and may prove to be
of great service to all of the uni-
versities and colleges in the South.
/n the future, examinations of the
work of these schools, he said,
Will have to be qualitative as well
as quantitative.
It is much simpler, the Touga-
loo president said, to have object-
ive measurements such as the
number of teachers with Ph.D'a,
or the number of volumes in a
library, or the amount of space
for laboratories, or the num-
ber of students per teacher than it
is to judge the quality of teac
TIME FOR (RANGE
The South, he said i. moving
rapidly to put its work in edu-
cation on a high level, but edit-
states. The Virgin Islands, the
District of Columbia and 18 other Chancellor Ceylon B. Frazer I Boy Scouts were entitled as Nei-14P
ruled this week that the Chicks- ture voting citizens.
saw Council of the Boy Scouts of 1 hi his ruling, Chancellor Frazee 74
American must allow written bal-1 said, 'if the defendants will n
Lots and nominations from the floor acquiesce in the decision of thTO END DUPLICATION in its annual elections, but cleclin-; Court, (it) will not hesitate to eneInaugurated in 1951 by 15 of ed to issue an order regarding join the defendants and all other$ 14-0 4
voting by prexy. , similarly situated from denying'
The 
Ckneizst:litwionCsoufnrcoii lbuncil includes the complainants or members all
tending the annual meetig the
County, and counties in nearby right to nominate from the flood 
acout organizations 
 c'S
Arkansas and Mississippi. candidates for the elective pot 0 ge,
Election was scheduled to have sitions to be tilled and from &nye
been held last week, but on its ing members of the defendant
eve, eight adult scout leaders council attending the annual meet 0respective candidates." Dr. Pat-, asked that an injunction be is- ing the right to vote by writtei -g
"! g 
terson said. "This often resulted. seed to bring about a change in ballots, He said that he did not .1'. sein the same students being tested the present system of electing of -
by several colleges to which they see how any harm could result
had applied — often by means of
identical examinations. Finally
high school principals complained
of the disruption to classroom
studies by recurring testing ses-
sions.
"The cooperative plan met these
problems. It reduced the expenses
of the college by scheduling one
Jointly-financed examination in
strategically located centers. It
school grades and rank-in-class
do not always gave an accurate
also reduced the loss of classroom, because of wide variations in grad, g ;
time by enabling interested highl ing system and scholastic ma. 0.
school seniors to compete, at one petition. Scores made on a stand. E I
sitting for scholarships offered by ardired admission test remove --s
ONE GOAL 
i much of the guess-work in select. T, 1different colleges.
1 ing students an ehould reduce the 0 ,0
"All of the Fund's member coal number of freshman failures lio
laedgme si s swiiolnisbe aesn cweimuraaaesd stvolub,iaasre UNCF colleges."
Through its nation-wide annum/1;1
Xships on the cooperative examine- appeal, the United Negro College e
tions," Dr. Patlisreon said, "A Fund raises 10 per cent of the es,
few schools already do: operating costs of Its member cok
"Pre-admission testing of high' leges. The College Fund also cone E
school prospects provides a more ducts advisory services on educe. 0, se,
objective and uniform method of tional curricula and busineall 43'0
selecting entering freshmen. High management for its niember instie lA
picture of an applicant's ability tutions.
Court Settles Feud
the Fund's 31 privately-supported
member colleges, the program
has been highly successful during
the past seven years.
"Before this time it heel been
the practice of most of the private
colleges to conduct their own
qualifying examinations for their
In Scouts' Election '4!
the nominating committee only,
after which a single slate of of-
ficers whould be presented to the
body for acceptance or rejection.
BLOCKED IN MOVE
During the past two years, It
was brought out, attempts have
been made to nominate mem-
ber_ frcirn the floor, but on both
from such proceedings. " 2i 2 .
MIGHT Del HARMFUL ad •
" '-' i
Chancellor Frazer said that hee
finials.
The system which claimants,
represented in court by Attorneys
Charles M. Crump and S. Shep-
would not enjoin the Chickasawg a 0
herd Tate, sought to have.chang• Council from denying the coine 0
ed consisted in nominatene by
plainants the right to vote g
proxy, as it might bring about c e.?
"proxy fight" which would have 0 0
harmful effect upon the organizael•-0
tion.
Diverse tuggings by persons so":1
liciting proxies, he said, might„„c
cause men, women and organiza4 .5, .4
lions who have heretofore support rE
Set New Record occasions, the persons offering the ed the Boy Scouts to withdraws 7. ssl, 8
names were ruled out of order. rather than be connected with the) °. 14Against Xavier I The eight complainants charged rival (actions.
By EARL S. CLANTON I that the present system of elect- The dhfendant, Chickasaw Comb
NASHVILLE It was just a frig officers was contrary to "the cil of tfie Boy Scouts of America,
breeze for the 1957 NAJA national Principles of democracy and cit- was represented by Attorneys
cage champs, Tennessee State henship training" to which the Clifford Pierce and W. K. West
University Tigers, as they romped
through the second Tennessee-
staged Holiday tournament and
set a new scoring record for
Kean's Little Garden.
Switching partners with Fisk
Univeraity Bye, the J. D. McLen-
don — coached court speedsters
blaster Xavier quint, 134-43, open-
ing night to erase their old scor-
ing mark of 131 points set last
December against Arkansas AM
&N. While the Tigers stretched it
to eight wins for the season, the
Arkansas Lions were bouncing
Fisk front the unbeaten ranks 81-
71.
BOUNCE LIONS
Closing the two-day holiday cage
play, Tennessee humbled the Lions
129 to 57. Fisk got back into the
win column by squeaking past
Xavier 87-84. Fisk Bulldog guard
Leroy Wright chalked up scoring
honors for the tourney games with
47 points. The scrappy guard fired STARTS NEW YEAR'S DAY! — 4 - BIG DAYS - 4!
23 against Arkansas and 24 points I Mickey Rooney in "BABY FACE NELSON"
against Xavier. Tiger freshman The Deadliest Killer of Them All!
forward, Tennessee-bred Rossie 
Johnson, trailed Wright by a
single point, Gallatin's Johnson
got 26 the first night and 20 the
second.
Nearly 6,000 braved the rain for FOR 
- SOMEONE'
the two-day twin bill that saw
Coach McLendon unload his bench
each night in order to get his
first year men ready for the NAIA
eastern Tip-Off tournament at
Youngstown, Ohio.
In final play before the eight
team tourney, Tennessee will be
placing her 23 game string on
the line. Top seeded Tennessee is
among the three undefeated fives
slated for Youngstown. Host team
Youngstown College and Detroit
Tech are on the unblemished rec-
ord list. Among the eight there
are only 8 losses from 49 games.
Tennessee's foe, Steubenville hi
boasts a 7-1 for the season.
EXPECT TIGHT GAMES
"We expect some really tight
games at the tourney," Coach
McLendon confessed The easy
time we've had in the past few
games will not help us when we
get to Youngstown."
cation in itself is of such a na-
ture that time for changes is most
necessary. This is especially true,
Dr. Kincheloe said, in elementary
ducation where teachers have
been trained under standards
which we regard today eel inade-
quate.
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still time to get
the perfect gift . . .
Gift bottle, Gift wrapped
(at no extra cost)
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • 6 YRS. OLD • 90 FROOF '
ANCIENT AGE Dig. CO., FRANKFORT, ict.
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1 "And this shall be a sign unto
you, ye shall find the Babe wrap-
ped in swaddling clothes, lying in
1 manger."
— Luke 2:12
Continuing our general theme:
"ORDEALS THAT MAKE MEN
GROW" our attention is center-
ed this week around the early
We of Jesus. Luke in his account
has this to say, "This shall be
a sign unto you, ye shall find
the babe wrapped in swaddling
clothes, lying in a manger."
In the eyes of modern thinkers
Luke could easily have said, "Ye
shall find the Babe stigmatized."
. Who could have any respect for
a person born under such circum•
• i stances as Jesus? He was born of
; lowly estate and no one had any
i THE P respect for a pedson born in such
i before F a manner.
, a delle_, How the dreams of those who
"6 ser, for years had dreamed of a king
group or and a new kingdom had been
other ol•_,thwarted! For many years and
1 LeS1°Yr many generations hope had been
tht Plif. glowing in the hearts of people
throughout the world that one dayHAi.. tsoa bm
li
eshonaen was  goingly  u come,itnogd
and
es
free them from all of their bond-
; ages. And then among all of this
heralding of an angelic host comes
One "wrapped in swaddling cloth-
es and lying in a manger." We
don't want him. In the day of
Jesus as in our day — being born
in low-estate was a definite handi-
cap.
WAS STIGMATIZED
And then being born of low-es-
tate and in Nazareth made it im-
possible. No wonder in later years
the person cried out "Can any-
thing good come out of Nazareth7''
not only expressed his idea but
the popular idea of his day. At
his very birth Jesus was stigma-
tized -- being born of low-estatel
and in Nazareth was enough to'
place two strikes on anyone. There
were some who would overlook
the fast that He was born of low-
estate hut not that He was a Nar•
arene, on the other hand, there
were those who accepted the fart
that He was a Nazarene but not
born of low-estate. To them — in
either case Jesus was a farce.
THE ANGELS MUST HAVE GOT-
TEN THEIR FOLKS MIXED 1.:P
Look at Jesus born into a so-
ciety that rejected Him on one
hand and stigmatized Him on the
other. He had a black mark on
Him. Anyone having such a mark
could not be accepted by society.
Then we find Jesus growing up
and being constantly and daily


















































SECOND no longer capable of 
serving the the Bishops count(' meeting re. authority 20 Carry out his personal preme authority?
cently in St. Louis, reversed the and I hasten to add, unilateral "I, D. Ward Nichols, am the"What I AME church without first thinking
Horn," by a of his own personal hatreds and I •
reinstatement declaring that feul with me. ' duly appointed presiding Bishop
.Nichols can only be reinstated "In St. Louis last week Bishop Of the Sixteenth Episcopal Dia-"If Chruf self-aggrandizement."
where wo He said that Bishop Wright who 1)3, 
action of the General Confer. Wright, currently the president trict of the AME Church.
he be Ilast presided over the Bishop's 
coun.ence of the denomination whichl of the Bishop's Council, wrong-
being bort ail meeting which reversed the 
is not scheduled to convene until fully attempted to vacate the opin-
,ion of our Judicial Council aswas born, Judicial Council that had reinsta-11960.


































a fake sr God would never
allow the Savior of the World to
be born under such conditions. As
He was preaching in later years
the gossipers of His day were
whispering, "Is not that Joseph's
the carpenter's son?" They could
not see or hear what He was do-
ing or saying for passing the word
around that (his great impositer
was a man born in a manger in
Nazareth.
As the word was spread out
many times Jesus was questioned
about His birth. People would
leave Him and follow Him no
longer. Do not we have the same
hind of people today? Are not
there people today who fail to
stigmatize people because they
have the misfortune — according
to their standards — to have been
born in certain families, certain
social circles, or certain races?
These people are stigmatized!
BE MORE THOROUGH
But I wonder if in the midst
of all of this stig"atization — this
rejection, if you please, should not
this be a stimulus for you to do
even a better and more thorough
job? In this day and time we
can't afford to let rejection be a
barrier in doing the things that
God wants us to do — nor can
we stand around questioning God,
why this or that has happened
to me?
A few days ago an acquaintance
of mine thinking aloud was heard
asking the question, "Why was
I born anyhow?" Maybe when the
clouds of darkness gather about
our heads, when persecution and
rejection seem to fall our daily
lot we stop and ask ourselves the
same question. But it takes only
a look beyond the heavy clouds
and polluted hearts of men to
realize that God has created each
of us for some specific and worthy
purpose. The sole solution for our
many problems is to find and do
the will of God and there find
the inner-satisfaction achievable
only to those who are able to soar
above the stigmatism and rise to
noble heights.
In such a world at ours we,
must pull back the curtains of
time and look down on the hill-
side of Judea and there you will
see a M.a, who has grown up now
standing and saying, "Blessed are
ye when men shall revile you
and persecute you and say all
manner of evil against you, for
my sake, rejoice and be exceed-
ingly glad for so persecuted they
the prophets which were before
you!"
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR, is
the farewell these students
might have given each other
following the Christmas party
given for one of the special
educational classes at the La
Rose school last Friday. Seat-
ed left to right are Portico
Fisher and Dorothy Fields,
two young visitors, and Pearl-
can Thomas, Cyrus Fields,
Jennie Ruth McKinney, Mel.
yin Shipp, David Stack and
Helen Thomas. Standing, same
order, are Mrs. Myrtle J.
Fisher, the teacher, Elmira
Draper, Karen Mason, Robbie
Lee, Alfred Williams, Charlie
Ford, and Dean Hill, a visitor.
Impressive Testimonial Banquet
Honors Rev. St. Julian Simpkins
The Women's Auxiliary and the
Men's Club of Emmanuel Epis-
copal church honored its depart-
ing rector, the Rev. St. Julian A
Simpkins, Jr., with a brilliant
testimonial banquet, Wednesday,
Dec 18, at Emmanuel Church's
Parish House.
Honor guests included the Hon.
Edmund Orgill, Mayor of the city
of Memphis; the At Rev. T. N
Barth, bishop of the diocese of
Tennessee; and Episcopal clergy
and laymen of the city
Rev. Simpkins will leave Em-
manuel church on Dec. 30, after
serving more than 13 years to as-
sume duties as rector of St An-
drews Episcopal church in Cin-
cinati. He has been the guiding
force in increasing the member-
ship of Memphis' only Negro epis-
copal church, and recently com-
pleted a building program which
resulted in tbe beautiful structure
which stands in the center of Clea-
born Homes. Rev, Simpkins' work
has been felt in every aspect of
community life, and his dynamic
Crump Hospital
Gets Top Honor
Having won national accredita-
tion for a 3-year period, the E.
II. Crump Memorial hospital here
is Well on its way toward the
establishment of a teaching pro-
gram for physicians, Commission-
er Stanley Dillard announced re-
cently.
All patients at the E. W. Crump'
hospital are Negroes, hut the staff ierals who 'he described as the





Unfrocked Cleric Rips AME Chief
NEW YORK — Bishop D. Ward Nichols. recently nn.. to the church has apparently comei "It was indeed a usurpation of
frocked for the second time since August, loosed a hitter to an end; at least in an active his authority since our church talking on the subject of humancapacity. The signs of senility so makes no pruvision for appeal
rightsf theadministration, verbal blast at Bishop R. R. Wright, senior prelate of obvious in his determination to or overthrow of its highest in-
e he continues to talk on thewreck the church are tragic. bunal In so doing was Bishop'whil.
subject, he conferred with his,"No longer can we tolerate Wright not aping Governor Fan 
close friend and advisor Attorneywhat amounts to usurpation of bus in setting himself up as a su-
General Rogers and both agreed
there would be no future civil
rights legislation pushed in 1958."
Butler said.
Citing Nixon's record while he l
served in both the House and the
I feel compelled to warn my;Senate, the Democratic chairman,
colleagues, in fact the entire said he voted against an FEP bill!
church, that we will suffer irre- with adsquate endorsement power'
parable damage if we continue to three times and on two occasionsCleveland, Ohio jurist, Judge Per- permit selfis attitudes and tire opposed the efforts of pro-civilry S. Jackson. /tonal vendettas to hinder our pro- rights representatives in the House,"With a child-like statement that gress. to obtain majority rule so as to get:an 'ex- athedr ' " '11 I • the
existed, Bishop Wright handed future to supervise the work of
down a ruling which on its face my newly-assigned District. Mrs.
Ii ridiculous. Nichols will accompany me."
the AME church and president of the Bishop's Council, last
week. On appeal to the Judicial Coun-
Bishop Wright Nichols said "is en, Nichols was reinstated, hut
feeble step toward a better statue. —
041 Formerly little girls in Missis- 
slppi as young as 10 and 11 years Firm Votes 20/0
NICHOLS
ted Nichols "is senile and is
viously determined to wreck the!i
church."
Bishop Nichols w a s expelled
from his post as bishop following
his conviction by a church ap-
pointed Committee of Trial on







The complete text of Bishop
"It has become increasingly ap-
parent that Bishop R R. Wright,
Announcement was made at anbecause of his well-known infir- 
award Itincheon held in GSM'smines is no longer capable of 
officehome 
serving the AME Church without 
Angeles
first thinking of his own personali 
which time Paul Newland, direct- committee which makes it possi-!
' hatreds and self-aggrandizement. 
public relations, Hamilton ble for hundreds of boys and girls
company,Watch  made e prese"As an octogenuarlan. Bishop
tation of award watches to Nor-Wright's long career of service
Cite Thomas For
Community Work
In recognition of his efforts de- representatives, through nomina-
voted to community activities in, lions submitted by people in their
Chicago Joseph H. Thomas, dis-I own communites, selected from
Met manager Golden State Mu. among 350 entries.
tual Life Insurance co. was rhos- Highlights of his activities which
en to receive an engraved Harrill. attracted the attention of the
ten watch. Awards Committee included! his
participation in the Wabash Y. M.
C. A. as a member of the board
of directors and chairman of 1151
man B. Houston, secretary-tress-
the state hag all over the country,I urer of Golden State Mutual.
passed a marriage law which will' Annually the watch manufactur-
• outlaw the child marriage prac.' Cr selects companies in the United
Hee It requires a blood test to States to participate in its service
prove the couple does not have recognition program. The purpose was related through his activity
syphillis sets up 15 years as the. is te stimulate interest and Sc- in the South Side Boys club with
minimum age for girls to get mar. Drily in community projects by , its efforts toward relieving Jove
employers of industrial and fi- nile delinquency.CLARKSDALE, Miss, _ (ANP) ried and 17 years for men,
nancial corporations. Thomas is a member of the— Mississippi frequently referred Peode proporing to marry will
In the 1957 program, Gilden Joint Negro Appeal board which,as the most nncivilized state In also have to wait three days after
the United States has taken a the issuance of the license. State Mutual is the sole company has done much for the Chicagol
west of the rockies participating. community through its activities.
Thomas was one of five GSM Other awardeee include: Tom




married Stock Dividend stock and a 15 cent dividend on land, California; Cevil E. Davis.to men many years older, some the preferred stock, Bertram F. claims repesentative, Los Ant&
of them old enough to be the LOS ANGELES — Directors of Given, president, announced lea: Marcellus J. Andercon, Gen
cHide grandfather. Waste King Corporation, Los An. Both dividends are payableieral agent, Austin, Tex. and Her.
Rail week the legislature sham- geles, have declared a 2 percent Jan. 15. 1958, to shareholders of Man C. Plummer general agent
ed over the evil reputation which stock dividend on the corn moo, record Dec. 31, 1957. Portland Ore.
to enjoy camp experience.
As Vice president of Chicago's.
interracial Cosmopolitan Chamb-1
er of Commerce he is consulted,
for his business know-how.
A highly important aspect of
Thomas' community performance
the Civil Rights Bill past the House
personality has reached out to
help countless persons regardless
of their faith, when help was need-
ed
ON PROGRAM
Leroy Young served as toast-
master; and following the Bless-
ing given by the Rev. N. Rich-
ard McDonald, Dr. W. 0. Speight,
or, as senior Warden of Emman-
uel, spoke for the vestry of the
church. Mayor Orgill spoke as a
friend of Emmanuel; and Rev
Lionel Arnold spoke as a co-work-
er of Mrs. Simpkins, Dr. Donald
Henning spoke as a member of
the Building committee; Mrs. 0.
B. Braithwaite as the president of
the Women's Auxiliary; Leon
Griffin as president of Emmanuel
Men's club, and Bishop Barth, as
the bishop of Tennessee and Mrs
Simpkins on behalf of the Simp-
kins family
Rev Simpkins gave a brilliant,
but sad farewell address to his
fellowchurchmen, members and
friends.
Expect 400 Delegates To Attend
Jehovah's Witnesses Conference
Delegates of the Jehovah's Wit-
ness churches in Memphis a r e
making final plans to attend the,
semi-annual conference to be held
In Milan, Tenn., at the Gibson
County Training school from Dec.
27 to 29.
The driector of the local cos-
gregation states that the delegates
from the Bluff City will meet with
member, from other Jehovah's
Witness churches from Mississip-
pi, Kentucky and other parts bt
Tennessee. One of the main top.
Won't Reveal,FBI
Little Rock Files
WASHING' —IN — (ANP) — At-
torney General William P. Rogers
whose fir, press conference this
week disappointed many people
because he said he thought there
should be a "cooling off" period
on racial affairs, slapped down
Sen. J. W. Fullbright's request
or Little Rock FBI date.
Senator Fullb.ight, one of Ark-
ansas' two senators, wrote Her-
bert Brownell, then Attorney Gen-
eral requesting information on
what the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation found during their




ing the Little Rock Central High
School trouble.
Rogers refused him telling him
flatly that "the report was pre-
pared at the request of the Fed-
eral District Court and the De-
partm, t of Justice had no au-
thority to release the report."
It is not known what use Sen-
ator Fullbright wanted to make
of the sec:et FBI flies. Both Sen.
ator Fullbright and Senator Mc-
Clellan, the two principal federal
CLOTHING CENTER
About one-half of men's and
boys' clothing is manufactured in
New York,
Butler Assails Dixie Bloc
emsAndCracksAtike;Too
By ETHEL L. PAYNE icent majority of the party. "We ,Rules Committee. Finally, he said,
WASHINGTON — In a fightingl will not be deterred by any third Nixon voted against providing
speech before the Capital Press party movement," he declared, federal protection from violence
Club last week Democratic Na. and added that the platform of for members of the Armed Forces
tional Committee chairman Paul 1960 will be the strongest and most Butler said emphatically that heButler disavowed the reactionary liberal on civil rights ever adopt- did not believe the Democratic
wing of the Democrat Party but ed. Thus, he literally flung down Party could win in 1,511 or 1960
lashed out at "the false prophets" the gauntlet to the reactionaries without the Negro vote; but he de.
of the Eisenhower-Nixon admini- in the party who are demanding dared they could win without all
stration "who have no deep moral his ouster, of the South if some Parts 01 itconviction concerning human Taking on the Republicans Bud- decided to take a walk. "All ofrights, but who talk and talk and er charged both the President and them have never at one time left."never really exercise their power the Vice President with failure to he said.or the prestige of their office to give dynamic or courageous moral In answer to a question on whatadvance the cause." leadership to the enactment of strategy would be used to avoidButler said there would be no the 1957 Civil Rights law. He said the complacency which the partyefforts to reconcile the described the administration had dragged its has been accused of having to-attitude of the South on the Su- feet for three and a half years and wards the Negro vote, Butlerpreme Court decision with the lib-. had made no effort in this area said "let me assure you there is
until shortly before the 1956 elec not one in the Democratic Com-
tion He accused it of backing im ttee who is complacent about
down on three of the 1952 plat- the Negro vote or any other group
form pledges of the Republican for that matter. We intend to con-
party; snit-lynching, anti.poll tax; centrate our effort, on not only'
and fair employment practices, keeping vot.rs but working to in.
"The voluble Vice President has crease registration and voting of
been doing most of the political more Democrats everywhere. He
said he was confident the Negro
vote would hold in 1960 despite
the analysis forecasts of big shifts
in the next national election.
The shame of Little Rock could
have been avoided Butler said if
President Eisenhower had assum-
ed his full responsibility of lead.
ership in the area of homan rights
He accused the Ptersidetit of "dilly
dallying" around for 20 days after
the first flareup at Central High
School playing golf before he took
any action. The fight for human
rights is not a part time program,
he declared and added, "We need
to be concerned not only about
security, but our freedom and the
freedom of our fellow Americans."
SEASON'S GREETINGS
LABELLE CAFE
Mrs. Isabel Baker, Prop.
"WHERE COOKING IS AN ART,
AND EATING IS A PLEASURE"
399 Beale Ave.
A DI ttt
This season of the year affords us a splendid opportunity
to express our best Wishes to each of our friends and
customers in this urea. We are grateful for your past
favors and wish you o season of
Great Joy and Happiness
PALACE CLOTHING STORE
SMART CLOTHES FOR MEN, WOMEN a CHILDREN
RED GOOSE SHOES
216 So. Main JA. 6-2424
officers In Arkansas were wish,'
washy and non-commital during
the Arkansas school trouble.
Queen Mother To Open
New Nairobi Airport
NAROBI, Kenya — (ANP) —
Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother
has consented to perform the open-
ing ceremony of the new Nairobi
Airport on Saturday, Mach ', 1931,
when she will be passing through
Nairobi on her way to the United
Kingdom from Australia, it was
learned here this week.
ics will tobebegivdienscubssedy H. inLthtteruniseit.
minister and district supervise,—
on Sunday, Dec. 29 at 3:00 p -
His subject will be "Vile\ II
The Prospects for Lastinglij,,,,
Mr. George R. Yarbrouth os-
erseer of the Fairhaven unit, i
that the convention theme will
"Qualified to Teach." Much
stniction he said is planned
the delegates, end that all wifl
boenefrliotvtreomplathne astuddyissatnmd ni anti
practical Bible knowledge as th
go from house to house.
The 4130 delegates expected
attend the meeting are only pal
of international organization, ne
said, which operated in 161 Ivo
during the past year.
The seminar will consist 01
morning, afternoon, and evening
sessions, conducted by B.
Bones, circuit supervisor, aig
other minister delegates.
All sessions will be open to tille


















TO OUR FRIENDS & CUSTOMERS
RENDEZVOUS CAFE
Mrs. Ansi* Todd, Owner •
266 S. Third IA. 54404
SEASON'S GREETINGS
NELLIE'S GRILL














by Langston Hughes w
All about the Colored _General leading white Missis-
sippi troops, flying saucers over Harlem, begging rel,
atIves, and White History Week. Funniest book of.
the year!
um PER COPY, Fill In your name and address below sod I
mail check or money order made out to:
THE NEGRO BOOK SOCIETY
459 West 144th Street — New York 31, N. Y.
NAME 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































By ETHEL L. PAYNE Anna answered firmly "It's not
going to be dull for you because
The town was jumping with I'm going to beat the stuffing
ews this week, good, bad, and out of you . ,
ome of it funny as all get out.
At this, the entrapped BurwellSome weeks you really have to
began shouting for help, but the.rospect like an old '49er and
. Amazons drove him to a lonelyhen maybe you never quiie strike
spot, blindfolded him and pro-old. But this week, brother,
ceeded to work him over.
lore's so much happening, I've
To the glory forever of t h e
ten getting up in the middle of
male, our hero managed to fight
at night to answer the phone and ..3
ni way out of the trap like thenen go dashing cut to Pick up a marines did at Bastogne, but he
hot" lead. Phew! Well, here
was considerably the worse for
aes. the encounter.
The old adage that the female He sustained a black eye and
f the species is more deadly multiple bruises. The police did
ian the male is just as true as not list any casualties for t h e
. ever was and when it's multi- women, but charged with assault
',lied by five, it all acids up to with dangerous weapons and in-
ie power of a ballistic missile. tent to do bodily harm were be-
That's what 28-year olii William sides the vengeful Anna, L ii c V'
urwell found out by painful es • Belle Switzer, Lee Earns Cash
erience when he arcePleu a Pro' Pearl Jones and Lucille Harris.
' irred ride in a car with five The arsenal of weapons induct.
'omen. ed a rolling pin the badge of any
Now, it seems :hat everything woman worth her salt, a home-
-ould have been all right, but made blackjack, a loaded .38 cal-
urwell had "forgotten" to pay iber pistol and an eight inch but-
nna Mae Syrus $50 he had been cher knife.
wing her for sometime. The four Said Burwell: "I was so scar-
thei women in the car were ed, I don't know yet just where
lends and sympathizers of Anna. I., aching.-
ho incidentally was holding Pur- , • . •
'ell's 1938 car as collateral. Snd if that wasn't enough suf-
When he walked out of the Ca • fering for the poor males, a
ige where he works, there was deadly female Borgia got her
nna and her girl friends, waiting revenge through voodoo, but ia
i a car, not the 1938 one. the process, she nearly "scent-
Said Anna, "Want a liftl" and ed the U. S. postoffIce out of
urwell hopped in. its quarters.
He thought nothing of her insis- Minnie Williams was indicted
more that he occupy a place in by a District grand jury for lit.
le back between her and anoth- erally "fouling" tip the mails.
r hefty female. but his suspici- The object of her vengeance
ns were aroused shortly thereaft- was the Rev. Vernon Shermans
r when he foupriertheir baleful of the Cosmopolitan Community
tares on him, church who stoutly maintains
Making brave with the small he doesn't even know the lady,
alk, our hero said, "Well, it looks Nevertheless, since October
ke a dull Christmas," whereupon he has been regularly receiving
TidlE AC GROUND ARE JUST SOME Of LAST YEAR'S MAMAS—
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JOE BIGGS (photo at left)
new hero of the U. S. Postal
service, peers from cab of mail
truck he drove 228 miles from
Washington to New York City
packages containing a green
rubber frog stuffed with used
chewing tobacco and plenty of
juice, an odd shoe, a set of
false teeth, one green pill, a set
of fishbones, quantities of dead
cockroaches, a wooden figure,
and little heaps of garbage in
advanced stages of decomposi-
tion.
It took postal inspectors some
18 packages accumulated as ev-
idence before they nabbed Min-
nie in the act of posting ano-
other one, but by this time,
some of the evidence had to be
abandoned because it w a
"scenting" everybody out of the
place. Who says women are the
weaker sex?
• •
The Ghana Embassy says it's
definite that Prime Minister Nkru-
mah will visit the U. S. next year,
but it will not be until some
time after the Pan African con-
ference scheduled for Accra about
the middle of next April.
Countries participating will be
Ghana, Libya, Morrocco, Liberia,
Ethiopia, the Sudan, and Nigeria.
This is part of Nlcnimah's am-
bition to build a united Africa
and to help other colonial coun-
tries to freedom.
• •
Joe Riggs. the new hero of
the postal service who seen hl%
duty and done it, may not only
get a perm anent assignment,
but he's being considered for a
Hollywood short as an example
of the saying. "The mail most
en through."
Last week, Joe, a 211•year-old
ex.service man who won a ci-
tation in World War fi for hit
company, took a foreman at his
word when he threw hlm a sack
of mail and said "Here's t h e
mall for New York."
Joe a temporary employee,
climbed into his mail truck and
when a foreman tossed a hag
to him and said "Here's the
New York Mail." Biggs has
become a symbol of the slogan,
"The mail must go through."
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lonely widow lady 42 years old.
I am seeking a true christian
companion — one who is hard
working and wants the be t ter
things in life. I am not seeking
a man with riches, but someone
who will be true and kind. 1 in
turn will do likewise, I am 5-3
and weigh 120 lbs. I have brown
eyes and black shoulder length
hair. I am a deeply religious per-
son and only want a christian
man. I have a pleasant personali-
ty and a good housekeeper and
cook. I don't mind if the man has
children. I have two who are now
grown and one is married. Any-
one interested, please feel free to
contact me, Mrs. Jannie Patrick,
12935 Dequindre at., Detroit 12,
Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
very lonely widow of 35, consider-
ed attractive, light brown sk i n,
brown hair, height 5-71/2, 150 lbs.
I am a christian, do not drink
and am a beautician. Would like
to exchange photos with a nice
towards marriage, Please send
photo in first letter. Mrs. Billie
Marie James, 3404 S. Benton, Kan-
sas City, Mo.
• . .
Dear Mme, Chante: Please pub.
lish my name in your column. I
am 2.3, single, and would like to
get married but so far haven't
found a girl who will fill the bill.
The girl I want must be single,
not divorced or widowed, aetween
the ages of 18-28, neat and clean.
want a girl who doesn't believe
in running around to all the night
spots, She will have to be satis
fied with one man, me. I am tall,
have curly hair, brown complex-
ion, slender built, kind hearted
and have a good income. I'll be
glad to exchange photos and an-
swer all letters. Ernest Mathews,
1318 N. Washington, Wichita,
Kansas.
. • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
reading your column quite some-
time and would like for you to
help me as you have helped oth-
ers. I am a young man 25 years
gentleman about 40 or 45, chris- old, 5-8, 160 lbs., brown eyes and
tian minded who doesn't drink, do not consider myself handsome.
Prefer dark skin about 6 feet or I am a government worker and
6 feet 2, kind hearted with a view have been employed since 1951. I
In photo at right, a brave lit-
lite heroine is shown with her
small brother she recused from
a fire that took the lives of
their parents in Washington.
headed out for the highway and Dr. Peter Johnson, brother of
New York 228 miles away in. Atty. Henry "Link" Johnson; and
stead of the Pennsylvania rail- Eugene Harrison, husband of pro-
road yards where the New York lific society writer, Pearlie Coxe
mail normally goes. Harrison.
Somewhere on the New Jer. • • •
sey turnpike, Joe ran out of gas Little Karen Thomas, 6, who
and money, so he phoned his rescued her brother, Jimmy, 2, in
foreman collect who couldn't a fire which destroyed their
quite believe his ears A New house and tack the lives of their
York mail truck came out to parents, is facing life bravely
Fiery Dr. Montagu Cobb of Rev. Clinton 1-laggard of t h epick up Joe and the man and while hundreds of expressions of
Howard university who is chair- Foreign Missions board of t h e
true to tradition, it did get sympathy for the "little mother" man of the District Public AME Zion church is off to Africa
through, pour in•
Health Advisory Council, chat- the day after Christmas on a twoAnother Jos, Joseph Clarke, Temporarily, the children a r e
who is assistant to the Assist- with their grandmother, Mrs. Vii"
ant Postmaster General was ginia Sandford.
called in for consultation on the When the fire started, Karen
case. As a result, Joe Biggs first ran to wake up her sleeping
is a hero and the postcffice got father. Failing to arouse him, shea million dollars worth of pub- grabbed her baby brother a n dlicity. Joe appeared on a local carried him to a neighbor's house
television show and the acetyl- who summoned the fire depart-
ades have still been pouring in, ment.
There's only one flaw to the In the meantime, Karen's moth-tale. Joe hasn't got back his 10 or learned of the fire and rac-bucks he spent for gas yet. ed through the back door to res-e • . 
cue her children. The smoke fell-DEATHS OF THE WEEK: Mrs. ed her and she died of suffoca-Marea Ferguson, mother of news. than Without knowing her childrenwriter, publicity Dutton Ferguson; were safe Or that her husband
Six year old Karen Thomas
(right) tried to awaken her
sleeping father when fire broke
out. Failing to arouse him, she
carried her brother, James 2,
would like to meet someone who
is really interested and serious
about marriage. If not interested
please do not answer. I prefer
young ladies 18 to 26. Please send
photo. Robert Thomas, 6626 So.
Maryland, Chicago 37, 111.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE1 I am
writing to ask you to help me
find a mate. I know that you
have helped others and I would
like for you to help me. S am 59
with reddish brown skin; 145 lbs.,
5 feet, 4 inches tall. I would like
a Christian man between the ages
of 60 and 69, 180 lbs. with brown.
skin. If not interested in marriage,
please don't write. Avilla Shel-
by, General Delivery, Newport,
Ark.
• • •
DEAR MME, CHANTE: I am
a lonely girl who is a shut-in and
desires pen pals, both male and
female from all over. I will ans-
wer all letters and exchange pho-
tos. I am 35; 5 feet, 3 inches tall
with brown eyes; light brown
compleyion; weight 105. Miss Fan-
nie Mae Owens, P. 0. Box 123,
Alexander, Ark.
• • •
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am
anxious to correspond with gentle. 
metbetween the ages of 48 and
58 who have good health and ap-
preciate the finer type of wom-
an. I am 47 —.II like good music,
clean fun and all kinds of sport
I am a working woman, 5 feet,
5 inches tall, weigh about 170 lbs.,
and am a church member. I have
nice friends and co-workers,
stable and understanding. Do not
to safety. The mother died
when she dashed into the burn-




Doctors made the news in
protests- Dr. Edward Mazique
resigni d from the chairman-
ship of the committee on inte-
gration of the 12th St. YMCA,
because the board refused to
make any efforts towards tote.
grating the all-Negro unit.
lenged an attempt of the Hill.
Burton Advisory Committee to
take over some of the functions
of the health council-
The Hill-Burton unit which
advised on all hospitals and
health centers constructed eith-
er wholly or partially with Fed.
eral funds also wants to advise .
ed institutions, 
i
fom" of all times whose theories
ngton as the greatest ''U ncleon the Districts public support.
he called responsible for the dil-Cobbs' antagonism stems emma of the Negro today.
from a long time resentment • • •
over the segregation policy of Roberta Church has been nam-the Hill Burton Act which uses ed to serve as minority groupsFederal funds to promote seg- consultant for all Bureaus a n d
regated hospital facilities.
• • •
Donald Bowman, a 16-year-old
amateur artist at Spingarn High
school won a top prize in a
Washington Post contest for his
poignant water color Christmas
painting of the "Annunciation."
The picture was carried on the
front page of the paper.
months tour of Nigeria and Gha•
na under the auspices of the Na-
tional Council of Churches.
• • •
Julius Hobson speaking at the
testimonial banquet last week at
the 12th st. YMCA for Eugene
Davidson, president of the local
NAACP, blasted Booker T. Wash-
smoke or drink and have DO ob-
jections to modern habits. I would
like to be married to a man wbo
is nice, good natured and one
who wants a happy home life and
will appreciate a wife who is not
bossy or'worldly — just kind and
lovable with lots of understand-
ing. There are many men here
but the husband kind is hard to
find. I do not want a rich man
nor one who is looking for a home.
I will answer all letters. Mrs. V.
V. Preuitt Randle, P. 0. Box 323
Ganado, Tex.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
like to correspond with anyone.
I am interested in obtaining pen
pals. I am a painter by trade and
I love music and reading. I am
5 feet, 10 inches tall, complexion
dark brown and am a native Ja-
maican. If there is anyone in-
terested, please write. Henry M.
Jones, 18 Lady Huggins ave., Con-
stant Spring, P. 0. Jamaica, B.
W, I.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have
been reading your column for
some time now and I find it re-
markable. My husband and I have
been here in this city six months
and I don't know anyone. I would
like to hear from women friends
only. I am dart skin, weigh
125 lbs., 33 years old, 5 feet 2
inches tall, with black hair and
brown eyes. Mrs. Mary Thomp-
son, co Mr. Frank Jordan, P. 0,
Box 436, Robbins, Ill.
DEAR MME, CHANTE: I am
a lonesome soldier statione at Fort
Dix, New Jersey. I just returned
from three years duty in France.
I would like to be the proud as-
sociate of a beautiful young lady
in the states. My height is 6 feet
1 inch; weight 185 lbs., age 21.
I would like to correspond with
a young lady between the ages
of 18 and 21. I promise to answer
all letters and exchange photos
in first letter. PFC Arnold Hor-
shaw, RA 26384977, Co. C, 8th Engr
Dry Fort Dix, N. J.
Divisions of the U. S• Department
of Labor, She will continue to
serve in her capacity as minority
group consultant to the Bureau
of Employment Security, as ad-
viser to the Assistant Secretary
for Manpower and Employment
and as observer for the Depart.
ment of Labor at meetings of the
President's Committee on Govern-
ment Contract.
• • •
Africa Rouse seas the scene
of a gala Yule International
Student Bazaar last Saturday.
Featured were exotic foods
from the lands represented by
the student association In con.
junction with the Arab student's
Association and the Caribbean
Association.
* • *
The sixth annual Republican
Women's Conference is scheduled
for March 1648 in Washington
and the Sherman Briscoe's are
having two holiday parties at
their new home to accommodate
all their friends.
• • •
Eugene awyer, former Public
Information Officer at the United
Sbates Information Agency in
Ghana, has been assigned to the
African desk in Washington,
• • •
Genoa Washington slipped
quietly into town Monday te
confer with State 'Department
officials. They wanted to look
over the ruling on UN appoint-
ees with a possibility of re•ap-
pointing him to the next term
of the General Assembly, bout
since this is not customary,
Washington may get another
post, How about that embalm-
dorship to Liberia maybe?
• • •
And a luncheon threesome were
Archibald Carey, chairman of the
President Committee on Govern-
ment Employment Policy; Branch
Rickey, a new member of the
committee and Val Washington,
director of minorities for the GOP
Committee.
• • •
Joe Clarke says he is demand-
ing equal time for Chairman H.
Meade Alcorn of the Republican
Committee before the Capital
Press Club, since Democratic Na-
tional Committee Chairman Paul
Butler scored such a broadside
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Our Opinions
Another Jim Crow Crumb
NAT D. WILLIAMS
NAT D. WILLIAMS rather "salty" feeling . . . every
A GLANCE BACK 
time they look back at it.
Then there's "Little Rock and
Lot's wife looked back. She turn- its Nine." The furoe caused by
ed to a pillar of salt. She had been the sight of Negro children at a
warned against taking another school house in Nashville . . . the
glance at the burning city from efforts of Negro parents to get
which she and her family were their children into schools in Birm-
fleeing. ingham . . . similar incidents big
She has been variously con- and little elsewhere.
demned for violating a divine There was that civil rights bill
command. And ever since folk debate in the United Sates Con.
have been inclined to view with great that could cause a lot of
shifting and varying emotions the "freezing" if one stops still and
act of looking back looks back too long at what hap.
But it must be admitted there pened and what it meant.
is some merit looking to see what's The year, 1957, has producedbehind one. Perhaps Lot's wife's
quite a few other events and In.mistake was in gazing back too cidents, at home and abroad,long and fondly ... thus becoming which possess the properties toMayor Edmund Orgill said last week in through Dixie's God BIAS our People are petrified into salt in her inability ,.freeze" one into a pillar of srlthis report to the community over teltevi- barred from every branch except is Jim to move on in flight from destruc• depending on how he looks back
tizsi that the Memphis Library system Is Crow one, and the main library. tion. and thru what eyes.
king $85,000 for construction of a NE- We are inclined to cry out: "How Long, 
oneAllpathuastesfliatt across the mind as
Through the eyes of one who sin-GRO library In North Memphis, 185,000 fo year'send to lookOh Lord, How bone III v people cerely believes In the Covenantan ADDITION to the Highland Heights -- w-- lw, ---- 
have back over the past 20 months, now
to endure such flagrant injustice?" of Grace provided by the birth oflibrary, and 16,000 for an ADDITION to coming to a tensioned end. The
Cook Reference library. Then, we see that the answer is obvi- fear keeps popping up that one 
an humble little Jewish baby nam-
The emsghtsion drams after mere super. osa2,:W.HEN we begin to utilize full our may "freeze" himself into some ed Jesus Christ, things . . . even
Mal study of the statement is enough to 1
"‘politicalrights as citizens (and t ereh y 
re y 
substance or other b a too long those of 1957 . . . don't look so
arouse Indignation In one of simple moder- no bbarriers currently to exercising 
are
look back at what 's happened gen- terrlfying as to leave one a pillar
of salt when he looks back atfranchise), we shall no lonFer have to ac. orally In 1957.ate mental capacity. them. Christ is symbol of hope
tor emphasis we repeat: The system cept crumbs from the Rich Man's table as disturbing, significant, 
one of the most
proposes to BUILD A LIBRARY for NE- did Lazarus. 
and to the world yet . . . even in the
GROES in North Memphis for 585,00.0. Citizenship is reciprocal normally. • 
"freeteful" occurrences of this age of jets and Sputniks.
W the launching of As the close of another Christ-- fateful year was
MEANWHILE, it Is askine for 185,000 to are not overlooking the fact that in the thosetwo "moons" by the Rua- mas approaches and a new year
build an ADDITION to highland Heights South the Negro fight harder for rewards signs. And closely allied in the looms head, it might be well to
library and 16,000 for an ADDITION to therefrom. Nevertheless, our people will be powerto disturb has been the fail. remember that this is still God's
Coedit Reference library. come respected, recognized, evaluated by ure of the Nnited States to dupi- world for
The Almighty on High knows that N... our the feat at least with a mar- begotten Son to some — if you canoverall contributions to good citizen- 
which He gave his only
gnus in this fair city are in need of ade- ship. bleisixed moon" in orbit. Thatfail- believe that simple 
statement
goats library facilities. He knows that The powers that be will continue to in- ure has left a lot of folk with a Selah!
through stupid custom and tradition many suit with such as the Negro library pro-
of our young people are being stunted Is posel until we bestir our sleeping giant of
alas 
academic attainment; He knows that political Influence here into dynamic life. el
*The Boycott Of Arkansas Gazette
The most distressing aftermath to date
of the Little Rock incident is the reprisal
that some confirmed segregationists are at-
tempting to visit upon the Arkansas
Gazette, the paper that flayed Governor
Faubus for calling the National Guard to
prevent integration.
Extremists, who are, it appears, etern-
ally wedded to the old social order, are
threatening to boycott stores that adver-
tise in the Gazette. The newspaper carried
a copy of a letter received by "many busi-
ness firms in Little Rock" which advertise
in the Gazette.
Terming it as an attempt at a "massive
crusade," the Gazette declared in a front-
iiage editorial that It doubted the boycott
Thould succeed. e letter, signed only by
an indignant group," accused the Gazette
of playing a leading role in "breaking
down our segregation laws, destroying the
time-honored traditions that made up our
Southern way of life and bringing on the
people the most insufferable outrage visit-
ed on this city."
Declaring there is a rising tide of race
feeling, the letter told the stores they would
be placed on one side or the other and
"this is your notice to make your o w n
choice."
The Gazette editorial struck back saying
that the letter was "only the outward mani-
festation of the condition that has been
created in Little Rock by small groups of
extremists who seek to rule this city by
terror, coercion and boycott." It accused
the annonymous writers of distorting the
Gazette's position. It said it had not ad-
vocated integration or breaking down
segregation laws, but did support the
court-approved integration program of the
school board.
"Until and unless the court decision is
reversed, the Little Rock school board pro-
gram can be halted only by naked defiance
of the law," the Gazette said.
"That the Gazette has opposed and will
continue to oppose. To do less would, in our
judgment, be to invite a state of anarchy."
Such a stand cannot help but command ad-
miration and respect for the editors. Democ-
racy cannot long survive with jungle law
as its code of judgment. The issue in Lit-
tle Rock was whether or not under our
centralized system the Federal government
had the right to back up the Federal
Judiciary; or whether the Governor of a
state was above the law of the land. It was
a constitutional question which time and
circumstances have wisely resolved. Pub-
lic sentiment throughout the nation was
overwhelmingly on the side of the court
decision 4) enforce integration at the Cen-
tral High School at Little Rock.
If the writers of the letter threatening
boycott were sure of their position, they
would not hide behind anonymity to carry
out their evil design. They have resorted
to this clandestine means because there is
no legitimate popular ground f ç r their
stand. Their attempted boycott is bound
to fizzle out.
Alabama's Evil Design
The virtual elimination of Macon
County, Alabama, as a political unit of the
f
te, is one more evidence of the limits
which Southerners will go to achieve
he ends. An entire county is to be merg-
ed with adjacent counties, because it has a
potential of more Negro than white voters.
In a state-wide referendum, Alabama
voters have endorsed a proposal to abolish
Macon County and let the Legislature split
it up among neighboring counties which
have white majorities. This strategy is
aimed at insuring white supremacy on local
government levels.
The county is an essential featute of
our governmental system. It is a unit which
playa a major role in the various functions
which fall within its province, Outside the
larger metropolitan areas, the county
wields considerable political power. County
Judges administer justice, sheriffs a n d
The People Speak
ratios Quit
Dear Editor: In recent months
onslaught of the racial inte-
gration issu• has been forced into
National prominence. It is gen-
erally held that there are those
of all raens that do not deserve
the fruits 6' the labors of a few.
Br' this 'a not a question of that
few who ,how by their actions,
their Jtter di regard for what's
right, but instead, it is a quit.
Sion of giving • people what is lfrated to the various taxes, Lwa, tt,ity say that the t egro should
justly theirs, namely, Equality military service land possible qct be given equal rights in all
and Recognition a. an American death in said service) for a Pee- respects?
citizen. pie that would deny hint his rights
After giving this situation much by the constitution?
thought. I would like to put the S. Are you afraid of the over-
fel' wing questions to each and whelming potentiality of the He-
every person that is not of Negro gre as a per rs evidenced by
blood. I ask that each question his ability to excel in any field
be thought out In its entirety, and that he is allowed to enter, such
answered honestly and truthfully. as, Sports, Musk, Medicine, Ag-
1. De you feel that the Negro riculture etc., to name a few?
should net be given all the rights 6. Are you afraid that if he
the constitution and subsequent- (the Negro) be givenequal op-
"IP denied the opportunities of equal portunities, he will continue to
eltiaenahipt excel in his chosen field to such
t Why do you feel that the tie- an extent that the white man will
fro 4hould not be given all the be tore .1 into a 
less notable post-
same eppertualtles sad equal ci- dont
levy taxes, build roads, maintain public in-
stitutions and are responsible to the voters.
These functions make the county almost a
state in miniature.
The fear that some of the political of-
fices in Macon County might be filled by
Negroes, has driven the state of Alabama
to this backward step. Though deplorable,
it is not a surprising move. It is in keeping
with Alabama's Ku Klux Klan concept of
supremacy. The segregationists are em-
ploying all means to prevent any kind of in-
tegration, to keep Negroes from voting or
to offset the effects of Negro votes.
No doubt this precedent will be follow-
ed by other states which have counties that
are preponderantly populated by Negroes.
It is an evil scheme that requires consider-
able ingenuity on the part of Negro leader-
ship to combbat it effectively.
vil rights as the white person?
9. Why do you feel that the Ne-
gro should not be allowed to at-
tend the ame schools, cherches,
public institutions and other pub-
lic places and receive equal recog-
nition?
4. if you feel that the Negro
should be denied the chance for
equal rights and equal citizenship
in all respects, do you think he
should le held liable for and ob-
7. Remembering that the initial
Negro popula'ion of America was
transported from thel- native
lands by the white man, to be ex-
ploited mentally, physically, and
sexually, can you deny that they
have as much right to the libel,
les of this great land that they
too helped to conceive, as the
white man?
I. Knowing all these things to





NEW YORK CITY — (ANP) —
Vice President Nixon received the
honorary degree of doctor of laws
from Yeshiva university at a spec-
ial academic convocation in the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel }le Is the
first vice president to be so hon-
ored.
ongratulation On Order
Congratulations to A. Maceo Walker, president of Uni-
versal Life Insurance company, and executive vice presi-
dent of Memphis Tri-State Bank for his Vision and initia-
tive In trying to lower the barriers to more job oppor-
tunities for the qualified among our people in the South.
After learning that a General Motors plant manager near
Atlanta, Ga., was quoted saying "When we (GM) moved
into the South we agreed to abide by local custom and
not to hire Negroes for production work . ..," Mr. Walker
took the matter directly to the president of General Mo-
tors. President Harlow Curtice denied the statement as
being the policy of his firm. In Mr. Walker's effort he
had the support of six of the most wealthy and most in-
fluential Negro business firms in America, and several
top bracket leaders. They are to be commended for their
support.
It ;s Mr. Walker's position that the Negro cannot
obtain first class education unless he obtains first class
employment. In that he is eminently correct. America la
lagging now in its outer space program through (1) lack
of dynamic and creative imagination (2) stupid self-com-
placency, 'and (3) an educational system that Is woefully
faulty, and the Negro has by and large gotten the worst
of that.
Mr. Walker and his supporters have the vision to
see that billions of dollars will be spent in the future for
scientific advancement. They want the Negro who can
qualify on the front lines to serve.
General Motors has about 55 percent of the automo-
bile market. The personnel of the seven firms calling on
GM for equality of job opportunity drive more General
Motors produced automobiles than any other. That's
significant, and can lead to tangible consideration from
a giant in the automobile field.
Matthew Henry once said: None so blind as those
that would not see." The Negro must begin to show he
has an annual purchasing power in the United States
of $17.5 billion. Mr. Walker et al are pointing a way.
Exchange Gifts With Eisenhower
WASHINGTON — (INS) — from the life of Buddha. He said
President Eisenhower and Bur- Mr. Eisenhower told him he
loose President U Win Maung ex- would use the gift during Christ-
changed Christmas gifts yesterday mat for punch.
at the White House. In return, Mr. Eisenhower gave
Mating brought the President it the visiting head of state an auto'
silver bowl engraved with scenes graphed photograph of himself.
SO WHAT?
"Why Would I Like To I. A Calendar Girl?
They Have AN of the Dates!"
,01
Better Luck 1958
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According to the Gospel of Saint
Luke, on that evening long ago
when Christ was born and the star
rose in the East, there were
"shepherds abiding in the field,
keeping watch over their flocks
by night"
Suddenly "the glory of the Lord
shone round about them." There
was "a multitude of heavenly
host" crying out from the sky,
"Glory to God in the highest, and
on earth peace, good will toward
men "
This music from outer space
must have sounded on their ears
as a great singing — the first
song of Christmas-
Nineteen hundred and fifty-seven
long years have passed mince then,
and each of those years, I ven-
ture to say, brought forth new
songs of Christmas.
Ills a far cry from the French
cantlque de noel of the Middle
Ages, the Old English carols, and
the "Silent Night" of the Ger-
man to Bing Crosby's "White
Christmas," King Cole's "Christ-
mas Song." or "Rudolph, The lied.
Nosed Reindeer."
But all of the Cristmas songs I
have ever heard contained the
gentle spirit of that first welcome
to the Child, "good will toward
men."
Many Christmas songs are folk
songs. Nobody knows who created
them, or who first sang them.
They came out of the people. Two
of America's loveliest songs about
Christmas are Spirituals.
Both may be found in the
Hampton Institute collection call-
ed "Religious Folk Songs of the
Negro"
Go tell It on the mountain,
Over the hills and everywhere!
Gs tell it on the montain,
That Jesus Christ is born!
Thus came out of slave mouths
a joyous greeting to the Child in
the manger. The other Spiritual
is called, "Rise Up, Shepherd, and
Follow."
There's a Star In the East
On Christmas morn.
Rise up, shepherd, and follow!
It'll lead to. the place
Where the Savior's born.
Rise up, shephered, and follow!
Follow! Follow!
Rise up, shepherd, and follow!
Follow the star of Bethlehem!
Rise up, shepherd, and follow!
If you take good heed
To the angel's words —
Rise up, shepherd, and folks,'
You'l forget your flocks,
You'll forget yonr herds!
Rise np, shepherd, and follow! •
But mankind has NOT forgot-
ten our flocks and our herds. Too
tightly still our hands cling self-
ishly to the material things of this
mortal world. Peace and good
will over all the earth are dist.—
tent still and wanting of achieve.
ment.
Yet every year at Christneall
the gentle glow of songs about the
kind of world mast men would,
like to see, rises from the meld..  
dies of Christmas to temper with'
kindly warmth for a brief season
the conflicts of our time.
Peace on earth, good will te




The two biggest stories of 1957
In my book were the stories of
Gov. Orval Faubus versus the U.
S. Government and the successful
Invasion of outer space by the
Russians with their two SpOtniks.
These events will take their plac-
es in the history books and years
hence some youngsters will be-
come bored stiff reading about
them,
When I look back over the Past
year as we approach Christmas
and year's end, I cannot think of
the past without being haunt-
ed by a little ditty that Lena
Horne sings so well in her Broad-
way musical, "Jamaica."
The song has the title of "Napo-
leon" and it mocks the great men
of history. For all their great
deeds, the song suggests, they
don't amount to much now.
Miss Horne gives out gayly with
the mockery by singing that to-
day Napoleon is the name of a
pastry, that Caesar is the name
of a salad, and Alexander is the
name of a drink, etc. In short,
the big shots of yesteryear are
now remembered best in ways
that are wholly inconsequential.
The song is lovely. and lively,
but the philosophy it bears can
be misleading. These ancient king-
pins influenced their age in a
thousand ways and the present
course of world history was shap-
ed in some measure by their
deeds and misdeeds. We can laugh
at the past, but we can never
quite free ourselves from its fun-
damental influence.
The Faubus hassle and the Sput-
nik flights represent the kind of
events which cast their shadows
across generations yet unborn. In
the larger context of world af-
fairs, it may be said that the
Russian conquest of outer space
might rank as more important
historically than the Faubus case.
Yet there are some interesting
angles to be considered.
The domestic affairs of the Unit-
ed States were profoundly affect-
ed by the Faubus situation. Had
Governor Faubus succeeded in
bluffing the federal government,
the character of our democracy
and our concept of democracy it-
self would have been rudely shak-
en. It might have been the open-
ing wedge to a new movement in
America which could have led to
revolution.
The stand taken by Preeident Ei-
senhower and supported by the
majority of Americans was histor-
ically necessary to preserve our
democracy, The repercussions of
that stand were felt far beyond
our shores because it wag a re-
affirmation of principles which
are being tested the world over.
When we consider all the im-
plications of the Faubus incident,
one might v:ell regard Its histori
cal value on a level of impor-
tance with that of Sputnik. After
all, the perfection of a social or-
der by which men live ranks with
the highest tasks which still chal-
lenge modern man.
As a born optimist, I am con-
vinced that the year 1957 has been
one of progress and not retrogres-
sion. The genius of man and his
enormous potential was highlight-
ed by the Sputniks.
The fact that the Russians beat
us to the stars is meaningful in
many ways, but it merely dem-
onstrates again that no one mem-
ber of the family of nations has
any monopoly on brains.
The Faubus incident should, it
seems to me, mark the turning
of the tide in the Dixiecrat revolt
against the principles enunciated
by our Constitutinn and reaffirm-
ed by the Supreme Court. The se-
Mon of the President in the Ar-
kansas situation served notice 011
the South and the extremists who
challenged the government th at
they are out on a long limb.
As we leave 1957 to bury its
dead and enter the New Year,
we can view many things with
alarm. Some say a depression la
around the corner and others sal
the Russians in our backyard. I
have my doubts on both scores.
Too many people are agreed about
them and very few things we fear
most ever materialise. True trag-
edies are usually surprises.
Segregation Costly To Business
NEW YORK •- The patterns of
segregation in the South are cut-
ting deep into the pocketbooks of
southern businessmen, according
to a survey by Cal Brumley of the
shoulder the expense of building
and maintaining separate facili-
ties of their own."
An example is the Greyhound
Bus company, which recently com-
fecting the southern businessman.
Although most southern morels-
ants would be hurt by a boycott by
Negro customers, they nonetheless
discourage "too much" Negro pat-
rc.ne.ge.
Wall Street Journal, pitted a new terminal in Jackson- They claim that if a business
Brumley pointed out in recent ville. Although there is no segre• caters to a large number of Ne-
article that few businesses in the gation of interstate passengers, groes, whites will stay away.
South are free of some enconomic the company built separate fecal- Despite the hardship and de-
effects of the racial upheaval. He ties to accomodate intrastate pat- spite the fact that integration
stated: rons who must be segregated by would be of mutual benefit to Ne-
gftause "Besides the tax burden of pro- state Law.
The racial boycott is another inessmen cannot abandon their
gro and white alike, southern bus-
vidIng separate public facilities,
private busineumen also must example of economic pressure al- role et protector of "the system."
,A..4444.41144..4W
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Sot., Dee. 28, 1957
HARRY BELAFONTE and
Dorothy Dandridge shown in
a scene from the picture
"Carmen Jones" back in 1936 over. Miss Dandridge became Was voted tops by Broadway
returned to the spotlight past number one star in Franch critics for his combined sing-season to be hailed world pictures and while Belafonte ing acting and television work.
Conlidetia I Whisper
MagsMustPay$5,000
LOS ANGELES — (INS — Con-1 matter. ,tie found /lie two publicationsfidential and Whisper magazines The penalty, the maximum utl• guilty at a juryless trial.have been fined $5,000 eaeh for der the law, was assessed by sup- • The magazines were given 30,conspiracy to publish ob scene trios' judge H. Burton Noble after days in which to raise the $10,000.
The fines marked finis to a case
  that was a sensation for several
weeks early last summer.
At that time two individuals, the
two magazines and three other
corporations were tried on libel
d ohacenity conspiracy charges,
— and the names of several Holly-
wood personalities figured promin.
ently in the testimony.ler for uplifting roles has agreed
to play the part of "Porgy" jfl When the trial ended in a hung
jury, the defense and the statefilm "Porgy and Bess" since ter-
. worked out a compromise, drop-tain changes in script and seen.
were guaranteed by Samuel Ping all charges against individ-
Goldwyn. uals and three corporations and
F:RROLL GARNER, currently: limiting the charge against theI
magazines to conspiracy to pub-an tour abroad, HAS AGREED to lish obscene matte,.do a special "command concert":i Prominently mentioned at thefor England •1 Princess Margaret.' original trial was the case of Dor-- CABARET' PRICES in Chicago othy Dandridge who was givena ill he raised only slightly -"Jai $10,000 by Confidential in an outNew Years eve. — BUT 11°1* of court settlement resulting fromftilCUT York v.bere every- the published story "Only Thething will lit doubled including Birds And Bees.";tliov.a. along Broadway stem. —
TTOP PRICES for Lena Horne's' he article had connected Miss
-Jamaica" oreliNtra !-eats) Dandridge with a well known ofay
be 612.50 — DUKE ELLINGTON handleader with whom the article
decided to play annual yule en- said she had spent some time
„, in the woods during a joint en-
Note despite better araer that 
gaqs went at Chicaao's nate 
gagement at a mountain side nightl 
is) offer by swing spot in New ebb.
York, THE DUKE OPENED here
last Fr.di,y. — ADD ATTRACT.
IVE AND educational Xmas cards:
Those sent out by Andy Raze
bearing poetry that is his OWT
compositicn. — MOST UNIQUE unrehearsed) when 'tie necessaryand costly proportioned nightety at last minute. — DINAH WASH-in the nation is WESLEY JOHN- INGTON'S Yule engagement atSON's fabulous "Famous Texas Roberts lounge In Chicago is her
street in San Francisco. — SPOT nighiers this season.IS OWN ED tm Dr. Edwin T. 'John- , NOUNCEMF,NT THAT Edward It,
sen, Wesley F'. and Dr. Wesley Morrow will present Marian An.Johnson, III, all former Texans. derson on his television program
ARTHUR LEE SIMPKINS was "See It Now" is first news his
!ought for holiday engagement at fans got that the famed TV per.
local Chez Paree that he could not sonality recorded both Marian and
accept due 10 previous committ. Satehmo while touring abroad. —
ments elsewhere. — E I, I, A CAB CALLOWAY whose shun
RFESE's recent appearance on Ed "Cotton Club Revue" socked 'em
Sullivan show was socksational, in Miami last seasim was offered
' and proved how versatile the art. a blank check to name his own
ist can be when railed on for figure for engagement this win-
' More than one pet formance ton e:ter.
so bey sa
By AL MONROE
t THERE IS EVERY indication;
that 1958 will be a gayer on tele-
vision and the Broadway stem as
well. — WHAT WITH LENA
PORNE's play "Jamaica" settled
for a lengthy run AND PEARL ,
BAILEY signed for early appear '
ance on the Perry Como video
show AND NAT KING COLE's en-
gagement at Copacabana in New
York to be followed by early trek,
to Miami, things are truly looking;
up. — APPEARANCE OF SUGAR'
Ray Robinson in Chicago as
special guest at opening of Killer
Johnson's NEW Archway lounge
was a sight to behold. — THE
PLACE WAS jammed and pack•!
ed throughout Sugar Ray's slay.•
— CLOSE FRIENDS are disturb-
ed over charge that Johnny ;`,Ta-
this' hat is becoming a t,it jam-,
med as a result of succesaimpelled!
expansion of his head. — LET's
HOPE 'TISN'T true.
THE AWARD BILLY ECK-i
STINE received on die Nal King
Cole show for his efforts in be-
half (f the Red Cross was well
merited. — NO °NAME" star haa
Even though Miss Dandridge had
received the money she appeared
on scene at the trial ready to tea.
tify of her innocence and to prove
Broadway Critics Hail
Belafonte 's 1957 Sock*
NEW YORK CITY — (ANP)—
Broadway critics this week de-
clared that Harry Bel af ont e,
America's foremost folk song ar-
tist, is "hotter" than ever. The
handsome star's career, which en-
compasses every field of endeavor
in the entertainment industry, is
at the highest peak ever, not only
artistically, but in the business
sense as well.
Belafonte, who scored a tremen-
dous personal triumph this past
summer with his concert tour of
"An Evening with Belafonte" in
some of the nation's leading cities,
is currently appearing at N ew
York's Waldorf - Astoria with the
twelve-man Folk Choir he first
introduced to audiences during
the covert tour.
The Belafonte career takes him
to Las Vegas immediately after
the Waldorf stint to fulfill an en-
gagement at the Riviera, where
he is signed to an exclusive four
year deal. But, the full story of
the balladeer-actor's success and
tremendous popularity does not lie
in personal appearance alone. He
has just formed his own motion sented is waiting for the correct
picture production company. Har• format to be presented to him be.
Bel, and has already started fore he returns to television for
working on the first venture tor even a guest appearance
the firm, a film tentatively titled,
"End of the World," which will
star Belafonte. He is co-produc-
ing it with Sol C. Siegel and will
release it through MGM.
If Harry Belafonte chose to ap-
pear on television with any mea-
sure of regularity, he would be
involved with this medium con-
stantly. For he is wanted for his
own show, special programs, and
guest appearances by all the ma-
jor networks and every variety
program of any importance. The
proof of his drawing power with
video viewers was amply illustrat-
ed last August when he was the
first of a string of big names who
appeared on Nat Cole's television
program to help the well liked
crooner get a sponsor.
Belafonte's one shot appearance
won the Cole show its healthiest
rating during its sixty weeks on
the air. Belafonte, always careful
about the way he has been pre-
Art Duncan Cast
In Bob Hope Hit
For Tour Abroad
By LAWRENCE F. LaMAR
HOLLYWOOD — The Bob Hope
led troupe of entertainers left the
mainland of continental America
and the United States with
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, the first
stop of his fourth consecutive
Yuletide GI junket.
The current Bob Hope show,
while comparatively small in num-
ber, is stacked with talent. The
cast includes actress Jayne Mans-
field, Erin O'Brien, singer Jerry
Colonna, columnist Hedda Hopper,
singer-dancer Art Duncan, Mickey
Hargitay and Les Brown and his
orchestra.
With the addition of singer-danc-
the story was untrue.
Others mention at the trial were
Billy Daniels, Herb Jeffries and
his ex-wife (who *stifled) and
the late Chalky Wright, a former
ring champion. Chalky was men-
tioned in a magazine story about
alleged favors received from Mae
West for whom he worked as
chauffeur. Wright was found dead
in his bathroom before the trial
ended. He was never called on to
testify.
er Art Duncan, lone Sepia mem-
ber of the cast, the current Bob
Hope show takes on added sig-
nificance in an otherwise confused
atmosphere of 'cold war.' On the
show, Duncan who might have
been taken along as a mere 'in-
cidental,' is destined to become
the recognized element of product
American, as far as the oriental
viewers are concerned.
Art Duncan, native Californ-
ian and a product of Pasadena
schools, is more than well equip•
ped culturally, mentally and ar-
tistically to meet any and every I




NEW YORK — Robert Mc Fer-
rin, baritone of the Metropolitan
Opera Association, will headline
the Ray Crabtree presentation of
eConcert Varietie- of 1958" which
will have its New York Premiere
at Town Hall on Thursday eve-
ning, Jan, 30.
The production of Concert Va-
rieties is designed to create inter-
est among music lovers who are
not Concert patrons and w h o
piefer programming of not too
serious material.
Among the supporting artists
who will appear with McFerrin
are Martha 7 ,wers and Irving
Barnes, who sang the leading
roles in "Porgy and Bess" dur-
ing their European tour last year.
- Kelley Wyatt, pianist formerly
jwith the "Three Penny Opera"
production is also one of the out-
standing supporting artists. Mr.
McFerrin has promised to include
in his Program some of the fain- al111111111111111111111111111111011111101111111111111111111111111111i
Mr. 13," Soda) n
ole's TV Finale
HOLLYWOOD — The final Nat
Cole television show that appear-
ed on screens Dec. 17 was a tear
dropping performance felt the na-
tion over.
By HILDA SEE Vegas. However liis art in the lat- the studio crew, the extras and
the band director and members of
his organization? They also mer-
ited the praise Nat handed them
at end of his 60-week stay on the
ter places will be witnessed by
thousands instead of millions who
watched him on television. Thus
the big loss is to television view-
ers and not to Nat King Cole. I air. And a bit of prase may well
go to those nine sectional spon-
sors. In most instances bias and
not curtailment, of funds kept
them from sponsoring the show
nationally.
Belafonte is expected to appeal'
in Europe for the first time next
summer, if present negotiations
are successfully consummated.
SAMMY DAVIS and Jerry
Lewis are shown in a sort of
strong-man bear hug scene on
location as they prepare for •
Friday's television show on
which Davis guest stars.
This Is
OLLYWOOD
LBy HAZE A. WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD — Dean Martin
has been named "Entertainer of
the Year" by the Midwestern En-
tertainment Council in Chicago,
and will be Frank Sinatra's guest
on this week's program. Martin
is slated to receive the award in
December at the council's annual
banquet. Are you reading an d
listening Jerry? Dean is doing all
right, in spite of what you thought.
Sinatra will introduce his son
Frank, jr., to his TV audience
Dec. '3. You had 'seen his
sweet daughter Nancy, and Frank
jr., proved to be just as talented
as his sister.
I have a great amount of re-
spect for Sidney Poitier, as a mat-
ter of fact, I guess that I a
pickandchoose those vehicles
spect for Sidney Poitier, as a mat-
ter of fact, I guess that I am
one of his staunch supporters and
have every bit of confidence in
him and his principals, and more
than anything else his right to
pick and choose those vehicles
that will portray him land what
he porports to represent in the.
best light.
Now to get to the point— he
-had turned down the role of 'Por-
gy' in Goldwyn's "Porgy a n d
Bess" the picture role, that
because he had objections to cer-
tain parts and scenes, and want-
ed some changes made. By tele-
phone, these changes were okay-
ed by the studio. Sidney in first
turning down the part was pass-
ing up a sizable pay check. Thank
goodness money isn't everything
to him. Sidney, who is probably
in greater demand than any nth-
er. dramatic Negro actor, at the
studio to make the changes he d
moment at least, persuaded th
 
.
sired. He consulted the parties in-
volved in person.
"Porgy and Bess" will be made
into a picture, and Poitier will
Play the part of 'Porgy' and do a
good job of it.
Maybe I wasn't listening t o o
good, but when this show was sent
out of the country, even into Rus-
sia and behind the iron curtain,
I can't recall that too many of
us raised our voices about the





out a word of warning, scads of
publicity blurbs, Dot Records has
come up with a brand new tap
Sepia singing ace.
The name of the 'new find,' is
Biggie MbFadden, a bass-baritone.
Just a little different pitch from
the regular baritone-bass soloist.
It is hardly fair to McFadden
to say that he is entirely a me
find. McFadden has been sin
ing, writing and directing a voic
group in the Watts-South Los An-
geles area for a number of years.
As soloist and head of the
group, the vocal aggregation mad.
a number of appearances in mo-
tion picture musicals and came off
with fine scoring honors.
 AN.
•given more to the annual Red PlaYhouse," located on Filmorel third trip to the South Parkway Cole finesse and the Eckstine show wasn't,m Cross drive than Erkste. Chi•
cago becomes the center of things.
mosically this week with concert
and dance promotions at Caainfi
Moderne on 63 street Sunday and
the big Christmas Eve rock 'n
toiler at the newly decorated Mid
way arena New Veers eve night.
—HARRY BELAFONTE says he
will not appear on television un-
less script and format rate his
igen of nine ts -non typed" and
what isn't. — WITT GUY, this
SIDNEY POITIER, another stick.
The final show might' well have Cole's departure from television
been a gayer with "Mr. B" (Billy
is due directly to sponsor troubles'c s ine as guest
good. But hardly gay especially the thing that dogged him
to the viewers who had learned throughout the sixty-week run on
to love and watch for the weekly NBC-TV. Taking over the Cole
Nat King Cole show that Wa a half hour a new edition of "Trees-
coming to a premature and un- ure Hunt" is already assured of
timely end. sponsorship. Thus it is well to as-
There was music and there was i some that the time slot was okay
song. Both done with the King ;l with the sponsor but the Cole
charm and know-how. And when
Cole and "Mr. B." hit out in duet'
listerners were given a treat few
; other singers could have match-
ed.
Cole's departure from television,
I temporarily at least, offers no
breadline tinge. His take homeI 
pay from television does not com-
pare with what he'll receive for
tours with stops at Cops in New
1
York, several engagements in Mi-i
ami, Fla , and the'return engage-
ment to the Sands hotel ine Last
toils spirituals arranged by Hall
!Johnson, which he has recently
recorded in an album for River.H
side.
The final show spent several
1111111 lIlt 11111
MAHALIA JACKSON
STARS ON TV HIT
Steve Allen narrated origin.
al off beat comment when as
a "Calvacade of Comedy" was
presented on the colorcast of
The Steve Allen Show Sunday.
These were specially chosen
film clips of highlights from
the funniest silent films made
by 1.aurel and Hardy, Jean
Harlow, Carole Lombard, Will
Rogers, Ben Turpin vda.aoth-t
ers.
Guest stars that night were
Anthony Perkins, George Lon-
don, Gertrude Berg, Mahalia
Jackson and the United Na-
tions choir.
minutes giving credit to .the, ar-
tists who appeared as guests on
the show. This was as it should
have been. Certainly the artists,
all top stars sacrificed plenty
dough and some "face" to aid
Nat King Cole's stay on television.
Then later there was credit to
NBC-TV, another correct plug-
ging. The National Broadcasting
System went all the way to give
viewers chance to see their idol
on home screens,,sAnd what about
This chronicler may not have
always agreed with King Cole sr
rangement of a format for his g s i-h,2p College Choirshow but that was a minor far I
tor. We liked the show like every T- 1 none else, some parts of Dixie al- umphs In Recitalways excepted. From now on six- MARSHALL, Texas — (ANP) —thirty p.m., Tuesdays will seem The Colorldge-Taylor Choral
strange until we've come to real, Society a/3f 
concert
tp InCoslhlergeevepoprert-j
Ile other programs can be
good, La: The choir is under the direc-
too, even though they offer no
tion of J. Harrison Wilson, Lau.singing and piano wizardry.
'Tett& Thompson, freshman major
GOLD RUSH 
lin mustc, is accompanist.
The concert Was presented in
During Australia's gold rush thelthe auditorium of the Booker -T.
century, Brazil Well the world's(Wasbington High School in Shreve.
from 411,100 in 1050 to more thaniaportihrltevweaposnpreasendntesssiedoinsruPritrty1,100,000 in 1 NO.
alumni and friends who are rais-
ing $10,000 to match i a provisional
grant of a like amount allocated
to Bishop recently by the Dan.'
forth Foundation of St. Louis.
Following the concert, a pledge
report was held. President M.
,Curry, Jr., explained that
'money being raised is needed
increase teacher salaries, poi'
chase classroom equipment,





















































Delta's 'Starlight Fantasy' Beautiful, Gala And Glamorous
• DANCE CO-CHAIRMEN Annethea Crawley and Cecilia Hightower
check and find each dance is taken.
• "ISN'T THIS the prettiest the Deltas' have given" echo Barbara
Lane, Scot Tyltr, Boy Taylor and Nina Taylor.
• SORORITY EMBLEM provides striking focus point for charms of
Nancy Howard, Muriel Blanks, Maria Rivers, Bess Perkins and LaVonia
Canada.
• MERRY FOURSOME agreeing "Starlikht Fantasy" perfect theme




• ONE OF THE most glamorous and beautiful forma'
dances of the sewn, giving a whole 'sneak preview' o
fabulous holiday fetes to come, was the recent "Starligh. '
Fantasy" at which the Chicago Joint Council of Dolt
Sigma Theta sorority regaled a festive and faahionabL,
throng from the Windy City's smart set.
• THE PRE-HOLIDAY fete, in Parkway Ballroom am'
always characterized by the unique and lovely in deco,
this year chose blue and white as the party motif to d.
pict "night time and the outdoors" at Yuletide.
• HEIGHTENING the beauty of the gala "Winter Wo's,
land" decor were the stunning ball gowns and white t
• tails which merrymakers donned. Defender Photo •
rapher Cleo Lyles' camera lens records the charm an(
conviviality which prevailed.






Sat., Dec. 28, 1957
With the ever beautiful story of, Horne, Mrs. Minus Phillips, jr.,
the Birth of the Savior, and the Mrs. Bobbie Currie, Mrs. George
time-hallowed exhortation of . . .
"Glory to God in the highest, and
on earth peace, good will toward
men . . . Christmas, 1.957, has
passed into eternity, and mankind pies, Miss Faye Gentry and Mrs.
in Memphis marked the occasion W. D. Callian.
with beautiful pageantry of lights,
decorations and family-merrymak-
ing.
Clark, Mrs. Wilma Campbell, Miss
Marie Bradford, Miss Elsie Mae
Robinson, Mrs. Clark Draper, Mrs.
Ann Lockard Miss Grace Peo-
V. I. P. BRIDGE CLUB
The V. I. P. Bridge club was
feted by Mrs. A. Allen Green.
With the annual return of the
Holiday season, Memphis good will 
The meeting was one of the most
brilliant of the year, characteriz-
ed by elaborate decorations of the
season.
The hostess chose a beautiful
outfit of coral velvet tapered
pants, black jersey blouse and a
black chiffon overskirt to receive
her guests.
flurry of shopping, wrapping and 
New officers were elected as
troe.trimming and finally follows: Faye Gentry, president;
the BIG day, and the reward for 
Annie Marie Greene vice presi-
all the trouble beaming brightly
In the faces of our moppets on
Christmas morning.
The past few weeks have been
Cr; Lillian Massey, business man-
marked with many, many wed-
ager; and Helen Ezelle, reporter.
nt of en
The home of Mrs. Lillian Mas-
dings announcemes gage-
was again expressed In open
houses, parties, dances, family re•
unions, and the ..-omplimenting of
guests and collegians home foc
the holid a y s.
• • •
The past week saw the closing
of our schools, and the last minute
dent; Velma Lois Jones, secre-
tary; Vivian Brown, assistant
secretary; Bernice Cole, treasur-
sey, past president, will be the
ments and showers. Elms Hub- setting for the VIP Christmas
bard Shaw is now the bride of
William Mardis, and Elma's 
luncheon, Thursday, Dec. 26.
friend, Annie Marie Greene, was
hostess for a lovely shower in her
honor Sunday a week ago at Vance
Avenue YWCA. Assisting Mrs.
Greene were Mrs. Margaret Scott,
Elma's sister, the former Mar-
garet Ann Hubbard, and Mrs.,
Jake (Zernia) Peacock.
Gay yellow and white was the
Color scheme of the lovely party;
highlighted in the table center-
CORONATION CEREMONIES
—Miss Gloria Wade, a junior
at LeMoyne college, was the
second student to be crowned
queen of the school, when she .
received the royal crown at
the institution's second annual
Coronation Ball on Friday eve-
ning, Dee. 13. In photo at
left Miss Wade receives the
crown from Miss Margaret
Johnson, who was honored as
"Miss LeMoyne" at last year's
ceremonies. Her attendants
are, from left, seated, Misses
Beverly McDaniel', Pearl
Westhruaks, and Darnel Thom-
as. Standing at left facing Miss
LeMoyne is Miss Mary Cole.
In photo, center, Miss Le-
Moyne and her court faces
her subjects. Members of the
court surrounding Miss Wade
In her regal robe are from
left, Misses MeDaniels, Cole,
Westbrook, and Thomas. In
photo, at far right, Miss I.e.
Moyne descends the regal
piece of yellow, and bronze chry;
santhemums and white stock.
Beautiful sparkling-glittered yel-
low and white tapes in crystal
holders flanked the hands o m e
centerpiece. Frappe was served
from an exquisite crystal punch.
bowl at one end of the table, and
a handsome silver service at the
opposite end.
Receiving guests in a smart
silk screen afternoon frock of yel-
low and brown print over taffeta,
(Mrs. Greene wore black rhinestone
trimmed sandals. The honoree
chose beige crepe in a sheath
frock featuring Empire waist set
off with matching satin which ex-
tended into a bow at the back,
ending in hem-length streamers.
Mrs. Emma Jean Stott, sister of
the honoree, registered guests,
and Mrs. Rio Rita Jackson and
Mrs. James Book poured at the
punch bowl and silver service.
Me/odic music was played through- the best way to learn about him.
out the delightful shower by Mm. would be for her to allow him
Georgia Quinn; and Mrs. Charles to come over. But she says that
(Cariee) Bodye was in charge of would not work, because he could
the games. Prizes were won by
Mrs. Vivian Brown and Miss Har-
ry Mae Simons. D'Orsay's Intoxi-
cation perfume and exquisite hand-
kerchiefs.
Mrs. Mardis, the couple were
married last Sunday, is a mem.'
her of the faculty of Magnolia
school, and many of the guests
were her co-workers. Among those
present were Mrs. W. L. Hub-
bard and Mrs. Mary Alice Mc-
Williams, mother and sister cf
the honoree; Mrs. W. L. Hubbard,
her aunt; Mrs. C. W. Allen, the
hostess' mother; Miss Velma Lois
Jones, Mrs. Lola Dens, Mrs. Lil-
lie L. Hardey, Mr sa Nellie Peoples'
Tate. Miss Yvonne Hawkins. Mrs.












NO BEER - JUST GOOD FOOD
MUSING: Effective Discipline.
Restraint or punishment should
not come as an expression of dis-
like, nor as a withdrawal of love,
but as actual proof of the parents'
cure and desire to help. The child's
conviction that his parents really
care is absolutely essential. That
is ahy effective discipline a n d
eventual self discipline depend on
the basic soundness of feelings be-
tween parents and children. There
are no techniques, systems, or
correct procedures of any kind
that can bring about wholesome
emotional development unless a
child feels that the grownups are
for him rather than against him.
Dear Carlotta:
I met a real cute boy at the
show. He is 17, and he asked me
for a date. Mother would not let
me go out with him, because she
said that she does not know any-
thing about him. I told her that
Even though it's Christmas week'
with all of its gay festivities,
there is still need for a good hot
dish. A piping hot chowder is a
welcome fare and is hearty
enough for the hungriest person
in the family.









445 W•11,- A... PH JA 50139
Chowders, made with a gener-
ous amount of milk combined
with meat or fish and vegetables,
make highly nutritious meals-lo-
ose. You may use leftovers or
canned foods to save time; your
careful selection of seasoning com-
binations will give new flavor in-
still hand her a line. How can 1 terest.
Prove to her that the boy is real- Team
ly nice? J. B.
Dear J. B.:
Better let mom find out some-
thing about the boy by other
means. She is wise, and espec-
ially good in this respect. Maliy
parents are careless about whom
their youngsters associate with,
and where they go. There are
many boys in your own circle.
Why resort to "pick ups" that
may lead to disaster?




304 Peeler we Lorriertleks
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butter, and add s fruit dessert
and milk to complete this meal.
NEW ENGLAND
CLAM CHOWDER
1-4 cup minced onion
1-4 cup butter
1 cup diced potates
1-4 cup chopped celey
1 cup boiling water
1-4 teaspoon thyme




1 cup minced clams
2 tablespoons minced parsley
Lightly brown onion in 2 table-
spoons of butter; add potato, cel-
ery, water thyme and clam juice,
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potatoes are tender, Add milk,
salt, pepper and clams. Bring to
a simmer. Add remaining 2 table-
spoons butter and parsley. Makes
4-8 servings.
TOBACCO PRODUCER
Until the latter part of the 19th
ceatury, Brazil was the orld's Negro woman.
most important producer of tobac- A. P. Lyon was bound over to
co. superior court in Columbus, Ga.,
stairs assisted by her escort,
James Bishop, to begin the
dance with a salt:. Mr.




lunder $2,000 bond. He said he shot
the woman when she started at
I him in a cafe.
COLUMBUS, GA. — (INS) .7
A physically disabled 53-year-old
white man had a murder charge
reduced to manslaughter in the
fatal shooting of a 20-year-old
Green Still Critical
Presbytetian hospital officials
said yesterday there was no
change in the critical condition of
former Illinois Gov.
Green, who has been
since Nov. 21 with
chest tumor.








By REV. D. WARNER BROWNING, Pastor of 
Mt. Pisgah CME Church
This yuletide brings serious Christians once again
to muse upon the vast and radiant miracle in which "the
word was made flesh and dwelt among us." But to all
of us it is the ceiebration of'what we have been taught
is Christ's birthday. We make elaborate preparations for
the occasion but lets raise the question of the dept and
relevance of this preparation.
A birthday celebration is always centered around
the one so honored. Are we planning in principle, to
keep our socializing, festivities, and our sharing in har-
mony with the spirit of Him who was born in Bethle-
hem?
It is traditional to celebrate Christmas but tradi-
tions are worth preserving only whan they serve an es-
sential need and never when Sny portion of humanity
must serve a tradition.
It is a travesty on Christianity when we are so en-
grossed in the celebration of His birthday that we do
not acknowledge the claims of Christ upon our lives,
and our relationship with our fellow men. Let's cele-
brate Christmas in the Christian spirit and try it for a
year at the time.
Make this the most festive, traditionally warm
Xmas you have ever known. Serve your family the finest
in foods . . . Beautiful Turkeys, big meaty Hams, all
the trimmings that go to make a festive table. Shop
Kroger this week and every week for the finest in foods,
plus the ever welcome bonus of
I "lit XXI.
—I
TOP VALUE STAMPS I •I '111XICIt
Kroger wishes you and yours all the very best
during this holiday season, and we hope that










































































































ton-Douglas school and Miss Crina
Barksdale, teacher at Carver
High school.
The Regional Professional Teach- Mrs. Marie M. Penn, dean of
er's Meeting composed of Madi- women at Lane college was gen-son County, Crockett County, Fay- eral chairman of the clinic.ette County, Hardeman County, JACKSONIANS WED
Haywood County and Jackson City A beautiful and impressive wed-1School Systems took place at Mer- ding ceremony occurred at thery High school on last Friday. home of Mrs. M. L. Merriwether,
The general chairman of the day 725 Middleton at.. at 8 o'clockwas H. B. Bond, principal of Car- in the evening of Dec. 13, whenver High school in Brownsville
enn. The problem discussed for
day was "The Role of the
Teacher in Raising the Lev-
el of Pupil Achievement." Divi-
sion chairmen were Mrs. Alfred&
Martin, grades 1-3; Mr. William
Hay, grades 4-6; John Mathis,
grades 7-8; and T. R. White, grade
9-12. Grades were difided into
groups and interesting demonstra-
tions were presented in each
group. Consultants for the day In.
freshman of Dayton, Ohio, as "Mr.
Esquire." The criteria for the
contest was talent, personality andwere in charge of the hugh Christ- scholarship and the submitting ofMRS tree in the auditorium at a 1500 word theme on the subjectwhich time school mates exchang* "The College Student in a Chris-ed gifts. Homeroom students then tian Institution." Judges for thereturned to their various rooms contest were: Mrs. Cora Deberry,for homeroom parties before the teacher at West High school, Mrs.school turned out at the close of Vivian Bell, teacher at Washing.school for the holidays. The holi-
day ends on Jan. 6.
REGIONAL II MEETS
The wooded& day has passed, its, and good grooming. Among
the birthday of all birthdays, "The the consultants for e ethemeinfsdaormeas-
, I tiO°n1 Beck, :lacy F. Stone, Floc.
Mirth Christ," and I hope wei
lived up to the slogan "Put' 
ence Hicks, Thelma Compton.
Christ Back in Christman." ff WC liable Golden and Bernice Lucas.
did celebrate the day in all sacred-
iss PERSness, I'm stare everybedy is in 
M ONALITY,
the midst of ii other holiday.fes- MR. ESQUIRE NAMED
tivities by this time. Thursday morning there was a
At Merry High school during the talent shcw with the contestants
closing week of school classes for Miss Personality and Mr. Es-tried . to put Christ back into 
quire displaying their various DO-Christmas by giving daily pro- ents in an effort to win the titles.grams depicting the Advent season Contestants were: Misses Shirleywhich starts from the announce- Johnson, Romana Robinson, Cath-ment to Mary that she was to I erine Robinson and Ann Redickbecome the mother of Jesus on for Miss Personality and Leroythrough to the birth of Jesus. Re- Dismuke and Lenier Simmons formembering that it's better to give, Mr. Esquire. At the Fashion Re-than to receive, Thursday stu-,' view on Thursda.y evening Uiedents brought gifts to give to the , winners were presented by Dr. C.Inmates at Western State hospitall A. Kirkendoll, president of thewhich were collected by the sen- college. They were announced asor class and carried to the hos-
nted a program of Christmas ' soneffir
Miss Ann Redick of Memphis,al by the Glee club who pre- I Tenn., a senior, as "Miss Per.site
Lenier Simmons amusic.
Friday, the other side of Christ-
mas was given when the seniors
Mrs. Mary Frances Thomas, niece
of Mrs. Merriwether became the
bride of Mr. Robert Lee Adams
of this city.
The sacred rites were perform-
ed by Rev. P. R. Shy in the pres-
ence of a few friends and rela-
tives.
Greenery tapered the candelabra
entwined with plumoso ferns and
gladioli. The bride, wearing a
baby blue wool jersey dress, a
string of pearls, and a corsage
eluded W. E.. Turner, Dr. C. M. of pink orchids, waseniven In mar-
Mance, N. A' Crippens and Dr. riage by her aunt, Mrs. Merr-
0. W. Crump all' from the State wether.
Department in Nashfille; Dr. J.0. Immediately following the cere-
Perpener, Mrs. Essie M. Perry mony, the bride's foster sister,
and W. E. Jackson all of Lane Mrs. Mar)' entertain-
College in Jackson. 
L, Womack 
 sEvaluations of the day showed 
od with a reception in ber home
at 911 Lane ave., where the bride
it to be a very profitable one. 
Visitors were amazed at the beau- 
IV groom spent a quiet week. 
(Fry High schoot which carried 
News has reached us that Mr.
1 modern building of the New
and Mrs. James Porter, nee Cyril
with it the cherry yuletide atmos- Cage Mallory, are the proud par-
ents of a fine boy, born on Dec.CIVIC PRIDE CLUB MEE'IS 
On last Friday night, Mrs. Ma- 
11 in Cleveland, Ohio. The new-
M. Penn was the charming 
_comer has been named Byron Jer-
Mrs. Porter's daughter, Miss
hostess to the Civic Pride club Fontella Mallory and her sister
Mrs. Ovellye Goodrich, President 
of the club presided over t h e Mrs' 
Vera Cage Brooks, are
meeting at which time plans were 
spending the Christmas holidays
with her.
made for Christmas baskets and i Mrs. Alvin Battle, the former
eards to be sent to friends. 
The members were carried away ' 
Miss Helen Merriweather, h a s
already arrived in Jackson by
during the social hour when each at-
person present received a gift pur- 
flight from Venice, Calif., to 
tend the wedding of her niece,
chased in France by the hostess. Miss Marilyn Merriweather. 0th.
An Italian style menu was serv- er out-of-town guests are expect-
ed by Mrs. Penn assisted by Mr. ed for the ceremony.
F. A. Dobbins. The Christmas  
meeting on December 26 is to be
held with Mrs. Lillie Bell.
The 7th annual Charm Clinic
held on the campus of Lane Col-
lege was a greet success. T he
students received the latest data
on good manners, good health hab- U. S.
INDIAN TRIBES
There are more than 150 tribes
of American Indians represented
on the various reservations in the
NEWLYWEDS Mr. and Mrs. following their Sharon, GI.
William R. lodgers. Jr., cut wedding.
wedding cake at reception
GIVE XMAS PARTY — The
Officers of the Celebrity So-
cial digs took time out during
the recent Christmas party
held in the home of Mrs.
Emma L. Alien, of 2299 Mar
LOS ANGELES — Nine corn- I
mittees have been formed to work
out details for the Urban League's'
Fourth Annual International Ball,
it has been revealed by a spokes-
man for the regional office of the
organization.
Slated for Feb. 7, 1958. in the
Grande Ballroom of the Beverly
Hilton Hotel, the event, which
promises to be the most gala of
prior affairs, has Dan Schrier and
Marjorie Green heading the In-
ternational Organizations Commit-
tee, with Joan Laugharn, Pegga
Hawkins and Henry Lopez as as-
sociates.
Chairman of the guest list com-
mittee, Marylynn J. Holder, has
Betty Vaughn, Eleanor Garst and
Helen Garret as members. Don
Derricks and Curt Stevens co-
chair Organizational forces, with
Guide Williams, Gilbert Lindsay
and Eleanor Gard as associates.
During recent meets at homes
of Brian Manion a n d Arthur
Brooks, co - chairmen Antionette
LOS ANGELES — Spring, sum-
mer, fall or winter, it's always
time for wedding bells and last
week was no exception when pret-
ty Ruth Marlene Bailey recited
vows with Alfred Willard Jones,
jr.
Attended by her mother, Mrs.
Beatrice Bailey, Ruth Marlene
chose a ballerina length creation
of lace and heavy satin, a single
strand of pearls and carried white
carnations and orchids for the dou-
ble ring ceremony. The Reverend
William H. Molbon of Presbyter.
Ian church of the Redeemer of-
ficiated.
Given In marriage by her bro-
ther, Theodore R. Bailey, jr., the
bride was a contrast for her moth-
er whose chose navy blue and
pale pink for her attire. A recep-
ble ave., to have a group pic-
ture made. The officers are
front row, seated, left to right,
Mrs. Thelma James, business
manager, and Mrs. Carrie
Smith, vice. president. In
back row, standing left to
right are Mrs. Viola Woody,
president; Mrs. Josephine WI.
Icy, treasurer; Mrs. Emma L.
wen, social treasurer; and
Mrs. Mary Braswell, 'eerie-
tary.
Johnson are members of Brooks'
group, while Volunteer members
number Virginia Fischer, Alice
Pacht, Attie Manion, Mayme Lew-'
is, Drusilla Johnson and Marian
Maddox,
Atkinson, Kathryn Sims and Drii-
silla Johnson reported pre - bail
interest is at an all-time high.
with members Duane Vest, Larry
Spe,rber, Mrs. John Kelly and Lil-
lie Mae Thomas in receipt of
scores of reservations for dance
ducats.
Speaking of the work of the en-
tertainment committee, chairman
Robert Walters stated that he and
associates, Jerry Pacht and Cal-
vin Jackson are lining' Up a stel-
lar array of artists to perform
for the expected 800-plus guests.
The community's ready accept-
ance of the '58 League Ball has
been apnounced by Arthur Brook,
and Haien Garrott, Chairmen
the Speakers and Volunteers Co!
mittees respectively; they Mtn',
ted the condition to success
three former affairs, highly ;..
claimed as Hite of the winter
cial season.
Sanders Johnson, Gilbert Lind-
say, Marian Maddox and Roberta'
lion at the home of Mr. and Mrs.'
Alvin L. Carpenter, with M e 5-
dames Matjorie Jenkins and Dor-
othy Wilborn acting as hostesses,
was climax of the evening.
Mrs. Jones is a graduate or
Pittsburgh's Westinghouse Hig ii
school, class of '56 and attende.1
Los Angeles City College during
her stay in California.
The groom, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Willard Jones Sr., of Pitts-
burgh, is a graduate of Schenley
High school and attended Morgan
State college and Robert Morris
Business school.
An airman third class in 1.1. S.
Air Force, the groom was joined
by his bride early this week in
Fayetteville, N. C., where he will
be stationed for the next three
years.
By MARYLYNN J. HOLDER
LOS ANGELES — A tribute to
the late Mary McLeod Bethune
was the theme of the beautiful
Christmas meeting of Los An-
geles' National Council Negro
Women, Inc., at annual Founder's
Day telebration held' at the Me.
Carty Memorial Christian church
kat Saturday.
President, Mrs. Ferrol Starks,
spoke and developed the "Bridg-
es Women Have Built" theme
peautifully, with Miss Thelma
Pemberson choosing the Depart-
ment of Library and Museum for
her subject.
Also appearing from this de-
partment were the talented Mrs.
A. C. Bilbrew, nationally known
musician and poet, Miss Casan-
dra Bradley, Mrs. Doxie Mason,
Mrs. Ophelia Smith, Mrs. Hallie
Atty. Yvonne Watson
and Mrs. Ethel Wright.
Much credit for the success of
the afternoon affair must go to
members of the social committee,
chaired by Miss Lois Bedford who
had able assistance from Misses
Jean Alexander and Mildred Mar-
tines, Mesdames Patricia Mitchell
and Rose Smith.
An added feature was an out-
line of the Christmas party to
be hosted by members at Brent-
wood veterans hospital, recreation
department, by chairman of so-
cial welfare, Mrs. Arlita Sneers.
A report by Mrs. Starks on the
22nd annual convention at our !la.
tion's capitol, Washington, D. C.
earlier in the summer was a high-
light. Past local presidents were
honored and cited for the marvel-
ous work rendered through the
years.
Surprise stocking-stuffers this yew
con mdecis lemons and limes that
aren't. So...table plasttc dispens-
ers of lemon juice and lime juice are
mode to look the the reel thine.
In charge of publicizing the at
fair is a committee Chairmaned by
Julius W. Holder, with associates
Mayme G. Lewis, Don Derricks,
Jesse Mae Beavers and Stanley
Robertson.
COLORFUL AFFAIR
The queen and the members of
her court were resplendent in
slippers, and long white gloves.
The coronation began with a
processional led by Miss Wade
who was followed by her court.
After being seated on her gold
and white throne, she was crovAi-
ed by Miss Margaret Johnsen the
former Miss LeMoyne. The new
queen of the college was present-
ed with many beautiful gifts from
the student organizations.
Following the coronation, Miss
LeMoyne and her escort, James
Bishop, president of the Student
Council, began the dance with a
waltz.
REUNITED — Mr. and Mrs.
Burns, at left, were reunited In
marrisge after a separation and
divorce which lasted 18 years.
The ceremony was performed by
Rev. .1. R. Ralliburton, with Bible,
It Was Wonderful Fete TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
For Ten Ladies Club 
sit., D•c. 28, 1887
The Ten Ladies Social clab held. ningham, Dessie Mae Dandridge,i
a pre-Christmas party here recent- Marjorie Goodman, Harriet Haral.
Entertains -ly at Tony's Inn, at the mem- son, Dorothy Mae Hero, Jessie
hers and their guests were served' Monger, and Earline Sharp.
a delicious turkey dinner. I The guests present at Tau's 'The EbonettesEach year the club celebrates
its work for the year with a pre-
Inn included Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Morton, Mrs. Cornelia Tillman,
holiday party for its members and Mrs. OdsIla Robinson, Enloe Boyd,
guests. Joe Park. Robert Cunningham,
Preparations were made to pre- Van Goodman, James Iteration,
sent a huge basket of groceries Richard Sharp, Johnny Potts, and
to some needy family on Christ- Jesse Busby.
mss day. The club's officers are Mrs. Cal-
The members who attended the lie Mae Potts, president; Dessie
party were Mesdames Violet Mae Dandridge, secretary; and
Boyd, Elizabeth Clark, Minnie Cun.i Mrs. Harriet Haralson, reporter.
Gloria Wade Crowned
'Miss LeMoyne' At Ball
Miss Gloria Wade was crowned
"Miss LeMoyne" at the second
annual Coronation ball held in
Bruce Hall on Friday evening,
Dee. 13.
A junior at the school, Miss
Wade is president of the Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority and secre-
tary of the Student Council. Be-
ing crowned Miss LeMoyne is her
second honor in recent weeks, for
she was tapped a short while ago
for membership in the Alpha Kap-
pa Mu national honor society.
Miss Wade's assistants at the
coronation were Miss Beverly Dan.
Ida, a junior, and three sopho-
mores, Misses Mary Cole, Darnel




RIPLEY, Tenn. — Mr. J o e
Burns and Mrs. Josephine Reid
Burns, became Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Burns again this week, when they
were remarried here after a sep-
aration and a divorce which last-
ed 18 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Burns were first
married in 1922, but received a
divorce in 1939. Rev, J. R. Haiti-
burton performed the recent cere-
mony which united the couple.
Mr. Burns will be 64 on his
next birthday.
Mail Or Bring Your Labels To The
AIR-PRESS ADVERTISING AGENCY
All presents have been sorted
and put away and now we are
thinking of new resolutions. But
what about these down-right
honest-to-goodness things that
make life seem so beautiful
and cause you to sometimes
say:
' Is everybody happy? These
are the pleasures of the home
and loved ones. Now that those
kitchen busy Christmas days
are glowing memories, how
about a small tea party where
you relax and show your gen-
ial hospitality and happy tid-
ings.
NG ST tit STORES are happy to present talented boys and girls
to the vast Mid South audience every Saturday morning at 11:30
over the powerful 50,000 Watts WDIA. Pleasant A. C. Williams is
Master of Ceremony. These boys and girls can very well turn
out to he hig names on broadway a few years hence. Pictured
Tasty Dainties, nothing ela-
borate—just dainty sandwiches
set on a table as tempting as
themselves and wonderful hot
brew, tea or coffee. Serve it,
if you please, only in your
very best china.
OPEN FACE DAINTIES: Cut
bread in fancy shapes, then
Mrs. Chambers
Mrs. Merle Chambers, • menl-
her of the Sixteen Ebonettes So-
cial club entertained the mem-
bers and their husbands at her
beautiful home at 403 Kings rd.
recently with a turkey dinner and
all the trimmings.
Following the delicious meal,
Christmas gifts were exchanged
among the members.
The officers of the efub are
Mrs. Lucille Middlebrook, prod-
dent; Mrs. Gloria Hughes, vice
president; Mrs. Rosa Means, sett.
retary; Mrs. Zelma Taylor, assist*
ant secretary; Mrs. Gladys Thom-
as, corresponding secretary: Mrs,
Jessie Boyle, treasurer; Mrs. Al.
ice Gamine, assistant treasurer;
Mrs. Marguerite Mosley, business
manager; Mrs, Ann Myrtle Stew-
art, news reporter; Mrs. Marie
Chambers, sergeant-at-arms, and
Mrs. Ruth Glass, chaplain.
Other members are Mesdames
Pinkie Normal, MerlIne Willis and
Curley Mae Hayes.
The Celebrity Social club held
Its Christmas party at the resi-
dence of Mrs. Emma L. Allen,
of 2299 Marble aye, on last week,
for the members' families and
their guests.
A delicious turkey dinner was
served, and presents were ex-
changed among secret pals.
Among the guests present were
Mesdames Alma Hall, Elean-
or Banks, Ida Crane, Miss Ger-
trude Traywick. Artie Kinkle, Wil-
lie Woody, Jerry Wiley, and L.
Doctor Braswell.
The officers of the club are
Mrs. Viola Woody, president; Mn,
Carrie Smith, vice president; Mrs.
Mary Braswell, secretary; Mrs.
Thelma James, business mane*
er; Mrs. Josephine Wiley, trot.
surer; and Mrs. Emma Allen, 10.
cial treasurer,
use the following fillings.
1. Red and white—spread Jelly
on bread, sprinkle on moist
shredded cocount.
2. Spread hatf bread, aloe with
jelly and the other with pine-
apple cream cheese.
3. Spray cottage cheese ea
bread, set cherry halts en
top; relax, have a good time.
Here's wishing all of you
a very Happy and Prosperous
New Year.
above standing In front is last week's winner, PatriciaMeflellan.
Left to right: Clyde Ester Joyner, Eleanor Marshall, Joyce
McIntash, Gloria Duncan, Roby Spikner and Bettie Len Lock-
hart. If you wield like an audition try out for the Big Star talent
time show, you are cordially invited to contact WDIA anytime.
N. Y. Artist Wins
Urban Leaps Post IDEFENDER
Sat., Dec. 28, 1957




PHILADELPHIA, Pa — Lionel
Hampton, celebrated band 
leader
of international fame, has 
been
named chairman of the 
Elks'
$100,000 Scholarship Campaign 
for
Heroes.
The "Flying Home" 
orchestra
director received his c
ommission
from Grand Commissioner 
Of Ed-
ucation George W. Lee of M
em-
phis. The appointment has 
been
approved by Grand Exalted Rul-
er Robert L. Johnson cf this
 city.
Hampton, long a champion of
civil rights and an ardent foe of
segregation. told Lee:
"Yoe have honored me by nam-
ing me chairman of the 
Elks'
Scholarship Campaign for Heroes.
I shall do all that I can to make
this campaign a success-"
Hampton will be directly re-
sponsible for helping to stage big
benefit shows in the seven regions
supervised by the Elks. Funds
raised from these benefits 
will
help boost the scholarship 
fund
under the direction of Lee.
Big names of stage and scr
een
will volunteer their services 
at
benefit shows planned for N e w
York, Boston, Cleveland, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Baltimore, St. 
Louis
Memphis and Atlanta. Benefits
may be staged in other cities.
The Educational Department
directed by Lee, is one of the
Elks' strongest assets. This de-
partment has made it possible for
hundreds of young men and wom-
en to attend college. This year it
is sponsoring 50 youngsters in va-
rious colleges throughout t Is
United States and Mexico.
An annual feature of the de-
partment is the oratorical con-
test conducted on a national
scale.
The $100,000 campaign will be
kicked off at the National Edu-
cation for Citizenship banquet in
Philadelphia, Jan. 31, with Mary-
land's Gov. Theodore McKeldin
as the principle speaker.
Sharing the program with him
will be Dr. Benjamin Fine, edu-
cational editor of a New York
newspaper; Mrs. Daisy Bates,
Little Rock NAACP official; Alex
Wilson, editor of the Tri-State De-
fender; Mrs- Nettie Carter Jack-
son, grand daughter ruler of the
Elks.
A committee of 100 people will
stage regional benefits to raise
funds. Honorary Chairman of the
committee is Grand Exalted Rul-
er Robert H. Johnson.
Honorary Co - Chairman Is Mrs.
Jackson, grand daughter ruler.
Others include:
Mrs. Emma Turner, Iowa, co-
chairman, Mrs, Buena V. Kelley,
granddiughter secretary Virgin-
ia; Herbert Jones, grand organi-
zer, Washington, D. C.; Mrs. An-
nabelle Reid, New York; Charles
P. hfcClane, Pennsylvania; Mrs.
Rosetta Jordan, Ohio;
Judge William C. Hueston, Dis-
trict of Columbus; Truly Hatehett,
Maryland; Dr. H. W. Hunter,
Ohio; Mrs. Marybelle Tate, Mich-
igan; Mrs. Beatrice Wallace Hat-
ton, Missouri; Dr. G- B. Key, Mis-
souri;
Mrs. Betty Steele Turner, Ala-
bama; Mrs. On Morton, District
of Columbia; Mrs. Annie W. Bat-
tle, North Carolina; Mrs. Clem-
mie Hooks, California; C. M.
King, New Jersey;
Dr. L. W. Williams, Georgia;
Frank Henry, Illinois; Henry W.
Davis, California; Mrs. Susie
Pleasant, New Jersey; Mrs. Eu-
genia Nelson, Massachusetts; Al-
bert Bethune, Florida; Mrs. Pearl
Brown, Maryland;
G. W. C. Brown, Virginia; Mrs.
Lillie B Hopkins, New York; Mrs
Mary M. Johnson, Pennsylvania;
Mrs. Margaret W. Collier, Penn-
sylvania; Joseph If. Brown, Penn-
sylvania: James E. De:rick, Ten-
nessee: Mrs. LeBlanche Jackson,
Tennessee and Mrs. Jean Clore
Jones, District of Columbia.
Illinois
The Baptist Ministerial Alliance
had a very successful meeting,
Dec. 9, 1957,....Bev. C. A. Miller,
president.
Rev. S. A. Miller, pastor of
Friendship Baptist church a n d
Mr. Albert Pay n.ade a trip to
Grand Rapids, Mich., en Decem-
ber 4 to see his mother, who is
109 years of age. She was doing
fine.
The last program of the year
for the young people of Friendship
was held December 9, also the
United Board of Ushers met at
the Friendship Baptist church for
Its last meeting of the year. The
United Usher Board consist of Us-
hers from the various churches of
Peoria, Ill. Mrs. Emma Kilgore,
president.
Funeral service was held at the
Mt. Zion Baptist church for Mrs.
Lucy Boone. Eulogy by Rev. Grif-
lea.
Rev. Philipps of Chicago. began
his pastorialship at the Mt. Zion
church on Dec. 8. Rev. West of
Memphis, Tenn., also held serv-
ices at Star Hope Baptist church
to which he has been called.
sunday Dec. 8, the young people
of Grace Baptist and St. Paul
rendered musical program, Rev.
Conley. pastor. Funeral service
was held at St. Paul Baptist
church Dec. 8, for Mrs. Georgia
Taylor. Eulogy by Rev. C. Jack-
son.
Rev. C. Hightower, pastor of
the Morning Star Baptist church,
was visiting in Champaign, Ill., on
Dec. 8, at the First Baptist
church there, while Rev. J.
Graves, pastor of First Baptist
church of Kewanee. Ill., preached
at the 11 a.m., service at Morn-
ing Star Baptist church. T Is e
"The Old Ship of Zion" in the
evening, which was very spiritual
The Male Chorus of Morning Star,
and the Young Adult Choir of
Star Hope rendered a pro-
gram, sponsored by the Pastor
Aid club December 15, at




By REV. SYLVESTER E. FORD friends.
Mrs. Lesly Poe spent several
days in Use Deaconess hospital
as a result of an accident.
Mrs. Mamie Farr, 16 S. Rose,
left Dec. 17 for Detroit where she
will spend the holidays with her
daughter, Mrs. Mary Givens
Mrs. Rachel Mayse left Sunday
for Evanston to be at the bedside




By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
Mrs. Vanita Oliver has returned
home after visiting her sister,
Miss Aretha Donaby who is ill in
Waukegan, Ill.
Mrs. Pearl Marshall, wife of
Ed Marshall, died after a long
Illness. Funeral arrangements- in-
complete at this writing.
James Logan, sr Elgin. 111., Sunday.
was called to the bedside of his Sick list includes Mrs. Carry
Henry, Annie L. Coleman a is d
Mrs. Lunia Tate who is doing
nicely.
Mr. Walter Moore is recuperat-
ing at home after undergoing an
eye operation at Jackson, Miss ,
hospital. He is the husband of Mrs.
home after vacationing in West Hattie Moore.
• • •
SANDUSKY
Funeral services for Mrs. Ira
Beckwith were held Sunday, Dec.
8th, at Ruffin's Funeral Home in
Cairo, Ill., a number of persons




Mrs. Blanche Kyle of this city
and her sister, Mrs. Clara Cook
of Cairo, Ill., attended the 'Golden
Anniversary Holy Convocation of
the Church of God in Christ Inter-
national' held in Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Tutt and
daughter, Carolyn of Detroit,
Mich., are spending their vaca-
tion here with Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Lathan and at Cache, Ill., with
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Guerden.
Mrs. Georgia Guerden and
granddaughter of Cache, Ill. Mrs.
Cora Tutt and daughter of Detroit,
Mich. and Mrs. Alice Lathan
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Kay Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Wesley Williams of St.
Louis, Mo., visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Williams and
other relatives over the weekend
.
Those on the sick list are: M
rs.
Mary Crossland, Mrs. Hattie 
Wins-
low, and Mr. James Hickman.
"HIS SHINING HOUR" — Dr.
Thomas A. Goodall is sur-
rounded by Religious leaders
at "Goodall Day" in Brooklyn.
He was honored by the Bap-
tist Pastor's Union for his 40
year-plus in the ministry,
national leadership and 12
years at Bethany Baptist
Church, which has raised
more than $900,000 during his
pastorate and built an educa-
tional building. Among re•
memberances from across the
nation was the personal re-
presentation of Antioch Bap-
tist Church of Houston, where
he formerly pastored, by E.B.
Boone. Left. to right, all state
or local heads, are; front-Rev.
F. Arthur Reed, Dr. Goodall,
Dr. J. B. I,owry and Dr. W.F.
Houston; Rear-Dr. Adolphis S.
Smith, Dr. David N. Cory and
Dr. Sandy F. Ray.
DONATION OF 5122 is pre-
sented the Chicago Defender
mss Fund by Mrs. Minnie Al-
len, (left) grand reporter, and
Mrs. Hazel Stillwell (right)
worthy grand matron, Eure-
ka Grand chapter, Order of
Eastern Star. Receiving the
donation on behalf of the De-
fender is Mrs. Adrienne Stith
Harris. Funds will cheer less




RICHMOND, Va. — Eighteen
colleges and universities including
Fisk and Fort Valley have been
admitted to full membership in
the Southern Association of Col-
leges and Secondary Schools at
the Association's meeting here
last week.
The action was taken by more
than 1,000 white delegates at their
annual convention which marked
the first time Negro institutions
had been gi-em equal recognition
with white schools for purposes of
accreditation and setting academ-
ic standards.
Up to now, 63 Negro colleges,
though not accorded full member-
ship, have been accredited by the
Association.
Fisk university was the first
Negro institution to win Southern
Association accreditation, gaining
Mississippi Rites Held For
uncle, Homer Brewster who suf.




By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, Jr.
Mrs. L. Madden has returned
OKOLONA
By MRS. MATTIE MOORE
Mr. James H. Hooks died D
ec.
5, 1957. He leaves a wif
e. 10 chil-
dren, father and one sister of 
New
York. His funeral was held 
at
astern Star MBC. R. A. 
Pearson,
pastor.
Mrs. Margret Whitfield died Dec.
8, 1857. She leaves a husband
, two
children, mother, father and two
sisters. Funeral held at Clark Cha-
pel, MBC, Rev. Simpson, pastor.
Mrs. Bertha White Logan passed
away Dec. 2, 1957. She leaves a
husband, nine children, mother
and one sister Funeral held
Dr. P. D. Johnson
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — Fu-
neral services for Dr. Peter Dou-
glas Johnson, an outstanding phy-
sician here for the past 27 years
and former faculty member of
Howard university, were held last
week. Dr. Johnson died of a kid-,
ney ailment. He was 52.
A native of Atlanta, Ga., he was
graduated from Dartmouth col.
lege and received his medical de-
gree at Howard in 1930. He had
moved to Washington in 1900.
that distinction in 1930. Three
years later, Fisk became the first
Negro school to receive accredi-
tation from the Association of
American universities.
Commenting on the admission
of Fisk and other schools to the
membership of the Southern As-
sociation, Dr. Stephen J. Wright,
Fisk president, said, "this repre-
sents a great step forward from
the standpoint of race relations
and education in the South.
"Not only will this move put
Fisk and other universities in con-
tact with policy making for high-
er education in the region, but it
is recognition of the fact that we i
meet — without any qualifications
—the high and exacting qualitative
and quantitive standards, not only;
for Negro institutions, but for aIl
institutions of higher education in
the South."
American Surgeons Make
Philly Doctor A 'Fellow'
PHILADELPHIA — (ANY) —
Dr. Theodore F. Hawkins, chief of
obstetrics at Mercy-Douglas Hos-
pital here, has been inducted as
a fellow of the American College of
Surgeons, an honor which reflectv





NEW YORK CITY — (ANP)
Mrs. Vivienne Thaul Wechter, art-
ist and lecturer, has been appoint-
ed chairman of the Bronx advisory
committee and elected a member
of the board of directors of this
Urban League of Greater N




A meeting was recently held by
th. Kokomo branch of the NA
ACP
by the Auxiliary of Wayman, AME
church, at which time a film
was shown, title "The Broken
Mask." Music by the flail Sin-
gers and Second Baptist church
Youth choir. The officers, most
whom were re-elected are: HA-
IL King, president; Edward Ray-
first, vice president; John Wad-
del, second vice president; Herbert
Terry, treasurer; Pattie Curry,
secretary; Marion Humphries,
first assistant secretary; Mae Pat-
terson, second assistant secretary;
and Helen Terry, correspondent
secretary. Chairmen of standing
committee.. are: Louise King,
membership; Marian Humphries.
press and publicity; John Curry,
entertainment; Herbert Daugh-
tery, lagor; Dr. Timothy Grant,
housing; and Durwood Bundrent,
legislative and legal redress.
The Rev. Henderson Davies is
in cheep of community coordi-
nation and Emitly Tater as chair-
man of educational problems;
Myrtle Rush is church committee
chairman. Board members are the
Rev. Lewis Hall, Jean Swing,
Jonnie Stilts Elizabeth Bragg,
Darcus Day, Elizabeth Ordorff,
Irene Guyman and Elibeth Mc-
Dowell.
Minneapolis
The Illinois Grand Lodge of the
Free and Accepted Masons were
joined by the Grand Order of Jun-
ior Craftsmen in entertaining
Grand Lodge representatives of
llIiois and Wisconsin.
The gathering was held in the
Masonic temple, 42nd and Cot-
tage Grove.
The guests were treated to
initiated the expulsion action
demonstration of the youth pro-
gram. They were very impressed
and suggested using some features
of the program.
Jordan Robinson was host at a
dinner given by the Junior Crafts-
men supervisors.
The Wisconsin delegation w a s
headed by Grand Master Alfred
McClanalaan• Deputy Grand Mas-
ter William H. Weaver headed the
Indiana delegation.
Obed E Vanderburg is Illinois
Grand Master; Henry Fort is
Grand Director of the Junior
Craftsmen.
Tueiday.
Read the Chicago Defender
Only 20 cents per copy. M.
Crossland is your local agent.0
Beauticians Set
Chicago Meeting
The three-day convention of the
Illinois State Association of the
National Beauty Culturists League
will be staged in the Masonic
Temple, 42nd and Cottage Grove
next May.
The site was selected during a
meeting of the group at the home
of Mrs Ernestine Flores, 4139
Drexel blvd., president of Chica
go chapter 222.
The group also appointed chair-
men for all committees a n d
made plans for many activities.
including a hair styling clinic,
demonstrations, dance and a ban-
quet.
Mrs. Lee Annie Bonner, presi-
dent of the Beauticians State asses-
elation arrived from East St, Lou-
is, Ill., and was joined by Mrs.
Louise Reaves, regional supervis.
or from St. Louis.
Other attendees Included Thom-
as Moriss, vice president; M r S.
Ann Jones, recording secretary;
Mrs. Anita McAdams, financi
secretary; Mn. Louise Jackaf
chaplain.
Others were Mrs. Myrtle Allen,
Mrs. Georgia Brown, Mrs. Risha
Randolph, Mrs. Lottie Webb, Mrs.
Jane Reed, Mrs. Felicia Wells,
Mrs. Bunice Garrison, Mrs. Vim-
ginia Rice and Mrs. Louella Berry.
No Shake-Up In
NAACP--Jones
Theodore A. Jones, who defeated Willoughby Abner
last week in the race f* the presidency of the Chicago
NAACP, announced that "no staff changes are contem-
plated at this time" in the NAACP office here.
"The firsttask," Jones told the Defender, "is to take
an inventory of the programs and 
projects to which the branch i4 th his successful bid for the
committed. The new board will local NAACP, presidency, Jone
examine this in relationship to its who is president of Supre
Liberty Life, ran on a 10 po
platform which embraced severs!
program."
According to Jones "the new
administration intends to make areas of operation.
full use of the help, time and ex.' His platform emphasized the need
perience of the previous adminis- for action against segregation irt
tration. We will offer them every housing and the public schools.
opportunity to participate in the Special attention was also given
program." he promised. the promotion procedures of 
the
civil service system as they are
applied to policemen.
secretary is Mrs. Effice Pearson
phen and Mark, in that order. Norman; assistant secretary, Mrs.
On the female side, the only close Ethel Dostal and Treasurer, Mrs.
contender for the popularity Beatrice Hughes Steele.
crown was Katherine or its van-- 
ants e(tCca)herine, Kathy, Kath-
leen, 
OMEGA PANELISTS — bar
les R. Drew Scholarship com-
mission of Omega Psi Phi
fraernity will conduct a panel
at the 44th Grand Conclave,
to he held In St. Louis at
Kiel aeditorium Dec. 28.
%mem the panelists, who will
discuss scholarship around the
consist,- theme "Perfor
mance, Not Explanationa,"
are Dr. I. Gregory Newton,
director of athletics, North
Carolina college, Durham: Dr.
1
Walter Ridley, dean of St.
Pour.: college I,awrenceville,
Vs., and Dr. Rath F. Potts,
president of Voorhees Junior






At the • annual election of offi-
cers of the local NAACP the fol-
lowing officers were elected:
Leonard IL Carter, president
Mrs. Jane Preston, Lonnie Adkins
and Richard Fo.:, vice presidents;
Carl L. Weschcke, re-elected sec-
retary; Robert Petterson, assis-
tant secretary; and Donald Lewis,
treasurer. Twenty-seven members
were elected to the board of di-
rectors. Fran!: M. Smith, due to
pressing demand in his profession
as an architect and many time
president, was lected to the
board of directors.
The beautiful St. Croix Valley
Country Club, Oseola; Wis., owned
and operated by Mrs. AnnaBelle
Iii 'eaux, 707 Rando, was where
Mr. and Mrs. Ola Hitt of Chicago
spent ' em r Thanksgiving holidays




Milton Dunham, 4211 Stevens
Ave. S. E., has been appointed
special assistant attorney general
by Miles Lord, Minnesota State
attorney general by Miles Lord,
Minnesota State Attorney General.
Mr. Dunham is from Ithaca, New
York. ,le studied at Howard Uni-
versity and won a degree from
the graduate School of Law at the
University of Minnesota.
We heard the Rev. Martin L.
Simmons, pastor of St. Peters
AME church as he offered a pra-
yer for the Advent season over
the large radio network at 10:00
Tuesday.
Mrs. Hazel Merrill, 2300 5th
Ave. S., was elected president of
the Minneapolis Urban League
League Guild for the coming year.
Other officers elected were: Vir-
ginia Lewis, vice president; Ruth
Agar, corresponding secretary;
Ilelen Smith, treasurer; and Mrs.
Ralph Knight, chaplain.
said "it's poor policy to keep of-
ficers too long." Over four yeers
he urged community cordination.
• • •
LOGANSPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Kenner
are now residing in Kokomo.
Mr. Davenport of Kokomo was
a recent visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Dunn of
Ft. Wayne were recent visitors.
Mrs. Louis Goins recently un-
derwent a major operation in the
St. Joseph hospital. Miss Doro-
thy Goins of Detroit was called
home because of her mother's ill-
ness.
Read the Chicago Defender —.
only 20 cents per copy. M. Jai
Crossland is your local agent NW
S..
PERU
By M. L. CROSSLAND
Rev. R. W. Jackson who visited
in Philadelphia, Pa., and Mt. Hol-
ly, N. J., the guest of his son, Mr.
Ralph Jackson, jr. and daughter
Mrs. Charles Barneds has return-
ed.
Mr. Louis DuVaull of Muncie
Ind., is spending the winter with
his daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Dewitt Wilson.
David and Stewart Crawford of
Chicago were recent Peru visit-
ors, the guest of relatives and
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bee are
The president expressed his ap- the proud recipients of a daugh.
preciation of being elected to ter born at Dukes hospital last
serve his 12th term, vice presi-
dent has served 7 years and sec-
ond vice president 5 years. Others
are new officers. The president
'Here Are Some
Names For Baby
Thomas for boys and Patricia
for girls — those are this year's
most popular names for babies,
The ne wboard elected along with
Jones, includes the following of-
ficers: first vice president, Mrs.
Cora M. Patton; second vice pre-
surveys indicate. sident, M. T. Blanton; third vice
ners-up 
in favorite names, male run- president, Willis Thomas. The
were John, David, Ste- C d t on uc Service
KINROSS AIR FORCE BASE,
Michigan. — Airman Third Class
Frederick Banks of Chicago has
recently arrived at Kinross A i r
Force Base, Mich., where he is
stationed with the 507th Consoli-
dated Air Maintenance Squadron.
I The parent organizetion at Kin
ross is the 507th Fighter Group
which has the important mission
of maintaining maximum combat
ready aircraft and to provide
trained air defense combat crews IOWA
for active air defense of the Con- By G. H. MONTGOMERY
tinental United States. CEDAR RAPIDS
Airman Ranks has been assign. Lenord Leavell, son of Mr. and
ed to work in the orderly room Mrs. Verdell Leaven, MI 14th
of the squadron. He is the son of ave. SE., has left for Germany.
Mr. and Mrs Eugene Ranks of After graduatine from the Mtn-
1440 Blue Island, and attended Mlle High school he enlisted in
Crane Tech. the U. S. Service for 3 years
Banks entered the Air Force in receiving his bible training at
August of 1957 and after complet- Port Le'-'., Washington.
ing eleven weeks of basic train. George Christain, underwen thi)




LAWRENCE, Kansas — Bishop
Matthew W. Clair, Jr , of St. Louis,
will conduct the service of the Holy
Communion at the sixth National
Student Conference of The Metho-
dist Church, which meets here Dec.
27-January 1, 1958.
Several hundred students, repre-
senting the Methodist Studen)
Movement in scores of campul I
throughout the nation, will atte •
this interracial conference.
Bishop Clair has been the epis.
copal head of the St. Louis Area
of the Central Negro Jurisdiction
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cago spent a few days with his I. and Rust colleges closed of a baby boy, Gregory D, bornmother and rather, Mr. and Mrs. Friday and will reopen Jan. 6, Nov. 8, 1957, at the UniversityAutly Blanchard of Prairie, Miss. 1958. Dr. E. Smith of Rust Col- hospital, Brimingham, Ala. Moth.Mrs. Freedonia Donalson is the lege and Dr. E. Rankin of M. I. er and baby are fine.proud mother of a baby girl born college wish all their friends a The Big Three night worshipDec. 12, and weighing 9 lbs, 4 oz. Merry Xmas and a Happy New was held at the First Baptist
* • Year, ,0 church S. Bessemer. Rev. .R. G.
GOODMAN The Christmas program sport- Williams, pastor of the St. John
By MRS. P. BILLINGSLEA gored by Mrs. Willie M. Ford of Independent Methodist church, de'
Anderson Chapel was very en- livered a wonderful message Mu-John Walter Delanie, high school
Ste was rendered by the Big Three
choir- Rev. L.  C Walker, pastor.
* • *
EMPIRE
By EFFIE M. PENDLETON
Sylvester Gosha has returned
home from Virginia.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson had Mrs.
Jackson's brother from Birming-
ham visiting them.
Oden Motley left for Mobile last
weekend.
Wallace Pornell has left for Cin-
cinnati.
joyable. The Jones boys quartet
student here, is a patient at the of Memphis thrilled a large audi-
Community hospital in Lexington ence Sunday evening.
where he underwent a serious op-
eration. He was injured while Play-
ing basketball last week.
Rev. M. C. Billingslea was guest
preacher at the Southern Hill Bap-
tist church in Canton Sunday, Dec.
B. Mrs. Emma Jackson was spon-
sor.
LAUREL
Retired Masonite employees held
their annual Christmas program
and dinner on December 6, 1957
at Hattie's Tea Room. Mr. W. L.
C. Simes presided, First to appear
on the program was Mr. Barney
Powell who delivered the wel-
come address to the company ex-
eutive who was present. Re-
Baptist Institute closed Friday
and will reopen Jan. 6. Rev.
Jones, the president wishes all a
Merry Xmas.
The eleventh grade class of
Rosenwald presented a Christmas
program in the Chapel Monday.
The city was shocked to hear
of the death of Mr. Littleton.
Defender agent, Prof. Henry S.
Boyd wishes all his readers a
Merry Xmas and a Happy New
Year. Let your New Year's re-
solution be to read more ant en-
courage others to do so.
* • •
CANTON
Mrs Jimmie Mitchell left Bon-
day morning on the "City of New
marks by Mr. D. J. Grays, Mas-I Orleans" for her home in Flint,
onite vice president. Also intro Mich , after an extended visit
-1
duced were Messrs Leberge, Lee here
 w... her brother and sister-
and McInuabe. The program con- in-law Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
lin
eluded with the serving of a beau- 
, 
tiful and delicious dinner. 
Mitchell. WI- it,' she attended the
AME Zion annual conference of
* • • which she is a lift member.
STARK VILLE Mr. and Mrs. 
L. M. Tolliver
Miss Mildred Williams, Jeanne spent last 
week in Columbus,
County teachers sponsored the  miss, 
visiting with Dr. and Mrs.
program for the Recognition Ser- J. L. Allen'
The funeral of the late Mr.vice for Mrs. Wilda Bowden (Re- 
Robert Patterson was held Mon-
tired Home Demonstration Agent) 
G.day,erwas a trustee and Sunday
e Dech.er9c
II of Christ, of which
day Dec. 8, 1957. Mrs. Florence
from the Pleasant
at Griffin Methodist church Sun-
Green
D. Allen. District Home Demon- 
n 
stration Agent was guest speaker. 
school teacher. Rev. L. F. Sam-
Mrs. Bowden retired Nov. 30 aft-, 
r, pa:tor, officiated.
PeMrs. Artie C. Jones has just re
Along to share her honor were
her daughter, Mrs. Mauldine
Brown, three grandchildren, Mary
sh'ilda, Freida Augustine, a n d
Matt Brown, II of Hopkinsville,
Ky., a niece Mrs. Louise J. Cleve-
land and daughter, Montgomery,
Ala.
er 30 years of faithful service.
I turned from a visit to New York
City, where she enjoyed a nice
long stay with relatives and
friends.
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Carmichael
were Mound Bayou visitors last
week end.
Mrs. Fannie Lott, Mr. and Mrs.
C. M. Varnado were recent Du
-
Extension Agents throughout the rant visitors
State were; Miss Alice Little, Lee;
County: Miss Monteal Pendleton,
Noxubee, Mrs. Willie L. Taylor,
Grenada Co ; Mrs. Ophalia War-
ren, Alcorn Co.; Mrs. Sadye Weir,
Lowndes Co.; Mrs. Lessie Davis, wonder'el sermon - the attendance
Marshall Co.; Mrs. Bessie Gay,
LeFlore Co.; Mrs. Wylie Ford,
Jeanne Supervisor Webster Co.:
was large.
Mr. -and Mrs. Frank 
Armstrong
are the proud parents of 
triplets,
Retired workers: Mrs. Janie two boys au(' a girl born 
Sunday,
Hunt, Columbus; Mrs Alice Chi1-
4Dec a at the South 
Surinam-7er
dress, Meridian. Other visiting county •hospital. Dr. Arnold Hull
guests were: Mr. Gay, Greenwood, delivered the little strangers.
Mr. Marvin Ford, and children, Mother and babies are doing 
fine.
Eupora; Mrs. Parlee Clark and Four women and two 
children
Mrs, Walker, Grenada; Mr. War- drowned Sunday sight when 
their
ren, Corinth; Dr. and Mrs. Wood-
ruff, Amory; Mrs. Jessie Harper,
and children Jessica and Benja-
,
INDIANOLA
Sunday wag Pastoral Day at
Bell Grove MB church.
Rev. David Matthew preached a
car left the highway and 
went
down a 20 ',at 
embankment into
mine. Kosciusko; Rev. J L. King 
the back enters of the 
Sunflower
Sr., West Point; and Rev. W. C. 
River. Victims were. Christine
Cooper, 41; Mildred Carr, 
30, and
Norwood, Columbus, Rev. a n d her two children, 
Eugene, 2, and
7. -.1nora Sykes and
Mississippi Pays High Price For Jim Crow
NEW YORK — The cost of
"separate but equal" school facili-
ties comes high, taxpayers in Mis-
sissippi have discovered.
Increased operating budgets for
Mississinpi's public- schools and
high interest rates on authorized
bonds are forcing a financial
squeeze at city, county and state
levels of government, according
to the Southern School News.
The situation in McComb,
where the city's budget is $155,153
above last year, is called typical
of the problem faced by each of
the 82 counties and 52 municipal
separate school districts.
•
Rather than integrate public
schools, the local'eeMmunities are
building "separate but equal- fa-
cilities, thus boosting the budget.
The increase in cost is also due
to reorganization of the state's
2,000 school districts down to 151.
On the bond side, voters in
Amite county are being asked to
approve an $825,000 bond issue to
be financed by a 10-mil county
Wide property tax. This in ad-
dition to the increased taxes for
the operating budget. This ease
ABERDEEN
By HENRY E. CRUMP
The building fund drive at Rev.
J. H. Washington's church was a
big success. Mrs. Mary Washing-
ton raised $101. Mrs. Ashford re-
ported $100. All the workers made
fine reports. Total amount raised
$622.55.
Mrs. James Blanchard of Chi-
parallels the situation in other
Mississippi counties.
• Statewide, Mississippi recently
was forced to reject bids on its
first $10 million series of general
obligation bond for the :tate's
part in financing the segregated
facilities, because the bid price
of 3 15 percent was termed "too
high" by the State Bond Corn.
missioner in the face 01 earlier
sale of similar bonds for general
state purposes at 2.52 percent.
Some officials, it is said, attri-
buted the high rate to the reluc-
tance of security dealers in the
eastern part of the country to buy
school bonds because of the ten-
sion surrouhding the school segre-
gation controversy.
Because of the high interest
rate, it is reported that the school
equalization program is threaten-
ed with a definite slow-down, and
a new approach to the sale of
bonds is being planned. This calls
for the offering of about $9 million
dollars worth of 10-year maturing
bonds at intervals to permit local
financial institutions to absorb
them,
'
pastor of Asbury; Rev. Bluett,
pastor of Hopewell and Rev.
IMcClennin, istor of Providence
all delivered wonderful sermons,
Sunday.
President E. E. Rankin of M. I.
College entertained the faculty
Monday night in the president's
mansion.
MAKE HONOR SOCIETY —
Among those initiated Into Al-
pha Kappa Mu honor society
at A and T college, Greens.
Mr and Mrs. Percy Henderson
} of Woodward Red Ore are the hap-py parents of a baby boy, Dwight
R. porn Dec. 10 at the Univer-
sity hospital, Birmingham, Ala.
Mother and baby are fine.
Rosenwald's public school closed Ervin Smith of Woodward Red
Friday and will reopen Dee. 30. Ore Who are also proud parents
• 5 •
HOLLY SPRINGS
Rosenwald's gym was a scene
of a.uch gaiety Thursday night
When Rust College basketball team
defeateo Dillard "niversity with a
score of 93-81. Roeenwald's PTA
met Monody night with the new
president, Mrs. Flubanks. Rev. W.
C. Armstrong, pastor of Ander-
CLAY.
By LEVU BROOKS
Mr. Frank Thomas, 67, died De-
cember 13, 1957. He had been
sick over a year. Funeral service
was held Sunday, Dec. 15, at
AME Zion church of which he
was a member. Survivors are his
wife, Lula; tw6 brother; Dock
and Hobart Thomas of Earlington,
Ky.; one aunt of Paducah, Ky.;
three nieces; three nephews- Bur-




and Evansville, Ind. attended.
Mrs. Ida Cop died Dec. 14 of a
heart attack. Funeral , services
were held Tuesday, Dec. 17, at
Tabernacle Baptist chuech.
Clementine Crowder, 37.
. The Bell Grove P. 
A. club had a
speciel program Dec. 
15 at 3
o'clock. Mrs. J. M. 
Kimble was
guest speaker. Mrs 
Josie Russ,
resident. Mrs. Arnett Tall, 
sec-
retary.
On the sick list 
are: Mrs. Ber-
tha flays and Mrs. 
Lenora Brown.
,We hope for them a 
speedy re-
tina Chapel; Rev. I. L. Rucker, Icovery.
bore, N C., are from left
(front) Pearl Cunningham.
Margaret C 1 a r k, both of
Greensboro, and Catherine Al-
WARREN
Last rites were held for Mr.
Columbus McCoy recently. He
died after a brief illness at his
home. Mr. McCoy's survivors are
two daughters, Mrs. Madora Hall,
formerly of Warren and now re-
siding in California and Miss Jean
McCoy of this city and a host of
other relatives and friends. Ham-
mon's funeral home was in charge
of arrangements. We extend our
deepest heartfelt sympathy to the
breaved family in their grief.
Mr. Leroy Neely and Miss Shir-
ty Neely and Billy Wayne motor-
ed to Pine Bluff, Ark., with Miss
Martha Fisher, a student at AM
end N. who was here visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Fisher-
Mrs. Helen Darden who suffer-
ed a broken leg recently is re.
cuperatiing at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Newt Tur-
len, Oxford, N. C. Rear:
Meal R u s s. Wilmington,
James Person and McKin-
ley Thomas, both of Garys-
--
day last week. I sin sure it was
a day long to be remembered.
Mar she have many more.
Miss Marie Fisher of California
Is home visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Fisher and will
remain for the Christmas holidays-
--Miss- Ovida J. Johnson, a stu-
dent at AM and N college, spent
the week end with her mother,
Mrs. Marie Allison and the rest of
the family.
Mrs- Henna Collins sponsored
the Harmony Singers of Monticel-
la in a musical program at the
Bethel ANIE church, last Sunday
night which was a great success.
Mrs. Collins wishes to thank every-
one for the cooperation given her.
The Rev, J. M. Watkins, pestor.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Strong, Mrs.
Betilth Shorter and Mr. Andrew
York motored to Memphis, Tenn.,
recently to visit their brother who
is ill. They report that he Is re-
ner. She is very grateful to friends cuperating nicely and we hope
and organizations for kindness he has s speedy recovery.
shown during her Illness. • * •
The Old Fashioned Garden club BATESVILLE
of N. Myrtle at., has chanked its By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
plans and will have the annual Mr. Culen Zuralls of Los An-
Christmas party in the auditorium geles, Mrs. Delia Fields and Mr.
of the elementary school of West Andrew Clark of Post Oak, Ark.,
Warren instead of the home of visited Mr. and Mrs. Genipher
Mrs. George Rhinehart. The party Watkins recently.
will be held Dec. 18- Neighbors The Missionary society met Fri-
end friends are invited to attend. day evening at Bethel AME church
Mrs. Retina Collins Is president. with Mrs. Collie Harper presiding.
Mrs. Patsy Ingrain of Dermott, Mr. Frank Taylor is visiting rel.
Ark., and Mrs. Mary Crawford of atives in Los Angeles.
Chcago recently spent some hap- Mr. Bud Taylor returned Thurs-
py days in the home of their par- day from University Ho spital
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Newt Turner. where he underwent surgery.
The Warren PTA met in the The Bible Band met Thursday
elementary school auditorium evening.
Thursday night- All block clubs Mr. and Mrs. Mobel Smiley who
are invited to come or send rep- have both been ill are improving
resentatives to attend these meet- The missionary meeting of Beth.
logs, tour information and coop- lehem Baptist met Friday. Mrs.
eration will be appreciated. The Willie Flemming, president.
PTA plans to purchase equip- Mrs. Gail Mae Hayes and Tom-
ment and uniforms for the school my Edwards of Bald Knob, Ark.,
band. That is why they need your visited Rev, and Mrs. Albert St.
support and cooperation so badly. Clair and Mr. and Mrs. Meech
Please help them in their efforts. Waugh, Saturday,
Mrs. Carl Hall has returned Mr. E. L. Taylor visited in Lit. 
homeafter spending a lengthy vs- tie Rock Sunday with his brother,
cation in Chicago, Gary, Ind. and Bud who is being treated at
cities on the coast. University hospital.
Happy birthday to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Button Taylor isill with the
Buddy Jones and their daughter, flu at her home on Lyon street.
Irene who celebrated her birth- A program was rendered Sun'
FARM FAMILY HONORED--
nowt Harvey family of Madi-
son Parish, I,a., recelVes a pla-
que from Gordon Hampton,
chairman of Agriculture cern-
\
mIttee, Raton Rouge Chamber
dl Commerce, Baton Rouge,
after receiving a trophy and
certificate from Dr. E.G.
Clark (right) president of
JACKSON
By MRS. GEORGIA MCVEIGH
Funeral services tor M r s.
Emma Campbell, who died sud-
denly in her home at 207 Wells
at,, was held Thursday afternoon
at 2 p.m., at Bascom ClitE church.
The pastor, Rev. G. W. Bolden
officiated. Burial at the church
cemetery with Bledsoe Funeral
Home si charge. She leaves her
husband, Mr- Gill Campbell, eight
daughters, Mrs. Janie Smith, Miss
Pearl Campbell, Mrs. Hazel Rog-
ers, Mrs. Louise.' Anderson all of
daughters, Mrs. Janie Smith, Miss
Pearl Campbell, Mrs. Hazel Rog-
ers Mrs. Louise Anderson. all of
Jackson, Mrs- Aline Stewart of
St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. Ida M a e
Jones of Detroit, Mrs. Elizabeth
Sons of E. St. Louis, and Mrs.
Izora 'Robinson of Milwaukee, one
son five sons-in-laws two daugh-
ters-in-laws, 27 grandchildren, an Derrick is pastor. A large stint
great grandchildren, seven great of money was raised. Prof. Dan.
great grandchildren five nieces.
Other relatives and friends sur-
vive.
Walnut Grove Baptist church
observed its tenth annual Wom-
en's Day Sunday with all day ser-
vices. Mrs- Mary Lane of St. Paul
CME church was the afternoon
guest speaker. Mrs. Pearline Gol-
den and afiss Mary F. Graham
were soloists, Music was under
the direction of Mrs. Fannie In-
gram; Mrs. Lillie Golden. w a a
general chairman; Mrs. Elsie Mae
Taylor, Mistress of ceremonies
and Rev. U. D. Lewis is pastor.
Mrs. Mollie D. Alexander of
Chicago. Ill., was the recent
guest of Dr. and Mrs. William
Bell. She is Mrs. Bell's sister
and will be remembered by many
for the outstanding instruction and
demenstrations she gave during
the three years she was guest at
the Charm Clinic which is helt
annually on the Campus of Lane
"MI ergst.' S. II. Branough, who teach
es school in Indianapolis. Ind., was
guest of her husband here who is
athletic director at Lane college
and business manager.
I'rof. J. A. Cooke and Prof. S
H. Branough, Lane college bust
ness manager, attended the Sou
them Athletic conference meeting
Dec, 2, 1957 at Atlanta, Ga. An
outstanding feafure of this meet-
ing was the SIAC Service Award
Banquet honoring persons with 25
or more years of continuous Ath-
letic Related Service as a school
member. Eight persons received
these awards. Member schools
of the conference were 17, name-
ly: Alabama A&M, Alabama State
Allen university, Benedict college,
Bethune - Cookman, Clark Fisk
university, Florida A&M, Fort
Valey State, Knoxville, Lane, Le-
Moyne, Moorehouse. Morris
Brown South Carolina State Tus-
kegee Institute and Xavier uni-
verhsiety.T
City Federation of the
Women's clubs reported a very
successful cultural program which
was held in the spacious dining
room of Sanders Hall on the cam-
pus of Lane college. This program
was in the form of an Internation-
al Fellowship tea. The devotion
was given by the Youth choir of
Liberty C M E church under
the direction of Mrs. Edna White
Very interesting talks were given
by Dr. C. S. Kung on China: Dr
Theodore McKiw, on Australia
Dr. J. 0. McShine, on France;
Mrs. Inez Waters, on the British
West Indies and Mr. Jones. Mes-
dames V. F, Walker, Marie Penn
Mary Blair, all who have been
abroad, shared some thrilling ex-
periences with the group present
who were seated around attract-
ively decorated tables which car
tied out the idea of the foreign
countries, Mrs. Mae Cheairs de-
picted an Italian lady as a repre-
FIRE CAUSES
About 90 per cent of forest pr011
are caused by carelessness.
Barrer: own a 50-acre tram
and rent and additional 48
acres. Their farm is highly
Southern university, during
special convocation for the
eight Farmer's Honor Day.
Standing left to right are Mrs.
burg. All have made the hon.
or roll regularly since enroll-
ing at A and T.
PRAIRIE VIEW
'More Prairie View A&M college
students are passing the State
Board Nursing., Examination now
than they did in previous years.
The percentage of failures 01
this most important test stropped
from 71 percent in 1955 to 22
percent in 1957. The 71 percent fig-
ure was an unusual high how
ever, bea,ause failures in 1953 were
only -47 percent and 52 percent
in 1953. This year twenty-five ou
of the 32 students (or 78 percent
taking the State Board passed.
The Division of Nursing Educe
tion released the figure recentl.
which indicate improvement in the
instructional program of t h e
school. Nursing students who pas
the State Board examinations sr
licensed as Registered Nurses.
Examinations included work in
medical, surgical, obstetric, pedi
attic and psychiatric nursing. Th
highest percentage of failures i
1957, were in the exams on pedia
trie nursing. In the high year o
1955, the toughest subject was sur
gical.
The Prairie View nursing edu
cation program was established a
the college In 1918. Two program
are offered by 'the school, one i
a professional diploma program
and the other is a course of study
leading to a college degree. Nurs
ing practice is received at Jet
ferson Davis hospital in Hairston
and John Sealy hospital in Galves
ton.
EAST PRAIRIE
By MARY E. RICE
Mr. Willie G. Rice is still on
the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Tucker of
Chicago visited here with their
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs, Will Thompson,
Cpl. James V. Rice is expecting
to be transferred from Phoenix-
ville, Pa., to St Louie. His wife
will accompany him.
day evening at Friendship Baptist
church. Rev. Albert St. Clair, pas-
tor.
Nellie Powell, home demon-
stration agent; Mrs. Harvey,
twins Howl and Delois; Har-
vey, Hampton and Dr. Clark,
sentative of the Athenian Art end
Literary club. The guest were
served tea from an elaborately
decorated table following the dis-
cussion.
Sunday at 4:30 p.m., Beta Up-
silon Lambda and Beta Pi chap-
ters of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraterni-
ty, Inc., observed its 51st Found-
ers Day at which time Attorney
Arthur D.. Shores id Birmingham,
Ala., was principal speaker, The
public should have heard this.
It was held in the Lane College
auditorium-
The pastor's anniversary w a a
observed at Macedonia Baptist
church Sudo, A very inter-
esting program was rendered in
the afternoon. After which t h
Rev. Waymand Long delivered
the message. Along with It. e V.
Long were his members from Me- .
Lemoresville, Tenn. Rev. Cleveant
lel Glass conducted an inspiration-
al song service program Sunday
afternoon at Savannah, Tenn, at
3 p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority held
its regular monthly meeting with
Miss Aldreda Martin and M r s.
Janie Pruitt on Payne at. After
the business session was held, the
ladies served barbecued chicken,
potato salad, baked apples, pick-
les, olives, hot rolls cake, ice
cream and hot tea. Members at-
tending were: Mesdames Vera
Brooks Bertha Collins, Mildred
Hay, Luaille Fuller, Willie Bell,
Rawles, Clara Bond, C. M. Bards.
dale Faye Green, Johnnie Reed
Sansiers, Hunt and Harris. T h •
Sorority will present its seventh
annual charity Bal! December 13,
at Lane college gymnasium. Music
furnished by Phillip Reynolds and
his band. Donations are 50c each.
All first graders are to be held
Dee. 18, at Lane College Gym.
Mr. Ernest L. White, a retired
railroad employee who resided at
708 Ford at., died Thursday, Nov.
28, at a local hospital. Mr. White's
funeral services were held Sun-
day, Dec. 1, at the St. John Bap-
tist Church, Rev. E. L. Hicks,
pastor officiating. Survivors are:
Mrs. Caine White, wife; two sis-
ters, Mesda m es Lessie Harper
and Vennler Dabney of Evanston,
III.; two nieces, Mrs. Ella Mae
Shannon of this city,: and Mrs.
Archibald Carey jr., of Chicago,
III.; and one nephew, Rev. Archi-
bald Carey jr., also of Chicago.
Other out-of-town relatives attend,
ing the funeral were: Mrs. Lillie
Smith, St. Louis, Mo.; Mr. and
Mrs. Hermar Jones; Mr. and
Mrs. Walker of Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Irene Womac of Houston,
Texas, was a one day visitor oi
her mother, Mrs. Cleo Warren.
Dec. 8. She returned to Houston
after bringing her three little boys
to live with her mother. Mrs.
Woinac arrived at 3:00 a. M.,,
anti left at 7:10 p. m.
Shutinst Mrs. Hervey Lee
House, who is recuperating front
an operation and Charles M.
Smith who Is recovering from a
fall down the stairs in his home.
Charles received several Injuries
but is much better.
PORTLAND
Allen's Temple CME church hal
wonderful service all day Sunday,
The Elks had its annual sermon,
Everyone enjoyed the meetina
very much. Mrs. Mattis sang
beautiful solo.
Mr. Daniel W. Schropshire pas*.
ed away a few weeks ago. He
was a member of the Mt- Olivet
Baptist church. Rev. J. J. Clow
officiated. Cox's Funeral home had
charge of funeral arrangements.
Mr. Schropshire was a memtiel
of the Elks and a Mason. Ha
leaves a wife and Many friends
to mourn his departure. ,.•
Mrs. Cheet is much improved'
and is up again.
Members of the Mt. Sine Com-
munity Baptist church are prepar.
i115 io give their pastor and his
wife a surprise dinner on the
of December.
Rev. Malone and company aro
operators of a filling station on
the corner of Falling and Van-
couver.
Mr. Jessie Welles will soon be
moving In his new barbecue place
at Williams and Ciaok.
VIDAI.IA
Deacon Nathan Moody, On,
Young Chapel N. C., passed away
recently. He leaves a wife; twe
sons, Sullivan of Natchez and Wil-
lie of Chicago; several grand
children and great-grandchildreni
nieces and nephews of Edwards,
Miss., and Louisiana, Bro. Moody
was loved by all. Re Caine South
after the Civil War and was a
great reader of the works of Book.
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Burton, Mulgado
Offensive Stars
1 With the final season's statis-
ties in it was clear last week
that undefeat,...e. Ariz'M'R Stat.? —
and its three tan backfield aces—
bad turned quite a performance
this season.
I The Sun Devil's junior halfback,
Leon Burton, captured both the
Individual rushing and scoring
championship. The Tempe team
was tops in total offense and scor-
ing and sixth in rushing offense.
GAINS 1,126 YARDS
Burton gained 1,126 yards in 17
rushes for a 9.62 average in 10
games. He scored 16 touchdowns
for 96 points. His yardage from
scrimmage was good enough to
place him 13th among the total
offense leaders.
• His team piled up 4,449 yards
on 672 plays for a per game av-
erage of 444.9. The Sun Devils
accumulated 2,922 yards on the
'ground in 520 attempts for a 292.2
yard per game effort. They scor-
ed 397 points in 10 games (39.7
average.)
Runnerup to Burton in scoring
according to the National Colleg-
iate Athletic Bureau records, was
his teammate, Bob Mulgado, Sun
Devil's co-captain.
Mulgado scored nine touchdowns,
36 conversions and a field goal
for 83 points.
Another Arizona State performer
lenior fullback, Joe Belland, scor-
ed 13 touchdowns for 78 points,1
good seventh place.
Other leading scorers were Jim
Pace Michigan halfback, 10 touch.
downs for 60 points, and Don
Clark, Ohio State, nine touch-
downs for 54 points.
Mulgado was 14th among the
rushers, gaining 681 yards on 121
tries for a 5.63 average. Pace was
19th with 664 yards on la% car-
ries for a 5.40 average; Balland
was 21st with 659 on 132 carries
for 4.99 average; Clark was 22
with 855 yards on 118 tries for
a 5.55 average. Danny Lewis, Wis-
consin was 32 with 611 yards on
95 attempts for 6.43 average.
Blanche Martin, Michigan State
was 53rd with 528 yards in 100
tries for a 5.28 average and Hom-
er Foyd, Kansas, 505 yards in
127 carries for a 3.98 average.
Mulgado was the leader in punt
returns. He carried back 14 for
267 yards - and a 19.1 average.
Among the leaders in kickoff
returns were Jimmy Jones, Wash-
ington, fourth, who returned 12 for
324 yards and a 28.5 average;
Wilmer Fowler, Northwestern,
sixth, 14 of 336 yards and 24-yards
average; Clarence Bruton, Mar-
quette, ninth, 12 for 310 yards
and 25.8 average, and Floyd, 18th
12 for 260 and a 21.7 average.
Among point-after-touchd o w n
leaders, Mulgado was a standout
with 36 successful conversions in
50 attempts for a .720 percent-
age. Tom Fletcher, Purdue, con-




I NEW YORK — (ANP) — This
month, for the first time, a color:
ed golfer is in the running for
the professional athlete of t h e
month, thereby gaining an oppor-
tunity to compete with 11 other
athletes, should he win the month-
ly award, for the big trophy, the
$10,000 Hickok belt.
That man is Charle, Sifford,
who was the first Negro to win
a major golf tournament, the Long
Beach open in November.
In the past seven years of com-
petition, one Negro has won the
S. Rae Hickok belt. That was in
1954 when Willie Maya won over
the field.
' Every month, sports writers
vote on th winner. Interestingly
enough, although baseball lagged
In the years' voting, aver the sev-
en-year stretch, four annual,
award winners have been base-
ball men. Only once has a foot-
ball player crashed the charmed
circle. The other two spots went
to boxing and golf.
Monthly winners have included
jockeys, auto racers, hockey play-
ers, and basketball players.
Over the years, baseball, box-
ing and golf have led the field
and on numerous occasions Ne-
gro professional athletes have
been monthly winners.
The big choice, however, is the
the one that counts and annually
at a big banquet in Rochester,
the winner is presented the valu-
able diamond studded gold belt,
carrying a cash value of ten thou-
sand dollars. The monthly contest
and the annual choice is conduct-
ed through a poll under the di-
rection of Murray Goodman, well
known in the field of professional
sports.
ON VICTORY ROAD — The
Owen college Green Hornets
have takes off to a good
start this cage season. They
racked up two victorys at
home last week defeating Ar-
kansas Baptist and Rust col-
lege. The snappy team is
coached by Robert Johnson.
Players and officials shown
are, left to right, front row:
Anthony Gray, James Wood,
Melvin Bailey and Al Jones.
Second row, same order:
Coach Robinson, Tom Grady,
Eugene Pugh, Jessie Pugh,
Wallace Harris and Trainer
Tom Peoples.
Owen Hornets Win Two
Owen College's Green Hornets,'
coached by Robert Johnson, won,
their first two home games of the
season recently in the Owen col-
lege gymnasium.
Arkansas Baptist was stung in
the first game by a score of 92-91 1
in a single overtime period. The
score was knotted at 82-82 at the
end of the regulation period.
The high point man for the
night was big 6 foot Geeter High
school graduate, Melvin Bailey
who poured in 42 points. But it
was left to the deft shooting of
Eugene Pugh who pushed in two
points in the last 15 seconds of
the game to give Owen the one
point lead needed for the vic-
tory.
On Thursday night, December? The
1 19
' 
Owen gained its second home'
victory by defeating Rust college
of Hilly Springs, Miss., by a score
of 96-89. To the Owen College par-
tisans, it looked like a sure toss
for the Mime team since they
trailed by 10 points at one period
of the game and by eight points
at the half.
score was tied at six min-
utes to play with Owen gaining
the lead and holding it thereafter.
The high scorer again was Mel-
sin Bailey of Owen, who hit 39
points which gives him a total of
123 points in his last three games.
Owen's next game will be played
Jan. 7, with Lane college as its
opponent in the Abe Scharff Y.
M. C. A. gymnasium.
Fisk's Bus' Thompson Mothers Bulldog (tigers
Ever wonder what it's like to
be a coach? How many times
have you wondered what goes on
in the dressing room during half
time? What thoughts run through
a coach's mind as he sweats it
out on the bench as his team bat-
tles the enemy on the field or
the hardwood?
Well, Bus Thompson of Fisk
university will tell you in two
words bow he feels about wear-
ing the title of "Coach" of the
Fisk Bulldogs:
It's kind of hard to think of
a rugged athlete — and espec-
ially a coach — in the role of
mother hen. But in Thompson's
words, "a team makes me feel
Jim Brown, Vet Len Ford Spearhead
Cleveland Browns NFL Title Surge
NATL DEC 20 Bruce
JIM BROWN—VET—NO. 15 I
CLEVELAND — (ANP) — The
Cleveland Browns can climax a
great pro football comeback Sun-
day when the Western Division
largely being responsible for the' looked.
resurgence of the Browns this, FORD DEFENSE STAR
season. It is quite true that rook- I This remarkable veteran, now
ie performers like Jim Brown, the in his 10th season In pro football,
team's prime candidate for rook- has been a topnotch defensive per-
le-of-the-year honors, contributed former throughout most of t h e
winners for the National Football mightily to Cleveland's success. season. Strangely, Coach Brown
League championship. But the work of veterans, par- had been toying with th idea
New blood infused in Paul, ticularly Len Ford, the Giant de- c,f letting the 31-yearold 265-
Brown's team is credited withi fensive end, should not be over- pounder go.
HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO OUR CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS
THE GLAMOUR SHOP
Miss Eddie Mae Cowan, Prop.
303 HERNANDO WH. 8-1338
like a mother with a newborn
child."
Explaining himself, Thompson
said, "It's really an inspiration
to take the raw material and work
eith it, fuss over it, mould it
and watch it grow into the finish-
ed product. As a coach, I can
really see the results of my la-
bors."
Coach Thompson, a native of
Gary: W. Va., was an all-CIAA
half back at Bluefield State Col-
lege from 1934-36. The lean, calm
Bulldog coach was named A 1 1
American in 1934 and 1936. He
also earned letters in basketball
and baseball.
A graduate of Bluefield State
BUS THOMPSON
College, the Fisk coach holds the
Ford is regarded as one of the master's degree in physical edu-
most thiogetous pass rushers all:_. cation from New York univ
ersity
the game. For several seasons and is completing work o
n the
after he joined the Browns in 1950, doctorate from the same i
nstitu-
1 he was All-Pro end and a par- ti°rii
1
reer in 1949 with the Los Angeles ketball teak' into a bunch of fast
Right now, Coach Thompsonticipant in the Pro Bowl game.
He started his professional ca- is busy moulding a scrappy bas-
breaking, defensive demons whoDons in the old All-America Con-
are shooting their way into SIACference. When this league was dis
championship contention.solved and the Dons' personnel
was up for grabs, Coach Brown
lost no time in taking Ford.
In the 1950 season, Ford suffer-
ed a broken jaw in midseason
when he ran into the elbow of
Pat Harder, the big fullback then
playing for the Chicago Cardinals.
However, he returned to play a
tremendous game in the champion.
ship contest against the Los Ang-
eles Rams.
WISHING YOU A HAPPY AND
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
Bertha and Dorothy Beauty Nook
Mrs. Bertha Martin and Dorothy Riddle, Props.
339 HERNANDO




John Strong and Mrs. Lola Mae Malone, Props.
759 Pontotoc
But when the season opened,
the former Michigan star was do-
ing business right at the same
old stand for the Browns — de-
fensive right end.
That's the kind of performer he,
is. So whether the Browns meet
the Detroit Lions or the San Fran
cisco Forty-boners for the league
title, Ford will be ready when the
chips are down.
While his cagers are dripping
sweat on the hardwood, Bea
Thompson site on the sidelines
almost as quiet as a mouse.
He takes only mental notes hut
at any point in the game can
tell you exactly what the sta.
tistics are for any one of his
men.
When the halftime whistle
blows, the Fisk Bulldogs troop
into the dressing room. and for
eight minutes by the clock, they
sit In complete silence, relaxing
thinking, praying, perhaps. The
quiet is broken when the eoach
asks each man to speak up and
gel his immediate problems off
his chest. The problem is chew.
SEASON'S GREETINGS
KATIE DUBLIN
COMPLETE - PRINTING - SERVICE
QUALITY WORK - REASONABLE PRICE
FAST SERVICE
1036 PATTON WH. 8-1130
ed over and Thempson's exper-
ience dictates an auswei.
And then the Bulldogs are back
on the floor, anxious for another
victory.
"A team has got to have con-
fidence in a ccach," Thompson
said "The fellows have got to
respect you and believe in you
and when they do, they'll play
their hearts out for you."
Since Fisk university offers no
athletic scholarships, Bus Thomp-
son never has a we.elth. of ma-
terial to work with. But since
1550, he has racked up an envi-
able record, especially in basket-
ball. Bus Thompson is the "man
to beat'" in the SIAC.
"And I'll tell you this," t h e
coach said. "My men are all good
students. My captain is a straight 
"A" man and the whole learn is
way above average in scholar-
ship."
Members of Fisk's athletic
teaml are not permitted to
smoke or drink. And there's no
cussing in Coach Thompson's
dressing room. The former Mor-
ris Brown coach who came to
Fisk seven years ago believes
in the positive approach and for
him it has paid off.
In a final burst of philosophy,
Coach Thompson declared:
"Playing football or basketball
will do more for a boy than any
one course he studies. A coach
teaches English, mathematics, his-
tory, psychology and character
building along with a whole lot
of other things. 
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
Rev. W. M. Donald delivesed 
Mrs. Mary Alfred was home for
the eleven o'clock sermon at St.
James Baptist church in the ab-
sence of their pastor, Rev. B. G.
Ragsdale, last Sunday.
The Missionary Society, Usher The 
Gloxinia Art and Garden
Boards and Senior choir at the club met 
in the home of Miss Lila
Morning Star Baptist church have M. 
Northcross, co-hostess, Miss
had their season banquets. Mrs.. Enid Sims
. The home was beau-
N. F. Williams of Lane Chapel,tifully dec
orated with Christmas
C. M. E. church gave the ad- idea. The 
dining table was dec-
dress for the choir. Mrs. Martha orated with 
green under a lace
Lacy rendered a solo with Mrs cloth, a gold 
statue, and white
Louise Cooper at the piano. Mrs.. candles.
Jewel Ridley of Lane Chapel C. The members present 
were Mes-
M. E. church gave the address, dames W. S. 
Vance, president:
for the Missionary. C. Thomas, vice-president: 
L M.
Mr. Daniel Glass gave a mu. Northcross, Lillian Bouse, 
M. L.
sical recital, Sunday afternoon at Laey, Louise •Coopen, Oro 
Lee
Gentry Lucy Lee, Maitre Led-
ford, Dorothy McKinney, Drucilla
Tuggle. Each member received a
beautiful and useful gift. The guest
were Miss Addie Mae Rawls and
Mrs. Lockie Turner of Detroit who
received a gift also. A lovely menu
was served.
the St. James Baptist church for
the Senior choir. His program
was very entertaining and was en-
joyed by all.
• •
The Usher Board of St. James
church met last Monday night.
Mr. Lorenzo Bell, president, Mrs.
Rosie Lowery, secretary.
The Senior Missionary society
met at the church Monday eve-
ning at 2:00 Mrs. Leora John-
son is president, and Mrs. Eva
Moody, secretary.
The funeral of Mrs. Nannie Ly-
ons Martin was held at the Church
of God in Christ Tuesday at 2:00.
Rev. and Mrs. B. G. Ragsdale
had their mother, Mrs. Ploy Bell!
King of Brownsville, Tenn., as--
thcir guest over the week end.'
Rev. and Mrs. W. M. Donald
will celebrate their. 50th anniver-
sary on Dec. 25 with an open
house at their home, 312 Seventh
ave., from 3 to 6 p. m. They
are a lovely couple and we are
wishing them much happiness.
a few hours. She is staying in
Jackson at her cousin's home,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hegmond.
• • •
Mrs, Sarah Atcherson of Mc-
Kinzie, Tenn., was a house guest
of Miss Cornelia Miller on Eth-
eridge St. She also worshipped at
St. James during the 
eleveno'clock hour.
Mrs. Lockie Turner of Detroit.
Mich.. is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Troy Lacey. Mrs, Turner is
the sister of Mr. Lee Fielder and
Mr. John Fielder of this city.
• *
. • •
Mrs. Ethel Williams of Okla-
homa City and her sister, Mrs.
Annie Dupree was a visitor in the •
home of Mr. A. R. Northcross and
daughter, Lila. Sunday.
The Good Will club met in the
home of Miss Lila M. Northcross,
901 Twelfth ave., Wednesday 'fight.
After a social hour and the ex-
changing of gifts, a delicious re-
past was served; Chicken a-la
King, hot mulled cranberry punch,
Brownie confection and creole
chocolate.
Mrs. Corine Weiford and Mrs.
Rosie Lowery Motored to Jackson
Sunday evening to a singing pro-
gram at Mt. Moriah, the Southern
Jubilee.
Mr. Wallace Baggett of the State
Department of Kindergarden and
nurses school held its conference
with chairman. Mr's. W. S. Vance
and the teachers. Mr. Baggett
I complimented them to the highest
because of the good work they
are doing and the nice school
building. He stated that he was
proud he had such a nice school
on his list.
"A fellow learns how to live on
the football field and on the bas-
ketball floor. He meets life in a
game and the way he deports him-
self is an awful good indication ,
of how he'll tackle the problems
of living after he graduates. And
as a coach, I feel it is my duty





The Mississippi Vocational col-
lege Devils opened their cage sea-
son In style by capturing two of
three contests. The Delta lads
playing under a new coach, Paul
V. Collins, defeated a fast break-
ing Southern University quintet at
Itta Bena, 82-76.
Rudy Battle, senior guard and




Collins Featured On African Post
anquet Speaker
The Athletic department of
Xavier university called upon
one of its distinguished sons,
Alfred Collins, bead coach at
Joseph S. Clark High school in
New Orleans, to address the
football squad of 1957 at its
annual banquet. Collins spoke of
the great necessity of " ...Faith
In yourselves, in your coaches,
in your fellowmen, in your god."
Among others who added to
the occasion were Harold Millon,
bead coach of Walter L. Cohen
High school; Felix James, head
coach of L. B. Landry High
school; sports writers James
Hall and Marcus Neustadter;
Elliott Keys, president of Xavier
university Alumni together with
members of the administration,
faculty and coaches of Xavier
university. Sister Miriam Fran.
cis, Dean of Instruction at Xa-
vier university, complimented.
Collins on his spirited address.
Athletic director and head
coach Alfred C. Priestley an-
nounced the names of deserving
lettermen for the season. In
keeping with Xavier university
tradition, these athletes in turn
elected the Gold Rush Captain
for the year 1958 in the person
of EllioU Labat, junior in Busi.
ness Administration who alter.
nated at the full-back spot with
Johnny McCray.
Balloting by the team just
prior to the feast showed that
they viewed Charles Taylor,
freshman from Selma, Ala., as
the most valuable player of the
year. This marks the first time
that a freshman has won this
coveted position.
Taylor also topped Herman
Bacchus, new quarterback fresh-
man from Clark High school of
New Orleans, La., in a close
finish for the most outstanding
freshman of the year. Devance
Boseman was voted the most
outstanding senior player; Lloyd
Banks, sophomore from Mem-
phis, Tenn., got the nod for the
best blocker; and Leroy Holmes
of Birmingham, Ala., took two
honors — "player with the most
team spirit" and "the hardest
worker."
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CAPETOWN South Africa —
(ANP) — Bishop Francis H. Gow,
the first African born bishop of the
African Methodist Episcopal
Church to be elected as a prelate
is having excellent success. He is
now on his fifth round of confer-
ences and has found among the
people great enthusiasm for the
AME Church.
Bishop Gow was born in The
Cape but educated at Tuskegee
Institute and Wilberforce Univer-
sity. The people of South Africa
have intense pride in having a
South African as their bishop.
America's bakeries turn out
more than 8100 million of pies an-
nually.
Words of the Wise
Short as life is, we make it
still shorter by the careless
waste of time. —(Victor Hugo)
Claude Sistrunk, freshman for-
ward were the big guns for the
Devils with a point total of 24
and 26 points respectively. Jess
Paul with IS points and Rick Hill.
16 were stand outs for Southern.
The following night found the
same two teams Meeting on nee.
teal ground in Memphis, Tenn.,
with the Jaguar Cats coming out
on top, 98-80. Southern discover.
ed a new star in this contest in
freshman center, Johnnie Hayes,
who hit the bucket for 27 points.
Sistrunk kept the Devils close in
this contest with 22 points.
The Devils lost their second
game to a fast Arkgnsas AM&N
team by the score of 68-55. John-
ny Jones was high point man for
AM&N with 21, Claude Sistrunk,





There is a mason why people
like to do business with us. You,
too, will like oar courteous treat-
ment and desire to help you.
"OPEN THURSDAY & FRIDAY
NIGHTS UNTIL 0:00 P.M.




Heine Operated Home Owned
Phone JA 5-7611
This teaser, of the year affords us a splendid opportunity
to express our best Wishes to each of our friends and
customers in this area. We are grateful for your past
favors and wish you a Season of
Great Joy and Happiness
PURNELL CLOTHING CO.























































































































































































der the direction of ?Ars, E. T.
Wiley.
Two members of the junior
class were elected to serve on
the program committee. They
were Shirley Pye and Barbara
Atkins. Four more students will
be elected at the next class meet-
ing.
The sophomores have elected
Wilma Hall to represent them as
candidates for Queen of the Hot'.
nete. Here's hoping she has good
luck.
We are looking forward to be-
ef reunited at Christmas with,mer students who have been
away from college. Dorothy Quer-
lea is scheduled to be home from
Philander-Smith college, and Co-
rine Thompson will be returningl
from Tennessee A & I State uni-
versity. Isaiah Robinson, attend-
ing UCLA, and Rickey Gordon.
from the University of California
at Santa Barbara, are expected
DON Newcembe, whose (Inure
usefulness as a member of the Los
Angeles Dodgers was in grave
doubt on a !mint of his fear of the
"wild blue yonder" is no longer
afraid to take to the air. His anx-
Ale s have been conquered through
Wnosie.
''l am not at all afraid of flying'
any more," said the 31 year oldl
hurler at mid-point of a round trip
flight from New York to Detroit
last week designed to put the hyp-
notic treatment to a test "and I'll
be happy to go anyoYhere with the
Dodgers by plane."
During the past few years the
Dodgers have been making most
of their road trips by plane but
while his teammates were aloft,
By EARL S. CLANTON III
NASHVILLE - "Gee Whiz,' it
was just a breeze for the 1957
NAIA national cage champs, Ten-
nessee State university Tigers.
because the jet-footed hardwood
artists romped through the second
Tennessee-staged holiday tourna-
ment and set a new scoring record
for Evans Little Garden last
Thursday nikht.
Switching partners with F i sit
University Five, the J. B. "Mr.
"Basketb a II" McLendon-coached
court speedsters blasted Xavier
quint 134-43 opening night to erase
their old scoring mark of 131
points set last December against
Arkansas AM&N. While the Tigers
stretched it to eight wins for the
season, Arkansas Lions were
bouncing Fisk from the unbeat-
en ranks 81-71.
Closing the two-day holiday cage
.y, Tennessee's Tigers humbled
Lions 129 to 57. Fisk got back
nto the win column by squeaking
past Xavier 87 84, Fisk Bulldog
guard Leroy Wright chalked up
scoring honors for the tourney's
pair of game with 47 points. The
scrappy guard fired 23 against
Arkansas and 24 points against
Xavier. Tiger freshman forward,
Tennessee-bred Rossie Johnson,
trailed Wright by a single point.
Gallatin's Johnson got 2G the first
night and 20 the second.
Nearly 8,000 braved the rain for
BRAVED RAIN
Greetings to everyone around' to be with Us during the yuletide
the Tri-State area. season.
Everyone around Lhe campus of, Pat Cleaves is still leading
FCT enjoying ,the basketball as the top senior girl on the F.games. C. T. campus. The nine runner-
School will recess oil Friday, ups in order are Gerry Dotson,
and to highlight the closing for Gloria Grandberry, Lynn Coleman,
tlie Christmas holidays, a won- Mary Taylor, Pat Dickerson, Her-
derful party has been planned un• tha Turner, Ernestine Hayslett,
Martha Franklin, and Peggy Sul-
livan
The ten top boys on the campus
rank as follows: L. C. Grander-
son, Marvin Montague, Ander-
son Winston, James McKinney,
George Smith, Roscoe Mays, Thur-
man Citron, Douglas Murell, Tom-
my Rosser, and William Seaber-
ry.
Fayette County Training school's
two top athletes this week are
Geraldine Dotson, among the
girls, and Tommy Rosser for the
boys.
The principal, faculty and stu-
dents of Fayette County Training
School wish you a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
As we close the year with our
last report for 1957, and turn the
leaf to 1958, let us pause and say,
"Thank You," to the One that
has made this possible.
See you in Iv58.
Newcombe would be safely aboard
a Pullman car making the jour-
ney by rial.
Newcombe, who said that his
last trip by plane, a flight to Japan
when the team went on tour in
1956, was nothing short of com-
plete misery, blamed a plane
crash near his home in Elizabeth,
N. J. in 1951 for his fear of fly-
ing.
The pitcher's "test flight" took
place five weeks after he began
treatment by the hypnotist, whose
fees were paid for by the club.
A stewardess aboard the planel
noted that the baseball player, ac-
companied by the hypnotist, Jo-
seph Edelman, appeared to be
completely relaxed during the
flight and ate a hearty meal.
Ohio.
In final play before the eight
team post-Christmas tourney.
Tennessee will be placing her 23
game string on the line. Top seed-
ed Tennessee is among the three
undefeated fives staled for Youngs-
town. Host team Youngstown
college and Detroit Tech are on
the unblemished record Ii a t.
Among the eight there are only
1
 8 losses from 49 games. Tennes-
see's foe, StubenvWe boasts a 7-1
for the season.
"We expect some really tight
games at the tourney," Coach
McLendon confessed. "The easy
time we've had in the past few
games will not help us when we
get to Youngstovn," he continued.
PLENTY ACTION
McLendon unleashed his charg-
es from the opening whistle in
the home-staged holiday tourney
and posted a 70-44 halftime score
against Xavier. At one point the
Tigers scored 20 points before the
outclassed gold rushes could score
2. Starting before and ending aft-
er intermission the Tigers held a
57-22 and moved to 77-22 before
Xavier found the range.
The Tigers displayed their dead-
ly accuracy even with the regu-
lars warming the bench. Opening
kids made string music 54 of 101
shots from the floor or 53 per-
cent. On the second night they
increased their shooting to an
amazing 59 per cent sinking 55 of
night McLendon-coached whiz
the two-day twin bill that saw 94.
Coach McLendon unload his bench  
each night in order to get his
first year men ready for the N. A.
I. A. eastern tip-off tournament
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WDIA Christmas party for the
Keel Crippled School children
last Friday was one that the
53 youngaters will not forget
for a long time, Bags of gifts,
Ever wonder what it's like to
be a coach? How many times have
'you wondered what goes on in
the dressing room during half
time. What thoughts run through
a coach's mind as he sweats it
out on the bench as his team bat-
tles the enemy on the field or the
hardwood?
Well, Bus Thompson of Fisk uni-
versity will tell you in two words
how he feels about wearing the
title of "Coach" of the Fisk Bull-
dogs:
"It's wonderful."
It's kind of hard to think of a
rugged athlete - and especial-
ly a coach - and the role of
mother her But In Thompson's
own words, "a team makes me
feel like a mother with a new-
born child."
Explaining himself, Thompson
said, "It's really an inspiration
to take the raw material and work
with it, fuss over it, mould it and
watch it grow into the finished
product. As a coach, I can really
see the results of my labors."
Coach Thompson a native of
Gary, W. Va., was an all-CIAA
half back at Bluefield State col-
lege from 1934-36. The lean, calm
Bulldog coach was named All-
American in 1934 and 1936. Ile
also earned letters in basketball
and baseball.
BUSY MOULDIN
A graduate of Bluefield 
State
college, the Fisk coach holds the
master's degree in physical edu-
cation from New York university
Crusading Editor
Conked By Kin
Balm Leaven, crusading editor
of a weekly paper he calls the
Cresader, had the militancy knock-
ed out of him by his 18-year-old
daughter during a family quatrel
last week.
Even though the blow with a
rolling pin required 12 stitches to
close lacerations on the editor'
scalp, he refused to sign a com-
plaint against his daughter. Peggy.
The violent family brawl occur-
red in the family's apartment in
Ida B. Wells project, 3725 S. Park-
way. Leavell, however, has been
living in a home he recently built
at 333 E.- 90th at., reputedly at a
cost of $50,000.
Leavell's wife, Opal, and daugh-




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is beck after a
long time of being away and at last she la
back to stay le her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith In year hnsband, wife or sweetheart? Are yes
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, some let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as ship would read an epee book.
Tell you why your job or business Is not • success. If you have
felled in the rest come se, MADAM BELL at onee.
Located on Highway 51 South. just over Mississippi State
Line, ow the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use le stay right aside the DeSote Motel. Be sure
is look for tho RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (Sho never had aa office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Wbitehaven State its,. and get
off at State Line and walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAY) SIGN,
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTIED OR NO CHARGE
Henn I a.m. toP p.m.
Reltill•S• pally. 01en on Sundays
I deal mike any hese calls or answer any letters. 
Re sere
to look fer the right sign and the right mime.
selected on findings of the
individual child's desire, were
taken to the school and pass-
ed out, Shown is a scene dur-
ing the happy period. Left to
right, standing are; 'little Gail
Coleman, Mrs. Alma Booth,
school principal; Bert Fergu-
son, wpiA general manager
and little Arlene Hamilton.
Beaming happily is Donald
Williams, seated at center.
and is completing verk on the I off.
doctorate from the same institu- I PRACTICAL P11110SOPIIY
lion. 1 I., final burst of philosophy,
Right now Coach Thoms.on is Choach Thompson declared:
busy moulding a scrappy basket- "Playing football or basketball
ball team into a bunch of fast.4 will do more for a boy than any
breaking demons who are shoot- one course he statics. A coach
ing their way into SIAC champ- teaches English, mathematics,
ionship contention, history, psychology and character
While his cagers are dripping building along with a whole lot
sweat on thy- hardwood, Bus of other things.
Thompson sits on the sidelines "A fellow learns how to live
almost as quiet as a mouse. He on the football field and on the
takes only mental notes but at basketball floor. He meets life in
any point in the game can tell a game and the way he deports
you exactly what the statistics himself is an awful good indica-
are for any one of his men. tIon of how he'll tackle the prob-
TAUGHT TO THINK lems of living after he graduates.
When the halftime whistle
blows, the Fisk Bulldogs troop
into the dressing room and for
eight minutes by the clock, they
sit in complete silence, relaxing,
thinking,quiet is broken when the Coach Coldwater Misspraying perhaps. The 
asks each man to speak up and
get his immediate problems off his
chest. The problem is chewed
over and Thompson's expeffence
dictates an answer.
And then the Bulldogs are back
on the floor, anxious for another
victory.
"A team has got to have confi-
And as a coach, I feel it is my
duty to educate him to become a
well adjusted, useful eaten."
Rev. 0. Williams left here re-
cently for his new appointment
as pastor of a cburch in West
Point, Miss.
Horace Williams, a teacher at
the Crew High school, was a guest
at the home of his sister, Miss
Mettle P. Williams, on Sunday.
Mrs. M. Johnson, a teacher at
dence in a coach," Thompson




spect you and believe in you and 
wee  
when they do, they'll play their Mist.
hearts out for you." 
A song service was given ta the
'MAN TO BEAT. 
Bates Chapel CME church last'
Since Fisk University offers no 
Sunday night. Rev. Eunice Le-
athletic scholarships, Bus Thornp-
Sure gave the 
response.son never has a wealth of ma-
terial to work with. But since
1950, he has racked up an en-
viable record, especially in bask-
etball. Bus Thompson is the
"man to beat" in the SLAC.
"And Ill teil you this," the
coach said. "My men are all
good students My captain Is a'
straight "A" man and the whole
team is way above average in
scholarship."
Members of Fisb's athletic
learns are not permitted to smoke
or drink. And there's no cussing
In Coach Thompson's dressing
room. The former Morris Brown
coach who came to Fisk seven
years ago believes in the positive















































JA( KSON, Miss. - A Negro
American Legion post in Jackson
had it charter revoked this week
because it failed to heed a warning
to "rid its membership of radical
agitators."
Announcement of the action wa3
made by Fred Metcalfe, Mississip-
pi American Legion commander,
who said the move was made after
"consideration of resolutions by
the two white posts of Jackson."
Albert Powell, commander of
the Negro post, recently asked the






Alen On-Spiritual Moments I. H Gordon
New, I. PI Gordon
Jubilee Tirn• I. H. (lordon
SPIrltual Moments I. It Gordon
Oral Roberto Healing Waters I. II Gordon
Jordan Wonders I. H Gordon
Sundae Muslo I. 17 Gordon
Golden Train /. YI Gordon
Christian Fellowship Church Remote
News Cane Colo
OK Hit Parade Cane Cole
News Cane Cols
Bishop Patterson Remote
OR Hit Parade Cone Colo
Young Negro Speak, R J !Celli
News R J Kelly
Platter Party Cane Coln
Bishop )ArEwen Remota
On Hit Parade R. J. Icily
Snorts - News - Sign Off
Sign On-Snlrilual Sunbe•ms
Spiritual Sunbeams









































Mrs. On L. Howard, of 201 S.
1Gth at., is spending the holidays
in Bakersfield, Calif., visiting her
three brothers, T. L., Eddis, and
Walter Spratlin. and a sister, Mrs.
Pinky Perkins. Mrs. Howard
I, a member of the Bethel A. M.
E. church pastured by Rev. C.
Franklin,
Hugh Earls, of Memphis is
spending his vacation in St. Louis,
Mo., visiting a daughter, SI i s s
Rosie Lee Earls. He. will also
visit a daughter and son-in-law.
Mr. and Mrs. David Smith, at
Gary, Ind.
Mrs. Mary Neal, 106 Ninth St.,
and her son Roosevelt Neal, were,
Wednesday guests of her sister,
Mrs. Ophelia Edward, in Mem-
phis. Mrs. Neal and Mrs. L. K.
Shivers, an instructor at Wunder
High school, accompanied Mr.
Neal on the trip back to Little
Rock.
Nathaniel Ridgley, of 414 S. 9th
at., WAS the guest cf his sister
and brother-in-law, Mr. anti 
Harold Armstrong, in Chicago re-
cently, lie also visited friends and
relatives in St. Louis anti Gary.
1ml.
The Wonder High cagers, after
making a good start, suffered a
few setbacks at the invitationel ba
kethall tournament held at For-
rest City on Thursday and Fri-
day, and wound tip in fourth
place. The local boys won their
first game on Thursday by de-
feating the Cotten Plant team by





Waddell Lee, now living in Chi-
cago, III., was a week end guest
of his parents here recently.
Funeral services for Mrs. Se-
minis Henning were held at the
Miles Chapel CME church on Fri-
day, Dec. 13. Mrs. Henning, who
died at the age of 94, was an out,
standing worker in religious and
civic affairs. Her early years
in Lauderdale county were spent
as a school teacher. She was a
member of Miles Chapel for many
years. Mrs. Henning was the fos-
ter mother of V. G. Wheeler.
The glee club of Lauderdale
High School, under the direction
of Frederic Lecher and Mrs.
Lennie Robinson presented a pro-
gram of Christmas carols at the,
Rotary club on Tuesday night
was an unlucky day. They started
! out by defeating the Blytheville
team 42 to 35, and then were
brought down to fourth place by
losses to Newport and Forrest
City.
I Mrs. Lillie Lee, of 522 S. Tenth
at., is playing host to her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Wile Kitchen, two
grand children. and Miss Mary
E. Lee who conic down from Phila•
delphia to spend the holiday.,
Mrs. Sallie It. Brown is in John
Gaston hospital recovering from
[
burns which she received last
Thus:41.4 in her home. All of her
neighbors and friends are wish-
ing her a speedy recovery
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
Ware Roland were held Sunday,
Dee. 15, at the Old St. Paul Ill. B.
church. Mrs. Roland passed away
on Dec 8 at Ciittenden Memorial
hospital.
Mrs. Wrre is survived by her
husband, Noah, a son, A. P.
Ware, of Chicago; three sisters,
Mrs. Rosie Washington Mrs.
Nita Rodgers, and Jessie Rois-
ter, and many relatives and
friends.
Revs J. G. Randolph and W.
C. Sanford officiated at the serv-
ice, with the Southern Funeral
home in charge. Interment Was in
New Ashley cemetery.
Mrs. Florida 'Mae Smith. cut S'
Louis, Mo., will he a guest in
the home of Mrs. Mary Parker.
of 208 N. Fourteenth st., during
the holidays.
On the following night they song
over station WTRB.
The New Ilomemakers of
Americr. held their installation
services in the school auditorium
on Thursday, Dec 12. The new
officers are Dolly Phinnessee,
president; NIII1Cy Pierson, vice
president; 11. Coleman, secretary;
and Eva Nelson, treasurer. Eight-
een new inembers were added to
the chapter. Mrs. Earlene lialli-
burton is the advisor.
A one-act Christmas drama, en-
titled "Where's Your Christmas
Spirit?" was presented by the
business department of Lauder-
dale High school on Dec. 10. The
cast included Jeanette Brown, Eth-
el Purham, blargaret Garry, An-
nie Connor, Sarah lialliburton, and
Jo Ann Bursey. The play was
directed by Mrs. Magnolia John-
son end Mrs. Bertha Pierce.
Ralph Williams nd L. 0. Gil-
lespie motored to Memphis last
week to attend the Plant to Pros-
per program held at Booker T.
Washington High school.
• •
The Christian Youth Fellowship
of Miles Chapel CME church held
installation services on Sunday,
Dec. 12, at 7 p. m. Misses Doris
Ann Wheeler, Bessie Barbee and
.Aainie Pearl Cohill and Bobby
Purham and Alford Lloyd Pur-
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Bishop Clair To
Conduct Service
LAWRENCE, Kansas - Bishop
Matthew W. Clair, Jr , of St. Louis5
will conduct the service of the Holy
communion at the sixth National
Student Conference of The Metho-
dist Church, which meets here Dec.
27-January 1, 1958.
Several hundred students, rpre.
senting the Methodist Meted
Illovenient in scores of campuses
throughout the nation, will attend
Ibis interracial conference.
Bishop Clair has been the epis•
copal head of the St. Louis Area
of the Central Negro Jurisdiction




Thomas for boys and Patricia
for girls - those are this year's
most popular names for babies,
surveys indicate.
In favorite names, male run-
ners-up were John, David, Ste-
phen and 111;irk. in that order.
t In the female side, the only close
contender for the popularity
crown was Katherine or its vari-
ants (Catherine, Kathy, Kath-
la•en, etc.).
Rites Held For
Dr. P. D. Johnson
WASHINGTON - (ANP) - Fu-
neral services for Dr. Peter Dou-
glas Johnson, an outstanding phy-
sician here for the past 27 years
and former faculty member of
Howard university, were held last
week. Dr. Johnson died of a kid-
ney ailment. Ile was 52.
A native of Atlanta, (la , he wait
graduated from Dartmouth col.
lege_nnd received his medical de-
gree at Howard in 1930. He had
moved to Washington in 1900.
year. Mrs. Magnolia Johnson and
ham were selected as the new
officers for the 1958 conference
Mrs. Earline Ilalliburlon were in-
stalled as the directors.
Rev. J. C. Hullum, pia siding el-
der of the Dyersburg district, in-
stalled the CYF officers in a very
impressive ceremony, which was
followed by a string social glven
by the young people. It was well
attended and enjoyed by both
members of the church and visit-
ors.
• • •
On the sick list and in Lauder-
dale County hospital are Mrs. Wil-
lie Kate Wardlow and John Holm-
es.
Appreciation Day was held for
Rev. J. R. Halliburton on Sunday,
Dec. 15. The sermon was deliver-
ed by Rev. A. Terral.
The annual Christmas Parade
was given in Ripley on Saturday,
Dec. 14.
Kentucky's great bourbon in a gift bottle
...gift wrapped for you at no extra cit.
orient' se, bourbon)
IF YOU eAN GIVE A BETTER BOURBON...GIVE IT!
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • IS YEARS OLD • 90 PROOF • ANCIENT AGE DiST, CO., fRANKFORT, KY.
.411.1sh
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THREE MEMPHIANS — Two
Memphians have completed
the first phase of training in
the Air Force and one is in
the process of rounding her
first phase. At left Airman
William p. Smith, son of Mrs.
Leora Bullard, of 1374 Rob-
erts, has completed the first
phase of basic military train.
jug at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas, and has been re-
assigned to the .1723 Basic
Military Training Squadron,
at Lackland. Airman Leroy
Hopson (second photo) son of
Mrs. Maggie Hopson, of :230
Clayton ave., has completed
the first phase of training at
Lackland. He has been re-
assigned to the 3711th Basle
Military Training squadron at
Lackland. Miss Liazie E.
Price (extreme right) daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Price, of 378-C South Welling-
ton, is completing her Air
Force basic military training
at Lachland Air Force base.
TV Set Was Downright Ornery,
But Adult Reading Class Goes On
By M. L. REID
Seventeen persons between the
ages of 26 and 74 were watching
a cowboy program on the tele-
vision set in the second grade
class room at Hamilton High
school last Wednesday night to
pass away the time. In a few
minutes the WKNO-TV class in
etreamlined reading and writing
would 'come on, sod afterward
they could have their Christmas
party.
. But the television set in the
elass room at Hamilton High




WASHINGTON — The East
Coast's most colorful religious
leader who claims he has never
been wed, is facing a support suit
filed by a former Georgia school
teacher who insists he married
her 34 years ago, and deserted
her five years later.
Haled into DIstrIct court Fri-
day on the charge was Bishop
C. M. (Daddy) Grace who vowed
that he never heard of the woman
and never went under the name
she contends he used when court.'
ing and marrying her.
Asking that Daddy Grace sup- 1
port her and her daughter from
his vast fortune is Mrs. Lovenia
Royster, 57, who says that when
'she first knew Daddy Grace he
went by the name of „Tames E. I
Morris. She reportedly married
him under the name of Ronster.
Mrs. Royster who lives at 3320
Stanton rd. S. E., said she and
Daddy Grace have a daughter
born in 1927.
Some 110 of Daddy Grace's'
staunch House of Prayer for All!
People followers were on hand to
hoar, the case, but Judge Alex-
ander Holtzoff continued the trial
less than 10 minutes after it had
begun.
Mrs. Royster's attorney pro-
duced letters reportedly written
to the daughter by Daddy Grace
and the cult leader's attorney
asked for permission to have,
handwriting experts look at the
Totters in order to examine signa-
tures.
Living_ up to his ostentatious
reputation, the 74-year-old Daddy
Grace, who-numbers his followers
at the three million mark, arriv-
ed at the court house in one of
his three Cadillacs and was ac.
eompanied by several of his uni-
formed gurds.
He wore a brown tailored cuta-
way with a red tie and large gold
tie clasp and vest. Outstanding















SY IL Cooper Nit SEAS
54-HO(' s' I
When switched to the educational
channel at 8 o'clock it began to
act up, anal produced sound, but
no picture. It was the first time
the set had behaved that way
since the class started, the eve-
ning students recalled.
All was not lost, however, for
the students had had the foresight
to invite Mrs. Pauline Hord, di-
rector of the station's program in
fundamental education to their
party, and she simply switched
the set off, went to the black-
board, and proceeded with the
lesson for the evening. She was
assisted by Miss Jeanette Smith,
the station's librarian,
A FEAST
The Christmas party turned out
to be a feast, for the students had
brought along broiled chicken,.
baked spare ribs, spaghetti, peas'
with mushrooms, mixed vegeta-
ble salad, several kinds of cakes!
and pies, candies, nuts and a
large bowl of frappe. Afterward,
they received gifts from under,
a tree, which were distributed by
Mrs. Ernestine Martin, a Hamil-
ton first grade teacher, who helps,
the students with their work.
The educational progress that
the students have made has been;
quite rewarding to Mrs. Martin,'
and Mrs. Margaret 11, perry, al
second grade teacher, who devote
three nights a week to coaching
the adults, without pay.
Most of the students had never'
OLDEST MEMBER
onerv as those in many homes, learned to read or write, and all
are very pleased with their pres-
ent accomplishments. The eight'
month course costs only two dol-
lars, and the students received a
work book, and supplementary ma-
terial each week to go along
with the television lectures.
Mrs. Mary Scott at 74 is the
oldest member of the class at
Hamilton, and although she lived
most of her life in Memphis,
she did not have an opportunity
to attend school as a youngster.
Now after a short while in the
class, she is able to read and
write some of the simpler words.
EASY METHOD
"We teach them the phonic sys-
tem of reading,:' said Mrs. Mar-
tin, a veteran of 32 years in
the classroom where she has
taught every grade from one
through 12, and served as prin-
cipal for 15 years. "By matching
sounds they make considerable
progress.
"The students are encouraged
to read the printing on packages,
canned goods, advertisements on
buses, billboard signs and other
easy reading. matter, and in a
short while they are going along
independently," explained Mrs.
Marlin.
Mrs. Perry is also quite pleased
with the accomplishment of the
group, and SaVS that it is well
worth the hours she sacrifices
away from her four children,
ages three to 10, three evenings
a week.
JOINS WLOK STAFF — G.
Dan Pnag recently joined the
staff of Radio Station WLOK
as an a, count executive in the
sales department. Eugene P.
Well, general manager of the
station announced recently. He
was for seven years connect-
ed with Radio Sation WDIA.
Mr. Poag, a native of mem-
phis, is a graduate of Mem-
phis State uni%ersity.
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"Beale st can become a street'
noted for prayer as well as the
blues," said Rev. Earl Harmon,
founder and director of the Youth
for Christ movement as completed
Its Ilth year in Memphis.
The movement will celebrate
its 11th anniversary in the com-
munity by singing Christmas car-
ols in various neighborhoods
throughout the city during the
holiday seasons,
The Youth for Christ operates
a meditation room at 145 Beale
St., and is supported through do-
nations from churches and busi-
ness organizations. The organiza-
tion seeks to get young people
without religious affiliations to
connect with an organized church,'
but leaves it to them to dectde on
which one.
Rev. Harmon was living in
Chicago, and working as an agent
with the Golden State Insurance
company, he said, when he re-
ceived "the call to preach."
STUDIED IN CHICAGO
He attended the Chicago Bap-
tist Institute for three years, he
said, and then returned to Mem-
phis to organize the work among
young people here. He received
permission from the city to es-
tablish a permanent organization.
The center also does charity
work among the people in the
neighborhood, and ,on Thanksgiv.




President Eisenhower has nam-
ed Dr. Felton G. Clark, president
of Southern university, Baton
Rouge, La., to a full three-year
term of the Board of Foreign'
Scholarships, expiring Sept. 22,
1960.
Previously, Dr. Clark, who heads
the countrys largest Negro col.
loge, had been designated by Pres-
ident Eisenhower to serve an inter-
im appointment of approximately
18 months,
The Board of Foreign Scholar-
ships WAS established by Public
law 584 of the 79th Congress (the
Fullbright Act specifying that the
President of the United States
name "ten United States citizens,
prominent in public and private
educational and cultural activi-
ties" for the purpose of select-
ing students and educational insti-
tutions qualified to participate in
the program, and to supervise the
exchange program authorized by
the Fulbright Act.
Under the exchange program.
some 25.000 persons have receiv-
ed grants enabling them to under-
take serious educational activities
within a cultural context other
than their own. It has involved
more than 28 countries all of
which, through their official re-
presentatives, have praised t h e
Fulbright legislation as an o u t-
standing and workable accomplish-
ment in promoting mutual under-
standing between the people of
the United States and those of
,other countries.
Through its four-phase approach
of grants for university lecturing
posts, doctoral research, graduate
study and teaching abroad, it hae
opened new channels of communi-
cation among scholars on an in-
ternational basis, advanced fron-
tiers of kowledge through joint
research, strengthened the quali-
ty of education ,on a world-wide
scale and through teaching im-
proved the interpretation of cul-





NEW YORK — (INS) — Embarrassed by revela-
tion of a mixed-up private life, Bible-quoting, Nigerian
"good book" expert Theophilus A. Aderonmu gave up a
chance to win $128,000 last week on a TV quiz because
he didn't want "to make a fool" of himself.
Aderonmu told a nationwide
CBS audience tvi had decided to
take the $64,000 he already had
won on eight previous appear-
onces on "The $64,000 Question."
His sudden withdrawal followed
disclosure by International News
Service that, although he told the
TV audience last week he'd be
willing to re-marry his divorced
wife, he was now married to an-
other woman.
GOD HAS BEEN GOOD
In his brie' appearance on the
show last Tuesday night, he de
clared: "These things have been
very embarrassing to me, and 1,
feel it has been embarrassing to
some of the people who know me,'
tee. God has been very kind to me.
Noted Church
Worker Buried
MILAN, Tenn. — Funeral serv-
ices were held here recently fort
A. G. Barham, 56, a prominent'
layman in Methodist church cir-
cles in this area Mr. Barham
was scheduled to attend the CME
General Conference as a delegate
in May 1958.
Mr. Barham died of a heart,
attack while working at the Mi-
lan hotel, where he had been em-
ployed for 40 years.
The Methodist layman served as
president of the West Tennessee
Annual Conference of Christian!
Methodist Episcopal churches, and'
was president of lay activities in
the Brownsville district, and serv-
ed in other positions of leader-
ship with the church.
The Gill Funeral -Home of Milan
had charge of the service.
ever seen. And, of course, I have
enough money now to take care
of my child and complete my
education, without humility. So I
don't wai to go on anymore."
Ad .ronmu explained that the
affair of a complicated week
made it impossible for him to
ADERONMU
concentrate and that he would
only "make a fool" of himself if
he tried to answer the questions.
"I don't want to do that," he
said. "And so, in conclusion, I
will say good night and God bless
you."
Lest Tuesday master of cere-
monies Hal March had asked
Ada,-onmu tc tell the viewers the
"true 'acts" about a publicized
suit brought in New York by his
ex-wife for non-support co' their
b by. She had divorced Aderon-
mu in August, 1956, after a year
o: marriage.
"It i true we reconciled and
decidedthe Bible expertm a ke saidg oofofhits af ogrami ne."r 
wife, Faye. "But the following
day she changed her mind." He
MIN
MEMPHIS an
/MI1070 on your dial Ammo
Ammo
emplified high moral character.
Miss Patterson, a junior, has a
grade point average of 2.44, and
is a member of Delta Sigma Theta
sorority, and the National Educa-
tion Association. A junior repre-
sentative to the Women's Com-
Three cheers for you! Your New Year's Eve party
has everything guests like best ... bright decora-
tions, delicious food, plenty of ice-cold Coca-Cola.
What pleasure the good taste ... the sparkling lift
a Coke bring to the gathering! What a good ides .
to put in an extra-big supply of Coke for the fes-
tivities, for a Happy New Year in 1958.







SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Coco-Cola Cemeeny by Ceee•Cole Baffling Company ef 1.A•saphis, Tenn.'
Settled ander outbority
KING
TOPS AT LEMOYNE — Three
students at LeMoyne college
were recently notified that
they were eligible for mem-
bership in the Kappa Beta
chapter of Alpha Kappa Mu,
a national honor society. They
are, left to right, Miss Gloria
Wade, "Miss LeMoyne" for
19a7-58: Ezekiel Owens, and
Miss Vernealure Pattersoa. Se-
lections were made on the
basis of high scholastic at-
tainments and high moral
character.
3 At Le Moyne Become
Members Of Honor Unit
Three LeMoyne students werel
tapped recently for membership,
in the Kappa Beta chapter of the
Alpha Kappa Mu honor society.
They were Misses Vearnealure
Patterson and Gloria Wade, and
Ezekiel Owens.
The honor society was founded mittee, she is attending LeMoyne
In the 1930's for the purpose of on a 4-year full tuition scholar-
giving recognition to juniors and
seniors who have attained high
seholorstic averages, and have ex-
ship.
GOOD AVERAGE
Miss Wade, the other junior se-
told March that he was ready
and willing to marry her again
"if she's willing."
In Chicago, meanwhile, official
records disclosed that Aderonmu
was married on April 30, 1957, to
the former Katheryn L. McGee,
33. Aderonmu stated on the license
application that he had no pre-
vious marriage.
INS .lisclosed, at the same '''me,
that Aderonmu is under investi-
gation by the U. S. Immigration"
Service for possible deportation
because he overstayed his long-
expired student visa.
Aderonmu had said he was at-
mission to the medical school,
the spokesman said, was reject-
ed in 1956.
Producers of the quiz program
could not find Aderonmu until
shortly. before the show went on
the air. Highly excited and in
tears he later told producer Mert
Koplin, "I do not want to go on. I
do not want to take the questions."
"Tuesday afternoon," Koplin said
"he refused to see anyone' from
the program, shutting himself up
in the hotel room."
Aderonmu told Steve Carlin,
executive producer of the show,
that all the INS reports were "en-
"He has eiven me the chance tending the University of Chicago. tirely true" and Carlin added,
to win $64,000 — more than I've But a University spokesman said "the show went on the air in the
he is not a student and never most hectic state in its entire his-
has been. His application for ad- tory."
lected to the national honor so-
ciety, has a scholastic average of
2 74. President of Alpha 'Kappa
Alpha sorority, and secretary of
the Student Council, she was re-
cently crowned "Niss LeMoune"
for 1957-58.
Miss Wade is also attending
LeMoyne on a 4-year scholarship,
, and has represented the college on
many occasions.
Mr. Owen's is a senior
school, and hag a scholastiael-
crate of 2.43. He is the president
Of the Pan-Hellenic Council and
the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.
LeMoyne SCA Is
Host To Needy
The Student Christian Associa-
tion of LeMoyne college helped
16 families realize what the true
spirit of Christmas means when
they feted their guests at the
group's annual Christmas party,
on Tuesday evening, Dec. 17.
The children who attended the
party held in the student com-
mons were given toys, candy and
fruit. TheiP parents recei
Christmas baskets, which
contributed by the college soli,
ties and fraternities.
An enjoyable time was spent
by parents, children and students
who conducted games and led out
in the singing of Christmas carols.
' Throw a New Year's party!
Have a ball!
Plan lots of Coke for one and all! e
1101/1 TO AIME 17...8 CANDLE -CROWNED P1E:
Use a favorite pierecipe. Cut out small
star-shaped openings with cookie cut-
ter in the top crust before baking,.
When pie is ready to serve, stick a
little red candle into each opening,
light candles and bring to the tab',
with Coke!
